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ABSTRACT

The development of a sufficiently sensitive instrument is a vital

prerequisite for research exploring the intensity of attachment or bonding.

The revision of an Adult Àttachment ScaIe (ÀÀS) a shortened 32-item measure

of the intensity of attachment curren!1y experienced is presenLed. There

were 110 married adults who helped validaLe the revised AÀS. it ltas

thoroughly investigated for test-retest reliability, homogeneity,

concurrent validity and construct validity. Construc! valídity was

demonstrated by five analyses. The first compared the ÀÀS scores for

spouses with scores for best friends or confidants. À further conparison

was made betrleen scores for confidants rlith scores for casual friends.

Data confirmed that the scores for spouses were significanlly higher than

for confidants, and scores for confidants were significantly higher than

for casual friends. A third analysis established a confidence interval

based on the mean score for spouses. The interval was fully contained

t,líthin a nuIì. range, cross-validating the mean score. A fourth measure of

construct validity was derived from trlo factor analysesr one for spouses

and one for confidants, which supported the existence of two independent

components of attachment found in this study as in lhe last' A fifth

neasure of construct validity was obtained by correlating the AAS lfith

sirnilar scales. Furlher analysis revealed that as the duration of marriage

increases, the intensity of attachment or AÀS score decreases' Thus the

mean scores for marriages of varying duralion were found to be

significantly different as predicted' Holrever' each subgroup mean did not

tIt



significantly differ from every other subgroup mean. Data did not support

the final prediction, that there would be correspondence betrleen childhood

atlachment to a parent and later bonding with a spouse. Reconmendations

for the fu!ure employment of !his instrument and for future research were

made.
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CHÀPTER I

I NTROÐUCTi ON

An attachment is an affectional tie lhat one person forms to anolher

specific person. It binds them together in space and endures over time.

Attachrnent is discriminating and specific. One may be attached to more

than one person, bu! one cannot be attached to a multitude of people

(Ainsworth, 1973). Each menber of a bonded pair tends to remain in

proximity to the other. Ainsworth (1973) infers the existence of

altáchment from a stable inclination to seek proximity and contact t,lith a

specific figure over time. Such behavior has been hypothesized to have

bioJ.ogical underpinnings because it serves the purpose of protection,

contribuLing to lhe individual's chance of survival (nowlby' 1959). It

keeps him/her close to caregiver(s) who reduce the risk of harm, for

example from cold, hunger or predators. Therefore attachment behavior is

as functionally adaptive as feeding or sexual behavior.

Attachment during infancy has recently received much attention from the

psychological literature. In view of the voluminous research on

attachment, this review will. concentrate on aspects of attachment that are

relevant to adult bonding. The purpose is to develop a questionnaire that

assesses an individual's inLensíty of attachment curren!1y experienced in

an adult relationship. In developing the questionnaire, comparisons wiIì

be niade belween individual responses given for a spouse, a confidan! and a
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casual iriendship. One of lhe major aims of this research is to show

continuity in the quality of attachment from childhood through to

adullhood. Therefore issues that focus on conLinuity in the quality of

altachment wilL be reviewed. These witL include the folLowing subtopics: a

definition and descrip!ion of attachnent behavior, disrupted bonding,

individual differences in attachnent, continuity in adaptation,

intergenerational effects, the reciprocal relationship between attachment

and divorce, and atlachment in ongoing relationsbips.

! Definition and Description of Àttachnent Behavior

Bowlby (1980) elaborated on the principal features of attachment theory.

He defined attachment behavior as any form of behavior wherein a person

attains or retains proximity to a preferred figure. Às long as lhe figure

remains accessible and responsive the behavior may consist of nothing more

than checking the whereabouts of lhe personr such as the exchange of

occasional glances and greetings. Às a class of behavior tlith its own

dynamic, attachment behavior is distinct from feeding behavior and sexual

behavior and is at least of eguat significance in human Ìife. During the

course of heaLthy development, attachment behavior leads lo the formation

of affectionaL bonds, initially between child and pärent and later between

adults. The various forms of the behavior and the bonds to which they lead

are active and present throughou! the life cycle.

The formation of a bond is described as fàIling in love, maintaining the

bond as loving soneone, and losing a partner as grieving over a loved one.

SimilarIy, threat of Ioss arouses anxiety, and actual loss brings sorron;

while each of these situations tends to brinq fo¡!h anger. The tnaintenance
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of a bond is experienced as a source of security and the renewal of a bond

can be a source of joy. Mäny of lhe most intense emo!ions surface during

the development, the nain!enance, the renewal and the disruption of

attachment bonds. Because such emotions usually reflec! the sLate of one's

âttachment relationships, the psychology and the psychopathology of emotion

is to a large extent the psychology and the psychopalhology of affectional

bondi ng (BowIby , 1 980 ) ,

Psychopathology and disturbed patterns of atlachment are not due to

fixation or regression to an earLier stage of development. They are due lo

deviant psychological development. 0ne form of lhe disturbance is partial

or complete deaclivation of atLachment behavior, called "emotional

aletachment." The second form, the commonest disLurbance, is the ever-ready

elicitatíon of attachnent behavior, resulting in "insecure or anxious

attachment, " Such behavior has oflen previously been regarded as

overdependency (aowlby , 1980 ),

Àlthough some attachnent behaviors closely resemble behaviors that have

been defined as dependent, Borilby's (1979) concept of attachnent differs

vastly fron dependence. The goâI of dependent behavior is not specifically

related to maintaining proximity. In addition, i! is not directed to a

parlicular figure, it doesn't imply an enduring bond and it is not

necessarily associated vilh strong emotion. No biological function is

attributed to it. Furthermore, to refer to a person âs dependent tends to

have a negative connotation whereas describing hin/her as attached is

positive, ConverseJ.y, for a person to be detached when engaged in a

significant relalionship is less !han admirable (Bowlby, 1979; Bretherton,

198s).
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Rutter (1972) reviewed the literaLure and concurred !¡ith Bowlby. He

claimed that both human and subhuman primates show a universal occurrence

of attachment behavior, There is great individual variatíon in the

strength and dislribution of attachnents; the main bond is not always with

the mother and bonds are frequently rnultiple, Rutter concluded that

attachment is an important crucial aspect of the mother-chiJ.d reLationship

and it is also a characteristic shared r+ith other relationships.

Similarty, Yarrorl (1972) said that in middle childhood and adolescence

affeclional bonding includes siblings, peers, and other significan! adults,

wherein there is a strong interdependence as well as a strong affective

component, He viel¡ed it as an interactional concept in which reciprocity

is cenLral. At different developmental periods it enconpasses dynamically

similar but phenotypically different behaviors. Consequen!Ly' it is more

meaningful !o view attachment as an organizing concept that indexes a broad

range of behaviors extending across a wide devetopmental time span (Yarrow,

1972\ .

The primary bond or attachment is usually formed with the mother but it

can be with anyone who is the principal caregiver. Àinsworth (1973) has

reported that infants attach even !o unresponsive or abusive mothers.

Hollever, infanls reared in instituLions may not becone altached to anyone.

This condition has been labelled "maternal deprivation," and its

devastating effecLs on emotional and physical deveLopmenl, intelligence,

social maturity, moral ability, and the ability to relate to significant

others have been thoroughly documented (Goldfarb, 1955; tizard & Tizard,

1971; Rutter, 19i2, 1980). It has also been found lhat the repealed

disruption of bonds during infancy is associated with psychiatric

disturbances (Bowlby, 1965; Àinsworth, 1973).



Di srupLed Bond i nq

Two psychiatric disturbances preceded by disrupted bonding during early

childhood are depression and suicidal tendency. Retrospective studies

indicate lhat suicidal persons Iost parenls during the firs! five years of

life three times more frequently than nonsuicidal persons. The loss

usually included both parents through death or divorce (Bruhn, 1962; Greer,

cunn & Koller, 1965). In his reviet¡ of lhe suicide Literature' Àdam (1982)

examined the data comparing suicidal-ideation rlith nonsuicidal-ideation

subjects for the quality of parental care they received before and after

the loss. He concluded that atternpted suicide and control subjects

differed significantly in the consistency ând quality of parental cäre

prior to the loss, during the loss and after the loss. Àpparently the

suicidal-ideation groups received lower quality and Iess consistent care.

SimiLar findings rlere reported for depressed patients. Dennehy (1966)'

Hill and Price (1967) and Brown and Harris (1978) atl reported that

parental deaLh had occurred about twice as frequentLy anong depressives as

in the population at large. Early loss of mother as opposed to father

increased the risk of later depression according to Brorln (1982) who

recently revi eried !he literature.

Sorìe researchers hold lhat disrupted bonding during childhood causally

impairs the capacity for affectional bonding in adulthood. They turn to

hunan infant behavior as evidence, wherein two disturbed patterns of

attachment were observed. The first disturbance, "emolional detachmentr"

was systematically documented by Heinicke and I.¡estheiner (1966). They

observed children aged 13 to 32 months during and foLlowing a sLay in a

residential nursery (three lo lwenty weeks) and compared thern with children
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l,fho remained at home, Crying and screaming, mainly for molher, was a

dominanÈ response, especially during the firs! three days away from home.

It \ias particularly common at bedtime and during the night. InitialIy they

refused to eat, dress, be picked up or be comforted, but clung !o their

favorite object brought from home. After a few days t.hey hurled the toy

away exhibiting increased hostile reac!ions. They also showed a breakdor¡n

in sphincter conlrol, Upon reunion r¡ith mother, only the separated

children exhibited "enolional detachment. " They did not recognize her, or

else walked arlay from her and ignored her advances, This slate persisted

for days. In fact, the duration of the detached behavior correlated

positively l,Iith the length of the separation, ! = .82. Hostile and angry

behavior was also recorded four times as frequently for Ehe separated

9roup.

The second childhood disturbance "insecure or anxious attachment," is

also associated with disrupLed bonding. The child displays clinging

behavior after the attachment relationship is resumed. S/he cries and

foLlows lhe caregiver wherever she goes and demands cons¡ant attention.

BowJ.by (1973) and Stayton and Àinsllorth (1973) described the causal factors

of insecure behavior as experiences thât rleaken a child's confidence that

the attached person will be accessible and responsive when needed. Most

anxiety or fear of separation was found to be reality-based, in that the

children or their mothers had been hospitalized, or there was a history of

separation, unresponsiveness or rejectíon. The separation,

unresponsíveness or rejection evoked hostility !or'ards the caregiver, whi).e

the hostile acts and thoughÈs further increased the fear of loss or

reject ion from the caregiver.
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Bowlby (1979) described bhe aggressively demanding behavior exhibited by

these children rlho had been separated from their parents as resembling the

behavior of some psychopaths. However, he acknowledged that this did not

demonstrate that "insecure attachment" or "detachment" are causally related

to lhat personality disorder. Later Rutter (1980) revealed that bond

disrup!ion was one of the causaL agents of "acute distress syndrome.rr He

cLaimed that "affeclionless psychopathy" results from the initial failure

!o form bonds, not from the breaking of relationships. Thus prolonged and

repeated separation from a principal caregiver at an earLy stage of

development can have the most detrimental effect on a child'

For lhe purpose of exploring the effects of bond disrup!ion' the

children of deceased and divorced parents have been retrospectively

assessed, Rosenberg (1965) adninistered a self-esteem questionnaire to

5,024 adolescents aged 16 to 18 years. Adolescents r,lhose mothers narried

young and were divorced by 24 years of age had lower self-esteemr as did

the adolescent offspring of young rridot{s. Lot{ self-esteem correlated

significanlly wíth anxiety, depression, and sensitivity to criticisrn.

Similarly, Me9argee, Parker ând Levine (1971) administered the CPI

sociability scale to 488 university sludents. They discovered that scores

correLated positively when students (a) lived with bolh parenls, (b)

parents' marriage was rated excellent, and (c) had a happy childhood.

Scores correlated negalively with parental divorce. Seemingly, Peck and

Havighurst's (1960) findings are in agreement !iith the above data. They

found that a stable famiJ.y base for the child and adoLescent promotes

slability, self-reliance, high leadership qualities, and high autonomy in

adulthood (reviewed by Shane, 1982).
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A recent study of 79 young women whose rnolhers died during their

childhood and l¡hose fathers had remarried were examined for state and lrait

depression. Parker and Hadzi-Pavlovic (1984) adminis!ered questionnaires

which probed depression, parentaL bonding and marital affection. Lack of

care from falhers and step-nothers rlere the parental variables most

strongLy associated wilh high traít depression, and alnost all women who

scored both of these parenLs as uncaring reported a life-!ime episode of

depression. In a married sub-group of 63 subjects, low maritaJ. affection

and low step-mother care accounted for 33% of the variance in trait

depression scores, rlhile low paternaL care ltas no longer significant. Data

for the married sub-group suggested that an affectionate husba¡d Iargely

corrected a tendency to greater depression exerted by uncaring parents.

The women vhose mothers had died during their childhood rlere more at risk

for lrait depression given an unaffectionate husband.

Bowlby (1979) stated that many men and r+omen experience common

deviations in the development of their atlachment reLationships such as (1)

parental unresponsiveness or rejection, (2) discontinuity of parenting, (3)

parental threats of tiithdrawing love, (4) abandonment or threats of

comnitting suicide or inducing guilt in the child by claiming his deeds

will kill the parent, or (5) reversal of roles where the child enacts the

pârenLal role. Àccording to attachment theory any of these experiences can

lead lo constant anxiety lest s/he lose the attachment figure. Depending

on the problems encountered, people experiencing such deviant patterns

during childhood may later reLate to others in a manner indicative of their

deviant pattern. They may develop personality disorders or encounter

difficulties when they marry and have children. They may likely become
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over-conscienLious and guiIt-ridden as $elI as anxiously attached. The

majority of school phobia and agoraphobia probably originate this way

(Bowlby, 1979, reviewed by Shane, 1982 ) .

À principal postulate of attachment lheory is that lhere is a strong

association betneen a chiLd's relationship riilh parents and the later

capacity !o form affectional bonds during adulthood. The main variable is

t.he extent to which parents provide a secure base and encouragement to

explore from it. Children rlho are provided with this condition are

described as I'securely attached. " They groÌt up secure, trusting,

self-reliant, and cooperative. Such people are said to possess a strong

ego or show "basic trust" (nrickson, 1950). UnfortunateLy, in many rlestern

populations approxtmately one third of the children do not receive these

conditions (Bor+1by, 1979, reviewed by Shane, 1982).

BowIby's model of attachment stipulates that the representational models

of attachment figures and of the self constructed during childhood and

adolescence, tend to persist into adulthood. Consequently, a personrs

behavior may sometimes be more expìicable in terms of her/his early

experiences because one tends to assimilate a nerl person r¡ith whom one

bonds (ie., spouse or lherapist) to an existing model even though it is

inappropriate. For exanple, a man who was threatened !¡ith abandonment

during chiJ-dhood may Iater fear his wife wiLl abandon him, even though he

believes she is loyaL. Bowlby (1979, p, 142') thought that the stronger the

emotions aroused in the relationship, lhe rnore likely it rlas that the

earlier, less conscious models would become dominant. Therefore, patterns

of inLeraction which became established between a child and the caregiver

have a potent influence on the quality of his/her social relationships in

adulthood (Shane, 1982),
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I ndi vidual Differences in Attachment

Àttachment !heory sheds light on individual differences in personality

deveJ.opment. Bretherton (1985) reasoned that if an attachment figure

frequently rejects or ridicules a child's need for comfort in stressful

situalions, the child may come to develop not only an internal working

model of the parent as rejecting or uncaring, bu! also one of the self as

not worthy of help or care. Conversely, if help or cornfort is given, the

child will tend to develop a working model of the caregiver as loving and

of the self as v¡orthy of such support. Individual differences appear to be

closely tied to a person's working model of lhe selfr others and the r.'orld.

Therefore, the internal working nodel tha! an individual constructs of

attachment figures and of lhe self becomes part of the personality

structure and lhereby influences later relationships. This formulation

evolved from ethology, control systerns, and cognitive and psychoanalytic

theory (Bretherton, 1985; Bowlby, 1973).

Attachnent research provides solid suppor! for it's claim of

contribuLing to individuaL differences. Àinsworth, Blehar, Waters and l.iaIl

(1978) developed a lab scheme for classifying behavior as to the quality of

attachnent in one-year-old babies. This procedure was called the "strange

situa!ion" and it supplemented a longitudinal study of these same children

and their careqivers. A host of independen! investigators followed the

chiLdren to ascertain whether their assessment r,¡as sÍgnificantly related to

later behavioral measures in the second to fifth year of life. Only a

brief ou!line sill be given here: for a more cornprehensive review see

Àppendix G (reviewed by Shane, 1982).
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Subslantial differences ruere initially documented betseen !he nothers.

Mothers of the securely attached babies (Group B) were more sensitive,

accepting, cooperat!.ve and accessible to !heir babies. Mothers of the

insecure).y attached groups (Groups A and C) were insensitive to infan!

communications, with Group À more angry, irritated, rejecting and also nore

aversive to bodily contac!, while Group C was more neglecting and ignoring.

Similarly, securely altached babies shor¡ed rninimal disturbances at

separation and no anger at reunion. They were the only group to shott

positive affect. The insecurely attached groups (Groups À and C) differed

in the expression of their anxieties. Group À babies were not distressed

at separa!Íon but avoided mother during reunion so Lhey were referred to as

"avoidant" babies. Group C clung to mother more prior !o and follorling

separation, and exhibiled more anger during reunion periods. They were

named "resistant" babies (Àinsworth et a1,, 1978).

By 2 years of age, as predicted, both groups of anxiously attached were

Less cooperative, competent and affectively positive lhan lhe securely

atlached. They were also more aggressive and/or avoidant !oward their

molhers and other less famiLiar adulls. Continuity was also noted in

malernal behavior: their mothers were Iess supportive and offered a lower

quality of assistance than the mothers of the securely aLtached. Latert

the insecure children emerged as less sympathetic wilh peers and less

compeLent in exploraLion and probJ-em-sol v i ng. They were J.ess curious, less

self-directed, less ego-resilient and scored lower in language development

and developmental tests, allhough the differences Here not due to D.Q. or

tenperament (Ainsrlorth et aI., 1978; t'tatas, Àrend & Sroufe, 1978; Pastor'

1001\
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Upon reaching 5 years of age, the anxiously attached still exhibited

poorer adjustment. They were less interested in Ìearning ner,l cognítive

ski11s, new stimuli and were generally described as "spaced out. "

Moreover, lhey scored higher in dependency and lorler in self-esteem. They

became disorganized during a novel or stressful siluation and were unable

to meel the demands of a changing environment. In summaryr the predictions

den'ìonstrated !hat insecure attachmen! correLated significantly with

strikingJ-y poorer adaptation, showíng a marked decrement in emotional and

social cognitive functioning. Thus, alLhough there rlere vast individual

differences in discrete behaviors, the quality of the affective bond

generally remained st.able (Arend, Gove & Sroufe, 1979; Sroufe' Fox &

Pancake, 1983 ) .

Cont inui tv in Adaptation

Rutter (1980) felt that the quality of the affective bond rlith the

caregiver can readily influence later social development. To support this

cLaim he cited Tizard (1977) who studied instiLutionally-reared children

and cornpared them Hith family-reared controls. Tizard noted continui!y in

adaptation. Excessive clinging and more diffuse attachment behavior at 4

years of age noted in the institutional group related to disobedient,

âttention-seeking, hostile behavior at school with poor task involvemenl at

I years of age.

Continuity in social behavior t.tas also reported by BJ.oom-Fe shbach ,

Bloom-Feshbach and Gaughran (1980). They observed that some children did

not resolve their separation dislress after one month of school. They

exhibited a direct expression of the dislress which lras associated with a
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hostile, deficient mode of eventual adjustrnent. Similar continuity Has

reported by Kohn (1977) r¿ho showed Iongitudinal persistence of deficíent

social cognitive functioning. Children who were withdrawn and angrily

defiant in kindergarten manifested the same impairment 5 years later.

There appears Èo be coherence in personality deveLopment over time, and an

enotionally impaired child nay ]ater become an emotionally impaired

adolescent or adult, especially if treatment is not forthcoming (Thonas &

Chess, 1985). Horiever there is a paucity of longitudinaL research to

support lhe evidence of continuity in adaptation from childhood through to

adolescence and adul t hood.

The quality of lhe atLachnent bond with parents has received Iittle

atlention during adolescence. Àdolescence and early adulthood bring

changes in the reLationship with parents. Havighurst (1953) named becoming

free from chiLdish dependence on parents as an adolescen! task. He

proposed that the psychological basis for personal independence may stem

from sexual matura!ion. Since lhe adolescenÈ cannot find sexual

satisfaction !rithin the famiJ.y, s/he must go outside the family to

establish emotional ties with age-mates. This can not happen without some

change in the emotional bonds lhat lie them to their parents.

Selecting a mate or marriage partner was identified by Erikson (1968) as

the first task of early adullhood. He label]ed this stage of development

"intimacy"; it serves the need for a new and shared identity. If a young

person fails in this stage, s/he will attain the opposiLe situation r,¡hich

he referred to as "isolation." The youth who is insecure about his

identity shies away from "intimacy. "
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Sears (1972) outlined adolescent development in terms of attachment

theory. He suggested that the primary attachment rlith a caregiver decays

during adolescence and is normally replaced by a second major attachment

during young adulrhood. Pseudo-attachmenls, brief in duration but

passionate in intensity, may occur intermitten!1y along the way. These are

indicalions that the youngster is trying to break the prinary attachment

and Ís experimenting with new atlachments. Perhaps much of adolescent

distress, disorganizalion, aimlessness, the search for new experiences and

sexual partners, and alternating periods of euphoria with despair may

exemplify the rootlessness of life l,'ith no atlachment. These may be

symptorns of searching for the second object. The contemporary adolescent's

obsession wihh love may sirnply be an indication of this search (Sears,

1972, pp, 1-27).

In researching "Ioneliness," Peplau and Perlman (1982) sampled

adolescent self-reports. They clained that separation from parents as the

primary atlachment figures is a crilical anlecedent of "loneliness," which

intensifies one's sense of isolation. ÀdoLescents older than 16 felt more

isolated fron parents and spent less tine tiith them than did younger

adolescents. Separation from parenLs increased !he need for affiliation

and enphasized relationships with peers. Peplau and Perlman found much

variation in the age at which separation began, and many adolescents

frequently lapsed into childhood aLtachments and dependencies, They

grounded nuch of their research on the theoretical underpinnings of l,leiss

(1973, 1982) rrho asserted that absence of an attachment figure can lead to

feelíngs of enotional isolation. This can occur when individuals lose an

imporLant attachment figure through death or divorce, or at adolescence

when parenls decLine as strong attachment figures.
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Weiss (1982, p. 175) described the changing character of at!achment

during adolescence, basing his theory largely on research interviews.

Ðuring this stage, relationships with parents changed, Many adolescents,

not at all estranged from their pârenLs, welcomed intervals of separation,

such as when the parents were away fron home. They still required

confidence in lheir parenls' conmitment to then as alLies, but they no

longer felt anxious on coming home to an empty house. At this time their

perceptions of their parents altered. They !tere no longer ariesome or

larger than life figures of strength, but were seen as ordinary people with

f railties and problems.

Late adolescents r,rho had been away from home returned to discover lhat

they had left home emotionally. Intense attachment to parents had been

relinquished rrithout their awareness. I.leiss though! that intense

altachment to parents did not gradually diminish but became absent for

longer and Ionger time intervals. Àfter parents lose lheir position as

strong attachment figures, an adolescent may become attached to a neti

figure. In lhe net,l relationship, all the indicators of atlachmen! surface:

desire for proximity, feelings of comfort in their presence and if there is

a rift, separation distress foLlows. For example, adolescents frequently

disclosed that they llere more distressed at separâ!ion than lhey thought

they should be, given that they knew the relationship riâs transitory. The

sinilarity of this response to infant loss, together with absence of

intense attachment both to parents and to peers, makes it likeLy that the

process of attachment operates within a single perceptual-emotional system,

with a shift in object relations (t,leiss, 1982, p, 175Ì. ,
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llhat teads to parlicular new figures becoming objects for atLachment?

Perhaps lhe irnage of ihe figure chosen corresponds in some l,'ay to a

previous image. I,leiss (1982) believes that the parent tTith rlhom there rlere

strong positive affective ties (not necessarily lhe parent of lhe opposite

sex) influences mate selection. When attachment to the new figure occurst

he suggests it forms immedialely rather than gradually. However, it can

easily be interrupled during lhe earLy stage of its development. Àfter bhe

relationship becones integrated into one's ìife, altachment becomes more

constant.

one study compared the retative influence of peers and parents during

adolescence (Greenberg, Siegel & Leitch, 1983). The quality of

adolescents'. attachments to peers and to parents lras evaluated by the

Inventory of Adolescent Attachments (Ie¡) scaLe. The impac! of such

relationships on self-esteern, life satisfaction (weIt-bein9) and on life

stress t.'as investiga!ed. The sample consisted of 213 adolescents ranging

Íron 12 to 19 years of age rlho attended high school. The adolescents were

predominantly Caucasian, middle class and Ìrere partícipants in a Iarger

cardiovascul-ar study. Lorrer cl.ass adolescents Here not represented.

The IÀA rlas patterned on Bowlby's (1959, 1973) theory of attachment.

Trr'o dimensions of attachment were operationalized: (a) felt security t¡hich

was based on lhe quality of affect torrards a!tachment figures, and (b)

proximity-seeking to the figures in tÍmes of stress and need. The quality

of affect subsales consisted of 5 itemsl (1) although I trust my parenls

(or frÍends) sometirnes I have ny doubts, (2) my friends (or parents)

understand me, (3) it bothers me that my parents have so much control over

me, (4) I feel angry with my friends, and (5) I wish I had different
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parents (or friends). The proximity-seeking subscales consisLed of the sum

of the frequency with which the respondents utilized mother, father,

sibting(s), friends, steady boy- or girl-friends in times of need. These

scales have not yet been fully validated' Test-retest reliability lras only

performed t.tith older adolescents and was found to be moderate.

The results, according to creenberg et a1. (1983) indicated that

adolescents utilize their parents more frequen!1y than peers, even when

their relationships were perceived as unsaLisfying. This finding was

thought to be consonant rlith infant attachment, wherein both secure and

anxiously attached infants sought proxinity with the caregiver' Hor¡ever

the frequency of parental utilization rlas noderately related !o peer

uLilization, so that lhose t,rho sought proximity with parents nore in !imes

of need tended to uLilize their peers more frequenLly as well. ALthough

frequency of parent utiLization rvas not related to well-being' the quality

of affective attachÍìents to pårents was highly relaled !o well-being and to

self-esteem. The quality of peer attachments was much less predictive of

adolescent well-being. In addition, the affective quality of the

relationship t{ith parents showed a moderating effect on self-esteem under

conditions of high Iife stress but not with peers.

The IÀÀ rlas increased to 28 items by Àrmsden and Greenberg (1987) and

was employed in two studies. The subjects were 179 coJ.Iege students aged

16 to 20 years who were predominantly middle-class and Caucasian. The

scale itens were administered to 93 o! the students and the responses uere

factor analyzed, The itens were found to load onto two separate scalest

one for parents and another for peers. Each scale consisted of three

factors, trust., communication and alienation, and was found to be
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internalJ.y consistent. A correlation analysis showed that there r,tas a

moderate correlalion betueen the parent and peer scales.

The second study by Àrmsden and Greenberg (1987) ernployed the remaining

85 students sho were a subsample of Sludy I' Test-relest reliability for

the parent and peer scaJ.es was high. Convergent vaIídity t,fas demonstrated

by obtaining modera!e correlations between the parent and peer scales and

olher similar scales and measures. As hypothesized, !he quality of parent

and peer attachments was found to be highly related to well-being'

particularly to life sa!isfaction and self-esteen. Quality of attachment

also contributed !o predicting adolescents' depression/anxiety and

resentnent/alienalion scores. The subjecls were subsequen!ly categorized

in terms of J.ow, nedium or high levels of attachment. 0nIy the low and

high attachment groups were compared on variables expected to distinguish

them, Às predicted, adolescents classified as highly secure on the parent

scale scored significantly higher in self-esteem, life satisfaction and

parent proximity-seeking in times of need. They aJ-so scored lower in

depression/anxiety, resenlment/alientation, i rr itability/anger and

self-concept confusion than the insecure group. There trere no differences

between the groups on peer utilization or guilt. However females were

found to utílize both parents more frequentl-y and were more attached to

peers than ma ]es.

Similar results were oblained with the peer attachment scale.

Adolescents secure).y atlached on the peer scale scored higher in

self-esteem, life saLisfaction, peer proximity-seeking and Iower in

depression/anxiety, resentmen!/alientation, irritabiJ.iry/anger and

self-concept confusion than those low in securi!y with peers. rhe findings
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also suggested that adolescents lrho are insecurely âttached to their

parents may be more vulnerable to the damagíng effects of life stress.

This finding is consonant with Greenberg et al. (1983) who suggesled that

secure attachment to parents, but not !o peers, has a moderating effec! on

well-being under stressfuL life events (Armsden and Greenberq, '1983).

A recent study by Kobak and Sceery (1988) tested Bowtby's (1973) theory,

that internal working models of attachment figures formed durinq childhood

shape later sociaL relationships. The authors hypothesized that different

working modeLs are associaled with differences in affect regulation and

representations of self and oLhers. The sanple consisted of 53 first-year

college studenls whose mean aqe r,las 18 years. The najority of them ltere

from intact, two-parent, middle-cIass farnilies. They were adninistered

self-report measures regärding their perceptions of distress, loneliness,

social competence and social support. They were also asked to obtain

Q-sort descripLions of lhenselves from roon-mates, friends and/or resident

advisors, Then they tlere classified according !o their responses in an

Àdult Àttachnent interview as either "Secure, Disrnissing or Preoccupied" in

attachment. These three patterns in which young adults organize thoughts

and memories of their childhood altachment experiences were found to match

infant classifications of secure, avoidanl and resistant (or ambivalent)

atlachment respectively.

The results of Kobak and Sceery's (1988) study showed that the Secure

group t,tas rated as more ego-resiLient, Iess hostile and less anxious by

peers than the oÈher groups. They reported Little distress and described

reJ.ationships r,rith their famiJ.y in an integrated, coheren! way, perceiving

others as rnore supportive than lhe Dismissing group. The Preoccupied group
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t,tas rated less ego-resilient and nore anxious by peers than the Secure

group, They reported higher Ievels of personal distress and perceived

thernselves as Iess sociaIJ.y compeLent than the other trco groups. Hot.tever'

lhey viewed their family and friends as more supportive than lhe Dismissíng

group. The latter group rlas rated low on ego-resilience and higher on

hostility than the other groups by peers. They also reported more

loneliness and perceived !heir relationshps wilh others as less supportive

than the Secure and Preoccupied groups' It rlas interesting to note that

there tlas a lack of congruence betrleen the Dismissíng group' s peer ratings

and self-report measures of social competence and distress. This rlas

consislent wilh a paltern of "compulsive self-reLiance" described by Bowlby

(19i3) .

The hypothesis that dífferent rlorking models are associated with

differences in affect regulalíon and representations of self and others rlas

generally supported. Àn individual's working model seemed to be closely

linked to rules for regulating distress. For example, secure attachment

was organized by rules that acknot,lledged distress and the turning to olhers

for support, Parents were represenLed as loving and available during

distressing events. Àlthough negative experiences t{ere reported'

coherence, good recall and absence of idealization of parents rlere

characteristic of this 9roup. In contrast, the Preocupied group often

recalled childhood events, but their recollections were Less coherent and

they tended to idealize lheir parents. Their feelings of anxiety appeared

to be regulaÈed by continuing efforts to gain parental support which could

Lead to dependent or clinging relationships. The Dlsnissing group on the

other hand, had difficulty recalling distressing events. The failure to
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remefiìber appeared to regulate affect because il minimized distress

associaled rlith rejection. Feelings of rejec!ion and lack of love from

parents rlere !hought to have fostered the displaced hostiJ.ity they

exhibited. OveraIl, the differing styles of affect regulalion seemed to

parallel the strange Situalion classificalions of infants (Kobak and

Sceery, 1988).

The findings of Greenberg et al. (1983), Àrmsden and Greenberg (1987),

and Kobak and Sceery (1988) are incongruent rlith the notlon of a major

shift from parent to peer saliency. Their findings contradict Peplau and

Perlman (1983) and Burke and l^leir (1979) who reported that adolescents

were more J.ikely to turn lo peers. Since lhese studies were the only

studies that examined attachment during adoJ.escence, nuch more research is

requi red in this area.

The notion that people seek social support from persons other than

caregivers was studied by Weinraub, Brooks and Lewis (1977). They argued

that the concept of attachment is somewhal restriclive and recommended an

alternate model wherein relationships with a wide variety of individuals

are inves!ígated. Kahn and Àntonuci (1980) extended Weinraub et al.'s

social network theory, proposing lhat the personal nettiork is the structure

in which social supporl is given and received. They suggested that the

attachment relationship in infancy is a prototype and precursor of the

personal network in adulthood. Their position is that this nelwork is an

important determinant of individual well-being because it buffers a person

from changes and/or stresses in Iife. In reviewing t.he literature' Kahn

ând Antonucci concluded that social support has been sholtn to be extremely

beneficial in noderatinq the effects of both chronic and acute stress. In
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fact the reported avâilability of only one "confidant," soneone to confide

in and to share one's troubles with, was the single strongest predictor of

well-being. Parents, spouse and good friends quaì.ified as po!ential

confidants within the social network. Social interaction and lhe social

network become extended during adolescence.

InLerqenerational Ef fec ts

Carryover effects from childhood and adolescence may persist right

through to adulthood. In fac!, Rutter (1980) cLaimed that parents re-enact

palÈèrns of behavior they thenselves experienced as children. He cited

nunerous studies whereln there were strong associations between childhood

experiences and Later parenting behavior. For example, people whose

parents were unhappiJ.y married tended to show poor marital adjustment.

Similarly, parents lrho batter theír chiLdren were more likely to have had a

seriously disturbed upbringing themseLves, often associated rrith neglecl,

rejection or vioLence. The links are quite strong, so there appear to be

intergenerational cycles wherein deprivation in one generation can lead to

prob).ems in the next. Rutter (1980) conctuded that further research is

required to determine the mechanisms involved.

BowIby (1969, 1973, 1980) has attempted to clarify the mechanisms that

link childhood bonding t,tiLh attachment during adulthood. He referred to

the mechanisms as representational models lha! exist outside of

consciousness. Main, Kaplan and Cassidy (1985) Iater defined the

mechanisms as menlal representalions that include affecLive as well as

cognitive components. ÀLthough they tend to remain relatively stable,

there is a potential for altering these internal rnodels at certain stages

in life, such as at the onset of formal operalions.
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À further explanation rlas offered by Bowlby (1973) and Bretherton (1985)

who outLined why there are carryover effects from early attachnenLs to

later social relalionships. Family environments tend to remain relatively

unchanged. Consequently the pressures that induced a child !o adopt a

particular developnenLal pathway are likeLy to persist. However it is nol

only thè family environment that remains stabLe but also the structural

features of the personality, such as the internal model of the self and of

significant others. Finally the environnent and the personality interactt

so that the environment is partially created by the indivídual.

Bowlby's (1973) epigenetic perspective was congruent with that of Kahn

and Ànlonuccí (1980). They named several longitudinal studies of children,

such as the Berkeley Growth Study, the Terma.n Study and the Tenperament

Study that documented consistency in interpersonal behaviors over long

periods of time. Therefore they felt Ít seemed reasonable to assune that

earty dyadic interaction may provide a chiLd with a prototype for future

relationships, bolh in receiving support and in developing an interactive

style wherein informatíon and gratification are ac!Ívely acquired. Their

hypothesis assumes a developmental sequence along lhe following lines: The

child is not a passive recipient but responds actively to the caregiver and

in doing so, affects the relationship. This dyadic relationship is altered

as the child incorporates other nembers into his/her social worId. Such

relalionships can be partly shaped by the inilial attachment. Às the

developmenLal tasks are mastered, s/he enters adolescence and then the

adult world in which the need for support and iLs availabilily are likely

affected by organizationaL roles and their characteristics.
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IntergenerationaL research especially relevant to attachment theory l,las

recently revie!¡ed by Ricks (1985). The research addressed lso areas of

investigation: (a) separation or disruption in the family of origin and (b)

detailed recollections by parents of childhood rela!ionships wiLh their own

parents, The studies purport to demonstrate lhat a parent's

representational nodels of his/her own life history shapes the quality of

the parent-chiId relationship. 0ne study employed 233 t\'omen from the core

area of London. Ha1l, Pawlby and }Iolkind (1979) found that family

disruplion (divorce, separation, death, or separation from both parents for

a month or more) prior to age 16, was an imporlant determinant of parental

behavior in lhe next generation. Mothers fron disrupted homes were less

likely to engage in close, stimulating and contingent interaction with

their 5 month old infants than control mothers. They J.ooked a!' talked to

and touched the infants less. They also responded to their vocaLizations

less frequently, spending more tine in a different room away from lhe baby.

The experience of short-term (less than one month) separation from parents

nas no! linked t¡ith poor parenting.

Ouinton, Rutter and Liddle (1984) undertook a prospective follow-up

study of adult women who had experienced prolonged insLitutional care when

young. The 94 girls lived in institutions for many years because of a

breakdown in parenting and not because of disturbed behavior. Data !tere

also obtained fron a comparison group of the same age children who Lived

r+ith their families in that same. area in London. Both the comparison

sample and the institutional sample were followed to the ages of. 21 Eo 2'l

years and r+ere later observed r+ith their young offspring by "blind" raters.
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The institution sample showed a markedly increased rate of poor

psychosocial functioning and of severe parenting difficulties. These

difficulties included parenting breakdown rlith children being looked after

by someone other than the nother for long periods of time. Parenting

breakdown was noted only in the institutional sanple, with nearly 20% of

them falling into this category. Poor parenting was also found in half the

instituLional sampLe as compared to'1 0% of the control group (Quinton et

al., 1984).

"Poor parenting," such as a marked lack of Harmth and sensitivity to

their children (akin to Type À mothers) rlas more Likely to occur in the

instiLuLion sanple irrespective of social circumstances. Although

behavíoral disturbances during childhood and adolescence played a nediating

role, over a third t,¡ithout problems during those stages displayed "poor

parentinq," a rate more than three times higher lhan the control lromen,

Evidently institutional rearing as a result of parenting breakdown

predisposes one to poor parenting, even when t.he person appears free of

psychosocial problens in chiLdhood and adolescence. Ho\.¡ever, the support

of a non-deviant spouse provided a powerful protective effect (Quinton eL

al., 1984).

A study by Morris (1980) investigated maternal attachment history as

related to child outcome measures. A sanple of 35 mothers and their

infants rlas selected fronr the Minnesota project involving 267 economicalLy

disadvantaged mothers who were at risk for poor parenting. Child outcome

measures included the quality of the moLher-child attachment at 12 and 18

months (the strange siLuation) and performance on a problem-solving task at

2 years of age, MaternaL history rvas obtained from a'1 60-item intervies
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which inquired about relationships in the family of origin, crises in

childhood, current maternal relationship, social supporls and marital

harnony when the child was 2 years of age.

Morris (1980) found !hat scale scores derived from the interviet¡s r¡ere

all in the predicLed direction, but no scale significantly related to child

outcome measures. Honever, two clinically trained judges that reviel¡ed !he

interviews rlere more successful. 0ne judge assigned 31 out of 36 children

!o the correct attachnent class (i.e., anxious/avoidant, anxious/resisLant

or securely attached). The second judge, allhough less successtul , did

predict chiLd outcome. The firsl judge considered the quality of the

mother's family relationships and how she dealt with severe crises in her

childhood whereas the second judge did not. Other predictive criteria were

the anount of severe crises as welL as the current support network.

À recent intergenerational study of attachment was conducted by Main,

Kaplan and Cassidy (1985). Their sample consisted of 40 rnoLhers' fathers

and their 6-year-old male children who had previously parlicipated in the

Berkeley project. They were rihite or Àsian, college educaled and

predominantly upper middle class. Their children had been classified at 12

months of age as to security of attachment (strange siluation) and were

reclassified in this sLudy a! 6 years of age. The parents were also

assessed as !o adult security. They t+ere asked to name five adjectives

that best described their relationship r{ith boLh parents and !o explain the

reason for lheir choices. They were then asked a number of specific

questions, such as if their parents ever threatened separation or how they

currently felt tol.tard !hem. The Adult Àttachment IntervieHs tiere

subsequently rated for security with respecl lo experiences, ideas and

feel ings regarding attachment.
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Parents who were rated as secure lended to value relationships rvith

significant others and to regard such relaLionships as influenlial on

personaLity. They showed a readiness in recalling paren!-child

relaLionships, a lack of idealizatÍon of parents, as welJ. as ease in

discussing relationships. Their most striking trait was lheir coherency in

discussing their family history. Integration of positive and negative

aspects of the history obviously took place long before lhe interview.

Conversely, the insecure parents described lheir relalionships with

parents in an unintegrated fashion. Contradictions and inconsistencies

appeared in their disclosures. Main, Kaplan & Cassidy (1985) felt they did

not fully recognize the nature of their relationships and experiences.

Many in this group could not even recall their childhood. I! $as

interesting to note that the insecure parenls usually fe11 into one of

three patterns. In one pattern the parent denied the importance or

influence of parent-chiId relationships. These frequently turned out to

have avoidant babies. In a second pattern the parents riere preoccupied

r,rith dependency on their ol{n parenls and struggled to please them. These

tiere most frequently parents of resistant babies. À third insecure group

oscillated between negative and positive descriplions, were irrational or

were unable to focus on the topic. Most of them had suffered unusual

traunas ín childhood. The "sLrange situation" behavior of their babies was

similar !o that of maltreatment samples and therefore represented a third

type of insecurity. In totaL, the correlations of the adult attachment

interviews with infant security were r = .62 and.37 for the nothers and

fathers respect ively.
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Finally raters reclassified the children who were nov 6 years of

age, as to security of attachment. The correlaLion between security with

mother at l year with security at 6 years was r = .76. For father,

security at 18 monlhs and a! 6 years was lower, r =.30. Various other

assessments of child behavior such as overall functioning, fluency of

discourse, emotional openness and dealing r+ith separaLion all correLated

significantLy with early security of attachnent !o mother, r = ,46, .63,

.59 and .59 respeclively. Hor,¡ever early security l,¡iLh father was generally

not significant rlilh the chitd behaviors tisted (Main et aI., 1985).

Another inlergeneralional study of âttachmên!, the Àmherst project, was

reviewed by Ricks (]ggS). Predictíons were based on Borllby's attachment

theory and on Epstein's personali!y theory. All 28 mothers Hho

participaled lived in stable, middle class families. They completed a

self-esteem inventory and a nother-father-peer scale which includes

dimensions of acceptance/rejection, independence/over-protectíon and

defensive idealizaLion. It rlas predicted that a motherrs memories of

chiLdhood relationships and her current Ievel of self-esteem would be

related to her infant's security of attachnent at one year of age.

Ricks (1985) found that mothers of securely attâched infants scored

higher in self-esteem and had more positive recollections of chiLdhood

relationships r,rith parents and peers than did mothers of insecurely

atlached infants. The strongest predictor of child outcome lias maternal

acceptance (i.e. when I nas a child my mother could aJ.ways be depended on

when I really needed her help and trust). There were no differences

betrleen the groups on defensiveness and on mother idealization scales, but

mothers of secure infants tended to idealize their fathers more. Although
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their recollections may not have been accurate, the results suggested that

mothers of insecure infanEs feLt less accepted by their parenls rhan did

mothers of securely attached infants.

Ricks (1985) followed up 20 molhers from the previous sample and

included an additional 24 mothers and their children, who were now 4 to 5

years old. The 44 mothers were interviewed about their childhood

experiences, current relationships and family stress. They aLso completed

a self-esteem questionnaire and a mother-father-peer scale employed in the

previous study. Child outcome measures rated self-esteem, social

competence, perceived competence and observations of lhe child's affective

state, Ricks reported that children who as infants had been securely

attached showed more positive enotions than the anxiously attached. The

child's affective state correlated positively Ìtith maternal support and

maternal pleasure in interacting !rith the chiId. Àffective state also

correLated negatively wíth maternal. scores in family stress. Consistent

tvith the previous study, mothers of insecure infanls t.tere more defensive

and Iikely !o idealize both parents than were mothers of secure infants.

Mother's self-esteen and her childhood recollections were significantly

related to her child's affective state. Às in the previous study,

acceptance from their ol{n mothers in chiLdhood r¡as the strongest predictor

of child outcome at 4 to 5 years of age.

In keeping with the Minnesota and Berkeley projects, several mothers in

the Ricks ('1985) sample reported recurrent changes of attachment figures

through loss or disruption, yet their children were doing rreLl al 4 to 5

years of age. These mothers had successfuLly come to terms wíth a

traumatic childhood during adolescence or even during adulthood. 0thers
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whose children fared well had slrong support systems, such as a stable

marriage, strong ties Lo their husband's family, and positive selt-esteem.

Hence intergenerational discontinuity in the quaJ.ity of âttachment

relationships is possible, and the mechanisms that promole discontinuity

can be researched. However, inLergenerational continuity is stil1 the

norm.

The findings of the aforementioned developmental and retrospective

studies are strikingly similar to !hose of the outlined intergenerational

studies. These studies alL point to a direct association between the

quality of a child's attachment relaLionships and his/her interpersonal

relationships and personality during adulthood. The findings corroborate

Bowtby's thesis, that !he quality of early attachnents will influence laler

adult-aduIt bonding as r,lell as parental behavior. Honever, with increasing

age, such as during adolescence, attachment behavior is more difficult to

observe because it diminishes in frequency and intensity (nowIby, 1973:

Weiss, 1982). Consequently there are very ferr studies expLoring attachment

in ongoing marital relationships during adulthood. Nevertheless, the

effects of attachment on divorce have been recently explored and most of

the theoretical fornulations r.¡ere based on Weiss (1975, 1979, 1982).

The Reciprocal Relalionshíp between Attachment and Divorce

Weiss (1975, 1979, 1982) subscribed to BowIby's âltachment paradiqm,

studying attachment in adult Iife. He specified three criteria which

denote atlachment in infants. These are applicable to attachment in adults

as well and include: (1) a desire to be l.Ii!h the attachment figure,

especially under stress; (2) deriving comforl and security from the figure;
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and (3) protest at lhe threat of separation' Hol,lever, adult aLtachment

differs from infant attachmen! in three important ways. First, instead of

appearing in relationships with caregivers, it develops with peers'

Second, attachmenb in adul!s is not as capable of overwhelming other

behavioral systems as it is during childhood. l¡hereas children are not

abl.e to attend to other matters when attachment bonds are threa!ened'

adults can aLtend to other relationships and concerns, a1lhough they may

experience difficulty concentrating. The third difference is that adult

atlachment often develops during a sexual relationship. Holtever, reliable

bonds can be formed in relaLionships that are not sexual. In accordance

with the above criteria, Weiss felt that some significant adult

relationships do not contain elements of attachnent.

Àttachment in adults appears only in relationships of central emotional

importance. It is found regularly within well-functioning marriages and

even within marriages that are not functioning well. I.reiss (1982)

explained that the experiences of individuaLs whose marriages were arranged

by their parents suggest that under the right circunstances people can

establish attachments tot,lard a wide range of olhers. Indeedr the

institution of marriage fosters attachment. It forces a couple to Live in

close proximity, imposes intimacy, and introduces barriers to forming a

close relationship oulside the marriage. Hot,lever attachment should not be

considered synonynous with Love: it even appears unrelated to "liking,

admiration or respect." l,lany couples tvho have ended unhappy marriages are

still drawn to each other although they are certain their love has ended.

FinalJ.y, Weiss (1979, 1982) claimed that most nen and women going through a

divorce continue to feel some attachmenl toHard their spouses. Moreover he
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noted that such individuals reported experiencing Ioneliness. He concluded

that "separation distress" is a measure of their feelings of attachmen!.

l,leiss' (19?5) application of lhe concept of attachnent bo lhe process of

marital separation led to several invesligalions into separation/divorce.

Spaníer and caslo ('1979) nrown, Fellon, I.lhitenan and Manela (1980) and

Kilson (1982) all found that a substantial proportion of separated and

divorced people sti11 showed signs of attachment to their former spouses,

while a snaller proportion did not.

Àttachment theory provides an exp).anation for the ambivalent feel-ings

found among the separated. Once established, atlachment may continue even

when the relationship is no longer rewarding because the predictâbly

familiar is preferred over the unpredictably strange. À11's right tiith the

sorld and the self r¡hen the atlachment figure is present. Thus the loss of

a significant relationship, even one which has gone sourr disrupts t.he

comfort and security which attachnent fÍgures provide for each other

(Kitson, 1982).

Spanier and Casto (1979) examined difficulties in adjusting ro

separation and divorce in a sma11, non-clinical divorcing sample obtained

fron county records. They concluded tha! there are trro distinct but

overlapping adjustnents: the dissolution of the marriage and lhe process

of adjusting to a neri life style. Àdjusting to the dissolu!ion of the

marriage included dealing r,|ith the lega1 process, property settlenent,

custody arrangements of children, dealing with people in one's social

netvork and coping with emotional aspects of the dissolution such as

bilterness, 9ui1t, anger and attachnent (re: I'leiss, 1975). Setting up a
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getting a job or applying for welfare, adjusting lo single parenthood, or

to Limited visita!ion, and finding new friends and establishing new

heterosexual relationships.

Às evidence of con!inued attachment Spanier and Casto (1979) Iooked for

(1) expressions of affection or attachment; (2) thoughts about the spouse;

(3) desire to contac! the spouse; and (4) efforts to Iearn about his/her

activilies. On lhe basis of these crileria they found that 36% showed

strong atlachnent, 36% miLd and 28% showed no attachment, Overall

adjustmenl to the separation was not found to be related !o degree of

attachment. Hor¡ever, it was noted that the initial emotional difficulty

was positively related to holl unexpected lhe separation was, allhough

long-term effects varied. They also found that the more the separaled

individual interacted socially with relalives and friends, the fewer the

adjustment problerns. Similarly, !hose tiho had dating or cohabiting

relationships had fewer adjustment hardships. They concluded that

Iingering attachment and adjustment to the marital dissolution is less

crucial to overall adjustrnent than establishing a new J.ife style. This

conclusion contradicts t{eiss (19?5), Brown et a1. (1980) and Kitson (1982).

Bror*'n et aI. (1980) investigated attachmen! and generalized distress

following marital separation. They observed a relaLively young, large

sample (N = 429) that sought divorce counselling. Employing I,¡eiss' (1975)

concept of attachment, separation anxiety was considered to be an indicator

of atlachment. Àttachment rras indexed by 5 ilems: (1) Feelings of freedom

or relief versus feelíngs of emptiness (2) Ìooking totlard the future versus

thinking of the past; (3) feeling like a new person versus feeling in a
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rut; (4) how much one misses the former spouse; and (5) rating the amount

of positive or negative feelings toward the spouse. They also rated

generalized distress, economic and social resources as weLl as parental

responsibi 1i ty.

Characteristics of the mariÈal situation riere found to be significantly

associated wiLh separation anxiety. Separation anxiety increased for ihose

who did not iniLiate the divorce or for those who considered divorce for a

shorter as opposed to a longer time period' It also increased if the

person desired to remain narried and if the person had more contact with

the former spouse. In this study rnales exhibited increased separation

anxiety, perhaps because they Here less likely to initiate the divorce.

NevertheJ-ess, none of !he marítal characteristics accounted for much of the

variance attribuLable to separation anxiety or continuing attachment.

Brown et al. (1980) did not find separation anxiety to be associated

t{ith length of marriage or l,lith length of separation. The notion Ehat

length of narriage does not influence separation anxiety supports l.leiss

(1975) who asserted lhat it takes tr,to years of marriage for an attachment

to be fuIly formed. Once established, it tends to persist regardless of

the length of marriage. Similarly, Shane (1982) reported that the

intensity of attachment does not increase as the duralion of the marriage

increases. The finding !hat separaLion anxiety does not diminish as the

length of the separation increased rlas explained by Brown et al. (1980) to

relate to their sample. The nedian length of separation was only 4 1/2

months, not lonq enouqh !o refLect the dirninishing nature of attachnent.
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Brorln el al. (1980) also tested Weiss' prediction that personal

resources are associated with adjustment to divorce, They obtained some

support for this hyporhesis. Ànticipated financial strain but not income

contributed to generalized distress. Paradoxically, acquiring nerr friends

and frequency of socializing did not seem !o significan!1y reduce

generalized distress for this sarnple. Hollever, presence of children served

r,lo'nen as a resource in adjusting to divorce. Finally, separation anxiely

or attachment accounted for most of the variance in generalized distress as

Weiss suggested, Brown et al, (1980) concluded that non-separated adulls

are needed to determine the role attachment plays in lhe continuation of

marriages, and to determine if !here are sex differences in atbachment.

Kitson (1982) explored Parkes (1972) theory in whích 'rbereavement"

explains the feelings of dislress in divorce. À11 209 respondents r¡ere

obtained from county records. 1n developing a scaLe, bereavement or

continuing attachment was measured by four itens¡ wondering what the spouse

is doing; thinking a lot abou! the spouse; disbelief regarding lhe divorce;

and a feeling that the person wilI never get over it. Of the 209

interviewed, 25% showed strong bereavement, 42% mild, 17.5% moderate and

16% reported no signs of bereavement. Àlthough a factor analysis was

perforned, no test-retest reliability or vaLidity measures of the scales

were given. Sti11, the results were consistent with weiss' (1979) claim

that most persons undergoing divorce feel some attachment to their spouses.

Confì.icting results were obtained by Shane (1982); most separated

subjects in that sample indicated low levels of attachnent. The difference

appears to stem from the different measure employed. Shane's items did not

explore "bereavemen!" but assessed the intensity of attachment in married
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and divorced persons. consistent r,rith Shane, Kitson (1982) noted that

attachment or bereavement lras not significantly associated with the

duration of the separation. Respondents in both studies had been separated

for at least 6 months. NeverLheIess, the duration of the separation was

thought !o influence atLachmen! in couples who were separated for Less than

6 months (Brorln et a1., 1980; Shane, 1982). Kitson (1982) also found the

passing of time to be signlficânt because bereavement was associated with

the time !¡hen !hè divorce was first suggested. It lras grealer for

respondents who had faced divorce for the first lime less than a year ago

as opposed to more lhan a year ago.

Some of the results of Kitson's (1982) study correspond Hith those of

Brown e! al. (1980). Both showed that highly bereaved, or attached

respondents were less Likely to have initiated the divorce, alLhough both

the iniLiator and the person who tianted it less experienced feeLings of

attachnent. Not surprisingly, the higher the bereavement, lhe grealer was

the generalízed distress and lhe more likely rlas the person to report

difficulties in adjusting to lhe divorce. Furthermore, those who felt more

bereaved reported feeLings of loneliness, singLe parenthood and

independence as the most difficult adjustments, follosed by accepting

rejection fron the spouse, the stigma of divorce and the reality of the

narital dissolution. Tbose with Lower levels of bereavenent r,'ere more

likely to mention role changes, children and ne!¡ reJ.ationships as difficult
adjustments. Therefore the highly bereaved seemed more self-absorbed with

the pain of divorce and their changed personal situation. 0nly when

bereavement is less intense are respondents able to focus greater attention

on children, role changes and other issues. I,lalterslein and Kelty (1980)
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highly traumat ized divorcing parents

paren!al and interpersonal functioning.

Kitson's (1982) findings çere in accord rlilh l,leiss (1975) and Bro\,rn et

al. (1980) in demonstrating lhat attachment or bereavement is the prinary

cause of lhe subjective distress experienced by the divorced' Às in the

former study, bereavement was less affected by resources and social

supports than r,las subjective dis!ress, although the relationship between

bereavement and distress was no! c1ear. Distress was modified by resources

such as higher self-esteem and a higher income. if the respondent rras

Iiving with a net+ partner, or if the respondent was female, bereavement was

not as intense, although divorced wonen experienced more subjective

distress. This may be due to the fact that even though more wonen

initiated the divorce, they had diminished resources such as lower income,

employment, help from the fanily and fewer supportive fríends then men in

Kitson's sample.

Àlthough legaI issues !¡ere not probed, Kilson (1982) inquired about the

difficulty in reaching agreements on practical na!ters such as propertyt

alimony and custody. Those nho t{ere moderately bereaved (attached) had an

easier time reaching agreenent wilh spouses than those who showed high or

Iow levels of bereavemèn!. This finding appears consistent. Shane (1982)

suggested that married persons who showed high or low levels of attachment

may be insecurely attached, and Bowlby (1979) asserted that the insecurely

attached have more emotional difficulty when lhey lose an attachment

figure. Final).y, Kitson reconmended that it woul.d be useful to explore

attachnent in ongoing marital reJ.ationships and in social reLalionships'
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A st.udy by Stephen (1984) attempted to invesligate why some people are

less emotionally distressed at separation than others. He theorized tha! a

person's feeLings of attachment are an outcome of how much the couple

shares the same world view, called "syrnbolic interdependence." He

hypothesized thal the couple's Ievel oi "synbolic interdependence" would

predict whelher lhe relationship broke up and the amount of separation

distress felt by lhe premarital couple, To test his theory, 130 unnarried

volunteer couples who were primarily white coJ.lege studenls, around 20

years old, and of middle to upper cfass were assessed. The average couple

went steady for '1 .4 years bu! the range tras one r¡eek to over nine years.

Thirty-six out of the 130 couples were in "1ong-distance" relationships.

The couples were follol,|ed for six monlhs and tesled for "symbolic

inlerdependence" every 5 r+eeks. This rias acconplished by a 60 iLem Q-sort

whÍch was correLated for each couple from their scores on trlo dyadic

adjustment scales and from a questionnaire that assessed the anount of

separation distress experienced. The questionnaire was conpleted by 83% of

the 30 couples tha! broke up by the end of lhe study.

In predicting break-up, relationship conmitment rlas !he best singIe

predictor accounLing for 13% of the variance. Being in a long-distance

relationship was a significânt predictor; surprising).y, persons who

atLended a different college from lheir partner broke-up less frequently.

Ho!¡ever, "syrnbolic inLerdependence" r¡as not significant in predicting

couple break-up. More fruitful results were ob!ained in predicling

separation distress or feelings of attachment. Relationship commitment

accounted tor 7% and "symbolic inlerdependence" explained 117á of the

variance in separation distress. Stephen (1984) cl-aimed that "symbolic
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interdependence" provided a couple niLh personal support which they ).acked

after their separation. His explanation of "symboLic inlerdependence"

indicates it is simíLar to social support or resources, which did not

account for much variance in separation distress in !he previous sLudies.

In view of the limited number of invesLiga!ions into separation/divorce,

it is difficult to draw firm conclusions about divorcing populations.

Nevertheless there appears to be sone consensus among the investigators.

FirstIy, if the separation is unexpected, or if it is considered only for a

short period of time, separation distress or fee).ings of atlachment will be

greater. It is logical to assume that those r+ho do not initiate divorce or

desire to remain married wiII show increased leveIs of separation distress.

Conlact rvith the former spouse would likely delay the process of

detachnent. It is also Likely that highly bereaved persons would have more

dÍfficulty adjusting to divorce. Finally, I.reiss' (1979) cl-aim that the

majori!y of persons undergoing divorce feel some attachment to their forner

spouses appears valid. More research into the effects of attachnent or

separation anxiety on adjustmen! to divorce is necessary.

Àttachnent in Onqoinq ReLationships

Several studies atlenpted to develop scales that indicated the presence

of attachment in ongoing relationships. However lhe studies do not appear

to probe the intensity of altachment. The first study was inslituted by

Hirschfeld, Klerman, Gough, Barrett, Korchin, and Chodoff (1977). They

devised a scale to measure interpersonal dependency in adults using normal

and psychiatric samples. The mean ages of the samples were 24 and 34

respeclively, and the large rnajority were single. After the scale iterns
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!¡ere administered, three factors emerged: (1) emotional reliance, (2) lack

of social. self-confidence, and (3) assertion of autonomy. Emotional

reliance consists of elements of generalized dependency as well as

attachment built into the items. Hence generalized dependency and

attachment are confounded in this scale. Most items that were thouqht to

assess attachment appear to gauge how nuch the respondent needs an

attachment relatiönship. Several examples of this are, "I would be

completely lost if I didn't have soneone special," and "I must have one

person who is very speciaì !o me." Moreover, the large rnajorily of their

sample was single. Therefore the intensity of attachment in marital

relationships rlas not assessed by this study.

The second study evaluated social relationships using an inlerview

schedule (the ¡ssI ). Henderson, Duncan-Jones, Byrne and Scott (1980) based

their questions on t,leiss and Bowlby's notion of aLtachment. They

administered the ISSI items to a large randon sample and to ä psychiatric

subsample. Respondenbs were 18 to over 65 years of age. The sample

consisted of 584 married and 172 sing).e, widowed, separated and divorced

respondents.

The ISSI consists of four subscales, two of which probe (1) the

availability of attachnent and (2) the adequacy of attachment. To assess

these measures each respondent was asked if s/he had someone to share the

future Irith; that knoÌ¡s him/her rlell; to lean on; who feels close to

hirn/her; to share private feetings with; and can comfort him/her by

enbracing. Then the respondent rras asked if s/he would like more or less

of !hese provisions either from the nain person or from additional ones

(Henderson et aI., 1980, p 729), These items purport lo evaluate the
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availability and adequacy of attachment, This paper suggests the items

primarily query the availabílity bu! not Lhe intensity or magnitude of

attachment,

Àfter Henderson et al. (1980) completed their interviews, they

administered the ISSI to randomly obtained informants l,,ho were named by the

respondents as knowledgeable about their interpersonal relationships. The

replies of the respondents were correlated 1{ith those of the informants,

and these correlations r¡ere cited as evidence of the validity of the ISSi.

The correLations between respondents and informants for the avaiJ-ability of

attachment t{ere.42 and for the adequacy of a!tachnìent they were .39.

Unfortunately, these correlations demonslrate that the differences between

respondents and informants were greater than their similaritíes in their

perceptions regarding their attachment relationships.

Àlthough the ISSI has not been f ulJ.y validated, it is used in the U.K.

to determine how deficient social relationshíps contribute to the onset and

course of morbidity. It may be a very useful instrument, but il does not

incLude a broad sample of attachmen! behaviors or ilems. Therefore i! does

nol appear to be sufficiently sensitive to detect impaired bonding or to

locate where the impairment Iies.

To date, research exploring the intensily of adult bonding in an

interpersonal relationship is non-existent. Further, there are no

instrumenls to assess marital problens as a function of bonding; marital

problems are examined solely in the context of lhe interpersonal

relationship. vlithout an âttachment scaLe it is impossible to determine if

and how adult bonding corresponds r+ith childhood attachment, or if it
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relates lo marital, psychíatric, or behôvioral disorders. Clinicians must

rely soìely on interview data to pinpoint a problem, and therefore it could

readily remain unnoticed. Consequently, the need for a scaLe that can

measure the intensity of a bond in an adult relationship is vita].

A research instrument assessing bonding must meet the psychometric

standärds of a sound measurement device, and should be clinicaJ.J.y useful as

well, To be maximally useful , the instrument should include a broad sample

of behaviors which are characteristic of affectional bonding, as well as

items uhich can denote impaired bonding. For example, it is more useful to

know whether a person would feel depressed if the loved one chose to go

away without him/her for several days, than to know that s/he wants to be

near the loved one. À therapist needs to know the specificity and

intensity of lhe emotions felt by the client in order to plan an effective

intervention (as outlined by Shane, 1982).

À standardized measure of the intensity of attachment in a relationship

would not only inpar! vitaL information about a particular person, but

would also serve an import.an! research function by providing direct

comparisons of the intensity of affectional bonding in dífferent

populations. The use of such a scale would enable researchers lo identify

and correlate impaired bonding with specific disturbances across

populations, and perhaps eventually the scale could aid in revealing lhe

causal mechanisns of these emotlonaL dislurbances (as outlined by Shane,

1982 ) .

The adult attachment scale (¡As) was designed to meet the needs of

therapists and researchers for an instrumenl which measures lhe strength or
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intensity of attachment in an intimate adult relationship. In devising the

instrument, an item pool of 50 questions was wrilten by the author. The

items purpor! to represent the domain of the attachment construct as

recommended by Cronbach and Meehl (1966). À!tachment during childhood was

shown to consist of emotional and sociaL cognitive components. Therefore'

the scale itens were devísed to consist of these same components.

Since proximity-seeking is the set goa] of attachment behavior,

approximatety tl,¡o-thirds of the items queried this function. Horlever'

proximity-seeking cannol be assessed t¡ithout separation from an attachmen!

figure (Àinsworth e! al., 1978). tn adults, atlachnent seems to be a

dinension that one is most aware of when the significant other is absent

(Kitson, 1982). Hence questions lrere posed to elicit responses to varied

hypothet ical separation per i ods.

The responses to separation probed the emotíonal componen! of attachment

because separation or threat of separation from an attachnent figure evokes

strong negative affec! during childhood. Angerr depression, and

apprehension or fear are common emotíonaI responses to separation

(Robertson & Robertson, 1971; Àinsnorth et al., 1978). Consequently these

emotions were scaLed accordÍng !o their intensity by indicating the

frequency of their occurrence. If the responder is accurate the scale

should give a clear perspeclive of his/her emotional involvement.

The remaining iLems of the scale addressed the social cognitive

component of attachment. Social cognitive development during childhood

leads to the formation of a "goa1-corrected partnership" wherein

consideration and understandinq of others develop (Marvin' 1972). The
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adult bond approximates the same modet (Bolrlby, 1973i l,ieinraub, Brooks &

Lewis, 1977) and supposedì.y paral1els the mother-chiId relationship,

uherein each pair nember tries to accommodate the other, Therefore,

questions in the social cognitive domain of the scale were intended to

determine how much one functions in unison with one's partner (as outlined

by Shane, 1982 ) .

PiIot Studv and Previous Research

The initial data for the adult attachment scale (¡eS) was coIIecLed

during a pilot study. The study was comprised of 17 men and women between

the ages of 19 and 51 years. They were of lower, middle and upper-middle

SES. Since affectional bonding develops over time, it was hypothesized

that relatively Iong-tern bonds would yield more intense attachments than

short-term bonds. It was expected that persons engaged in long-tern bonds

wouLd score higher on the scaLe than lhose in short-!erm bonds. Sirnilarly,

persons involved in short-term bonds were expected to score higher than

those t+ith broken bonds, uho in turn would score higher than those who were

not involved in an intimaLe relationship at all.

The relationship between attachmenl scores and marital status lras

examined. Marital status was defined for each subject as being either (1)

narried for a relatively long tirne, (2) living together for a shorter !ime,

(3) going steady for a very short time period, (4) separated and divorced,

or (5) no steady date or special friend, when lhe results were correlated,

attachment scores lrere significantLy related to marital sLatus, ! = .81, p

< .0-f, n = 17.
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During the pilot study, certain variations ín score !,ere noted among the

married subjec!s. The initial stage of at!achment appeared to show

increases in intensity for approximately two years until a peak was

reached. Then a decrease seemed to occur over time. For exanple,

individuals whose relationships spanned 7 to 10 years scored lower than

those of trlo years, but higher than those of 20 years. Thus the intensity

of attachment appeared to be curvilinear. In view of this phenomenon, i!

was decided to separate the married subjects into different categories in

accordance t,lith the duration of their relationship. Therefore the findings

of the pilot study were very helpful in determining the design of lhe

previous study lrhich will now be presented.

The developnent and preliminary validation of the AÀS rias obtained from

a study employing 155 subjects. This sample consisted of two matched

groups, a married and a separated group of nen and women. Most of the 64

separated people were recruiled a! "Parents lfithou! Partners" in I,¡innipeg.

Married subjects were matched in age, sex and socio-econonic status

(according to incone) with the separated group' Additional married and a

few tiving-toqether people were obtained, increasing the total of the

attached group to 91. Each of the 155 subjects completed the ÀAS as well

as the Miller Social Intimacy Scale (t'liller & Lefcourt, 1980).

The 155 participants consisted of 95 females and 60 males. Most

respondents resided in I,rinnipeg. Nineteen of the 91 narried persons rlere

previously divorced. Hence, they were abLe to fill out tr,¡o questionnaires'

one for the ex-spouse and one for the current spouse. Persons in

distressed relationships were also recruited for the married sample.

Unfortunately aJ.1 participants riere middle or upper-middle class, so Iow

SES rias not represented,
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During the adminisLration of the ÀÀS, the experimenler l.tas present to

explain the procedure and answer questions. This method led to a high rate

of retur.n. Each parlicipant that received the AAS completed and returned

it. They recorded their answers directly onLo a computer sheet which

alleviated their concerns regarding confidentiality.

The high rate of return is explicable. Most of the separated

respondents independently completed the ÀAS en masse at meetings. Then the

questionnaires were collected ínmediateLy after completion. Similarly, alL

the questionnaires distributed to the married participants were retrieved

by the experimenter after contacting them by lelephone. À11 in aLl'

several married persons that were recruited refused to participate,

After the subjects were calegorized into two groups, the narried

respondents were classified according to the Iength of their reJ-ationship.

Relationships encompasing 6 months to 2 years were coded 1, lhose 2 to 5

years were coded 2,5 to 10 years lrere 3, 10 to 20 years were 4 and lhose

over 20 years were coded 5. Thus there were five married subgroups.

Divorced persons were calegorized by the same nethod, yielding 5 separated

subgroups classified according to the Iength of their separation.

The vaLidation däta consisted of assessing reliability and validity.

ReliabiJ.ily rias assessed by retesting a subset of 20 subjects, In keeping

with the theory that attachment remains more or less constant over time,

relesting was performed lhree months Later. A Pearson product-moment

correlation analysis indicated that there was strong stability in

attachment score over lime, ! = .98, p. <.01 n = 20'
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In addition to reliability, many types of vaLídity were investigated.

These included internal consistency, construct validity, concurrent

vaJ-idily, convergent validity and predictive validity. The data from each

of these validating procedures r+il1 be presented.

lnlernal consis!ency was explored by examining item to total score

correlations enploying Pearson's r. High correlations were obtained for

most items which assessed attachment to the partner. More than half of the

correlations lrere over .80, ten trere over .70, seven tl'ere over .60, and two

correlaled over .50 with Lhe total score, This method lias consistent l{ith

Cronbach and Meehl (1966) who suggested lhat the vatidity of an instrument

can be assessed by examining its hornogeneity. The high correlations

obtained for most items supported Èhe honogeneiLy of the ÀÀS.

Às expected, lower correlaLions were obtained for validity items from a

competing theory that queried emotional responses toward others. The Lower

correlations indicated that responses tor+ard others were less inlense than

to one's partner, as attachment theory implÍes. The validity items were

then deleted and fifty items were retained. The retained items assessed

the intensity of attachment to the partner and provided ini¡Íal suppor! for

the construct of attachment,

Construct validity was examined by employing four different analyses.

The first anaÌysis compared the nean of the married with the mean of the

divorced participanls. The mean of the married sample (152) rras

significantly greater than the mean of the divorced sampLe (59) and the

standard deviations of the narried and separated groups r+ere 28.67 and 3.8?

respectively. MariLal status correlated signif icantLy with attachment
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score,!=.90,p<.001,N
val idi ty as tiell.

155. This data esLablished concurrent

Additional validity was coLlected from the 19 previously divorced and

remarried respondents. Their mean attachment score for their current

partner rlas 165 and their score for their divorced partner was 58. These

scores supported the nean scores of 152 and 59 obtained for the married and

divorced groups respectively. Since these subjects served as a control

group for themselves, lhe differences in score they obtained appeared to be

due to the independent variables attachment and detachment. The procedure

also indicated lhere was honogeneity of variance a¡nong marríed and divorced

9roups.

A third analysis consisted of measuring the proportion of variance in

scores accounted for by marital status (narried or separaled). Multiple

Regression CorrelaLion (MRC) anatysis shor,¡ed !hat all but 3 of the 50 items

explained 96% of the variance in score between the married and separated

respondents. À slep-wise reEression revealed that 95% of the variance in

score lias accounted for by only 16 ÀÀs items.

A fourth measure of construct validity was gained by performing a factor

analysis on the items of the scale. As previously outlined, lhe iten pool

investigated responses to separation and horl much one functions in unison

rlith one's partner. Since these items were not thought to be highly

interrelated, the principaJ. factor technique with a varimax rotalion tlas

employed. The rotation identified which items in the scale were highly

correlated with each other.
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Àn eight factor structure emerged with most items loading highly on one

factor. only items that dealt wilh relaLively long separaLion periods

(i,e., months or weeks) loaded onto Factor 1, while Factor 2 contained

items dealing primarily with weekend separations' Since proximity is the

set goal of attachment, it was appropriale thab long and short-lern

separa!ions accounted for the Largest proportion of variance (40%) in score

as theor i zed.

Factors 3 to I were hypothesized to assess horl rnuch one functions in

unison with a partner. The factors "Communication h'i!h Partner'

lndependent Functioning, Cooperative Functioning, Security/Insecur iLy

without Partner, Trust, and Sensitivity !o Partner's whereabouts" all

assessed hor{ much one functions in unison with a partner. These fêctors

evalualed the social-cognitive conponent of âttachment as predicted, and

accounted f.oÊ 24% of the variance in the responses !o the quesLionnaire.

Àll of the elght factors identified had an eigenvalue of 1.5 or more.

Convergent validiiy was investigated by comparing the AAS scores of both

the married and separated subjects Hith their scores on the Miller Social

Inlimacy scale (MSIs) developed by Miller and Lefcourt in 1980. The MSIS

assesses the level of intimacy or closeness in marital relationships,

distressed marriages and in friendships. Il has a combined tes!-retest

reliability of r = .90 over a tr.'o month period. This correlation tlas

obtained from tt,,o adninistrations of lhe MSiS !o subjec!s wit,hin the

unnarried student sanple. In addition, convergent validity was

demonstrated by correlating the MSIS scores of an unmarried sample lriEh

their scores on an interpersonal relationship scaler r = ,71, p < '001r g =

45, A second group of subjects, who described themselves as lonely on the
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UCLÀ Loneliness Scale, predictably scored lol,¡ on the MSIS, r = .65, p <

,001, n = 59. Construct validity was also demonslrated by the MSIS. The

married subjects scored significantly higher in intimacy than unmarried

subjecls, t = 8.17r p < .001, and significantly higher than lhose in

distressed marriages, L = 6,41, p < .001. The unmarrled sample scored

higher in the contèxt of !heir closest friend than the distressed marriage

group, g = 2.56, Þ < .02, and significantLy higher than for their casual

friends, L = 9.18' p < .001.

The MSIS consists of 17 items which are scored from 1 to 10 using a

Likert-type scale (see Appendix C). The mean scores on the MSIS for the

married sample was 154.3; the unmarried sanple in the contex! of close

friendship was 137.5, and the distressed narried clinicaL sample was 126.3.

Scores ranged fron a low of 56 to a high of 170. The asterisked ilerns,

numbers 2 and 14, are scored in the opposite direction so that a rating of

10 is scored as a l and více versa. The lolrest possible score is 17 and

the highest possible is 170. The AAS scores had a broader range than the

MSIS, r{ith â minimum Low of 50 and a maximum high of 250.

À correlation analysis was perforned on the ÀÀS and MSIS scores of both

married and divorced groups. Respondents r+ho scored high on the AAS scored

high on lhe MSIS, while those who scored lor+ on the AÀS also scored low on

the MSIS. The resuLls were significant, L = .91, p = .001 N = 155,

demonstrating that the constructs are very similar when comparing

attachment and delachment r¡ith high and low social intimacy.

In order to determine if attachment differs fron social intimacy, the

ÀAS scores of only the married respondents and the AAS scores of only the
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divorced respondents were compared lrith their MSIS scores. This provided a

comparison between attachment ând high social intimacy and between

detachment and low social intimacy. Moderate positive correlalions liere

observed when comparing the ÀAS scores of each group riith their MSIS

scores. The correlations betHeen the ÀAS and the MSIS for the married and

divorced groups Here .48 and .56 respectively. These correlations should

be moderately high but nol too high or the Èest would provide needless

duplication (Anastasi , 1976),, The aforenentioned findings indicated tha!

aÈtachment is dis!inct from social intimacy'

Some married participanls who scored at or above the nean in atlachment,

scored far belor¡ the mean of respondents in disLressed marriages in the

MSIS sample. Many in this category were recruited as respondents. this

indicated lhat people in distressed relaLionships may still renain attached

to their partner. In fact lhe intensity of their a!lachmen! helps explain

why some renain in reìationships that have deteriorated. Furthermore' the

attachment bond may be as important in keeping couples together as is

soc ia1 intimacy.

Other married participants, who scored near the mean in social intirnacy,

scored r¡elI above or below the mean in attachment. Thus, one's attachment

relationship appears to relate to interpersonal measures in a general way

but this relationship is also governed by other fâctors.

The divorced respondenls all scored far below the mean of respondents in

distressed marriages in the MSIS sample. There was greater variation among

their scores in sociaL inlimacy llith their ex-spouse than in attachment.

This r¡as reflecled by their standard deviations of 13.66 in socia] intimacy
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and 3.87 in attachment. The above comparisons between the AAS and MSIS

indicated that even though the lr¡o conslructs are similar, attachment is

distinct from interpersonal inLimacy.

The overall AÀS mean and SD were similar to lhe descriplive slatistics

reported by Oczkowski (1981) who employed the AAS. He administered it to

56 unmarried nursing students who obtained a mean of '1 35 and an SD of 27.8.

Perhaps theír Iower ÀÀS scores reflected the impernanence of lheir

relaLionshíps. The Oczkowski sfudy and the AÀS dala bolb found the

intensity of attachmen! normally distributed.

Predictive validity was exhibited by the hypothesized findings based on

data from the pilot study. The findings indicated that the intensity of

attachment is higher for persons engaged in short-term bonds as compared to

those in long-term relationships. Thus an analysis r+as performed on the

attachment scores to find the neans for each of lhe 5 marriage duration

groups. The 6 month to 2 years duration group had a mean of 175, the 2 !o

5 year group had a mean of 158, 5 to 10 years had 155, 10 to 20 years had

144, and relationships over 20 years (up to 35 years) had the lowest mean

of 141.5.

Àn ÀNovÀ performed on the mean scores verified that the differences

belween the 5 subgroups were significant, F (4, 86) = 3.465r p < .012. The

significanl factor appeared to be marriage duration, because age

differences betlreen the groups were ruled out. It rias noled that middle

aged subjects in new relationships scored as high as young persons in the

sarne marriage duration group. These predicted findings attenuated the

Likelihood that experimental demands and social desirabilily sere issues

that signif icantly influenced scoring.
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À step-tlise regression analysis llas conducted on marriage duration rviLh

the itens in the scale. Numerous items emerged as sígnificant predictors

of narriage duration. The analysis sholled that 72% of Ehe variance in

score among married respondents r¡as accounted for by the duration of the

relalionship, By reducing lhe scale to 28 items, 70% of the variance in

score stilì accounted for or predicted the duration of the reJ.ationship.

Horlever, the smaII size and cultural Limitations of the 5 subgroups did not

permit lhe use of each subgroup mean score to serve as a standardized

measure of attachmênt,

ÀIrhough the duration of the marital relationship was a significant

predictor of score, the duration of the separation !¡as not. This finding

rlas congruent r,lith the theory lha! when detachment sets in, affective

responding does not vary, it ceases. Another non-significant finding was

sex differences. Even though fenales did score somewhat higher' the

differences $ere not significan!. However the lirnítations of the sample

did not allow for firm conclusions regarding sex differences.

Research Ðesiqn

The first purpose of the current study was to cross-validate the AAS and

provide a standardized measure of an affectional bond in a marital

relationship. This measure was based on a sample of married adults. They

completed the revised ÀAS three times, once to depicl their marítal

relationship, a second time for their closest friend or confidant, and a

lhird tine for a casual friend. The first comparison determined whelher

the instrument was sufficiently sensítive to discriminate betrieen narital

reJ.ationships and close friendships. If it !¡as sensitive' it could help to
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delineate the properties and functions of these relationships. Weiss

(1982) claimed that attachment becomes more directed torlard a figure who is

also an object of sexual contact. Therefore, it rlas hypothesized that the

subjects would score significantly hí9her on the revised scale in regard to

their maritaL relationship as opposed to their cLosest friend or confidant.

The mean score obtained for a spouse based on 29 itens taken from the

previous study rlas 90,12. 0n lhis basis it was predicled lhat the mean

score based on these same items obtained for spouses in the current sample

Ì¡ould not differ significantly from the previous sample. If the difference

lras not sígnificant, !his mean score or measure l¡ould show some

generalizability across populations and would serve as a standarclized

measure of an affecLionaL bond in a marital rela!ionship. Clinlcians would

be able to adminisler the ÀÀS to assess individuals with maritaL problems.

It could also be used for research purposes t+ith enotionally disturbed

populations.

The second purpose of the research !¡as to ascertain whether the revised

ÀÀS can differentiate betr,leen attachnent relationships and significant

relationships wherein there is no altachment. Weiss (1982) claimed that

many significant adult relationships do not contain elements of atlachnent;

attachment appears only in relationships of central emotionaL inportance.

CasuaI friends are not believed to satisfy alI the criLeria that denote

attachment (e.9,, protesl at the threat of separation). Thus if the AÀS

can differentiate betr+een confidant relationships and casual friendships it

will demonstrate that the scale can differentiate between relaLionships of

relalively strong bonding, noderate bonding and absence of bonding.
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The score that signifies absence of bonding lras derived from lhe mean

score for casual friends, It rlas compared with the meân score for close

friends or confidants. For this conparison it was predicted that the mean

score for the casual friends would be significantly loser than the mean for

confidants. If this prediction was verified, additional construct va).idity

would be ga i ned.

The third purpose of this research lras !o deternine if the intensity of

bonding alters over time. If it does, the intenLion lras to deveLop

standardized measures of attachment for differen! narried subgroups. These

measures or scores tlere to be derived from the same sample of married

adults (which was comprised of young and middle-aged married persons)

classified into subgroups according to !he duration of their relationships.

The previous study found that as the duraiion of a narital relationship

increases, lhe intensity of attachment (score) decreases. It was therefore

hypothesized tha! the ÀAS scores would significa.ntly decrease as length of

marriage increases. Length or duration of marriage r¡ould be identical with

the previous study; it would consist of the toLal number of years they t¡ent

steady, were engaged and were married.

The hypothesized decrease in intensity of bonding over time in marital

relationships is based on the rlork of Bowlby (1973). BowJ.by theorized that

adult bonding approximates the same model as infant bonding. Hence, after

the bond is firmly established (a process of about two years) there is a

decrease in proximity-seeking and rhe child manifests less distress at

separaLion. An ongoing decrease in attachment behavior can be observed

fron childhood to adolescence. Although lhe reason for lhe decrease is

differenl for children than for adulls, the shape of !he behavior appears
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to be the same. However the change does not imply a weaker attachment

(Marvin, 1972; Maccoby & Feldrnan, 1972). To ensure that decreasing

intensity in bonding over time is a phenomenon, subjects lrere asked if they

find being away from their spouse easier or more difficult today as opposed

!o 2 !o 10 years earlier.

The fourth and least important purpose of this study t4as to discern if

childhood attachment to a parent is associated r¡ith Iater bonding wiLh a

spouse, Bowlby (1979) specified that there is a strong association betr¡een

these attachment relationships, Weiss (1982) extended the concept by

suggesling that mate selection is more influenced by the parent rlith Hhorn

there nas a stronger, positive affective lie, To test their theories, each

informant was. requested to answer a bonding questionnaire in the context of

the parent for whon s/he felt a more positive, intense emotional tie.

The Parental Bonding Questionnaire (p¡Q) was developed by Parker,

Tupling and Brown in 1979 (see Àppendix F) and is based on retrospective

information. This instrument has not been completely validated; the

test-retest reliability lhree weeks later was only noderate ( I = .76) and

the concurrent validity of the scale scores with interview data was r =

,7'1 . It is conprised of two factors, a parental care and an overprotection

factor. Care is defined as affection, emotional warmth, empathy and

closeness. 0verprolection is defined as excessive control , excessive

contact, intrusion, infantilization and prevention of independent behavior.

In keeping wilh Bowlby (1979) and l.leiss (1982) it was hypothesized that

respondenls who score high in spousal bonding will aLso score high on the

overprotection dimension in paren!al bonding. It has been noted, however,
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that recall of past events does not necessarily provide a veridical

reconstruction of these events. Nevertheless some studies such as !he

Berkeley Guidance Study found considerable veridicality in memories of

childhoot! from early to advanced adult years (Ricks, 1985). If the

hypothesis had been supported, an attemp! would have been nade in this

study to determine if the data obLained from the pârental bonding scale is

consistent with memory of childhood events. Each person was asked !o

record ten adjectives that best described his/her relationship with a

parent up to 16 years of age (a method employed by the Berkeley project).

These adjectives (see Àppendix E) were to be subsequently scrutinized by a

"blind" reviewer and rated as to qualily of affect (secure or insecure).

Then the ratings l{ere to be compared with the retrospective responses on

the Parental Bonding ouestionnaire. If the ralings were consisLent, and if
the AÀS score for spouses showed a significant association Hith the PBQ

scores, i! would indicate that childhood attachment with a parent is

related to bonding with a spouse.

The cross-validation procedure of the revised ÀÀS began by assessing

test-retest reliability. A randomly chosen subsample which consisted of 24

married respondents was retested. In accordance tJith the theory that

marital bonding remains stable over time, the scores fron their first
presentation were correlated r+ith their scores obtained four months later

using Pearson's r. It was predicted that an r >.8, n = 24 would be

obta i ned.

In addition to exploring reliability, various types of validity were

investigated. Tes! items l¡ere examined to evaluate internal consistency or

homogeneity by constructinq a Pearson product-moment correlation matrix
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l{ith the daLa obtained for spouses. Moderate to very high correlations of

each item with AAS score signify that a scaLe is internally consistent, and

that each item is a measure of the same construct. In addition, each of

the 32 itens rlas expected to shori higher mean values for marilal

reJ.ationships than for cLose friendship or confidant relationships. lf
this is demonstrated, the scaLe wiLl have concurrent validity because it
can predict the existing status of a relaLionship (Ànastasi, 19'16),

A second assessment of the internal consistency of the ÀÀS t,las conducted

by nultiple correlation regression analysis. The best items are weighted

by a regression equation and combined to yield the predictive value of the

given battery, according to Anastasi (1976). The multipte correlation (R)

indicates the highest predictive value that can be obtained from the

battery, rrhen each test is given oplimum weigh! for predicling the

criterion. Therefore the ÀÀS itens were administered to predic! the

criterion "spousal attachment score. "

ÀlL correlations were then examined to determine if lhere were any

significant relationships r+ilh attachment score. Sex differences, age

differences, SES differences, educational differences and number of

children were all investigated to see if they were significantly associâ!ed

frith ÀÀS score in married and confidant relationships. Many of these

variables rlere not found to be signifícant in lhe previous study,

Cronbach & MeehI (1965) and Ànastasi (1976) staled that the construct

validity of a test battery is dependent on the extent to which the lest

measures a lheoretical construct, showing correspondence betHeen test

scores and other indications of lhe attribute. The validation consists of
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demonstrating that the scores vary from person to person as the theory

implies and is consistent rrith deductions from the theory. Such

consistency was obtained from the previous study. Anastasi (1976)

suggested that the battery should later be cross-vaLidated by correlating

the predicLed criterion scores v¡ith lhe actua] criterion scores in a nel,¡

sample. To maximize the validity of the test, items that showed high

validity r,rith the criterion should be chosen. Cross-validation is usually

undertaken by the sane investigators thät developed the prediction formula.

The procedure of cross-validation presumb).y indicates validity

genera). izat ion (Anastasi , 19'76t.

In this cross-validation study, construct validity was probed by many

differen! analyses. The first !¡as a repeated measures analysis of variance

(ÀNovA). It compared the nean score derived from the married relationships

with the mean derived fron the confidant relalionships (within subjects'

design), It lras hypothesized that the nean oblained for spouses would be

significantly greater than for confidants at the.05 level of significance.

If the hypothesis is confirmed, the ÀÀs wiLL be sufficiently sensitive to

discrininate between relatively s!rong bonds and noderate bonds.

The repeated measures ÀNovA attempted to show additional construct

validity. It compared the nean score for confidants with the mean for

casuaL friendships. It Ìras hypothesized that the nean score for confidants

would be significantly greater !han for casual friendships, at lhe.05

level of significance. If this hypothesis were confirmed' it would

demonstrate lhat lhe revised AÀS can differentiate betneen relationships of

relatively moderate bonding and absence of bonding, thereby enriching the

nomological net. (A nomologicaÌ net rlas defined as an interlocking se! of
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laws r¡herein a theoreticaL construct is shown to relate to some other valid

theoretical construct or to observable properties by Cronbach and Meehl,

195s).

Anolher ana).ysis consisted of comparing the mean AÀS score for spouses

obtained from the previous study with the nean for spouses in the current

sample on the first 29 items. It was hoped that this conparison would

result in finding no significant differences between the two samples. In

statistical terms this consists of accepting the nuI1 hypolhesis, which

most often refers to the hypothesis of no differeDces between treatnent

conditions, or of no association betr"een variabLes (Greenwald, 1915, p,2\,

Ho\,rever, many behavioral scientisls beLieve that conclusions about

relationships among variables should be based only on rejection of the nul.I

rather than on acceptance of the nulI hypothesis (GreenwaId, 1975),

Greenr¡ald discussed hos to avoid accepting the nulL hypothesis when it is

false (a Type II error), He suggesled tha! prior to data colì.ection,

researchers should decide the largest effect size that is lrivial. in

imporLance. This effect size, together with smalLer effect sizes,

constitute a nulJ. range. Greenwald suggested that !he null hypothesis be

transformed into a range hypothesis by having the null hypolhesis assert

that the treatnenl effect faLls r,¡ithin the null range. 0ne can decide to

accept or rejec! the range nu}1 hypothesis by computing a confidence

interval for the magnitude of the treatment effecl. The range nulJ.

hypothesis would be âccepted only if the confidence interval was fully

contained $ithin the nu11 range.

Greenwald (1975) reconmended that N be chosen on the basis of obtaining

a standard error (sn) that is 10-20% of. lhe null range's width, This would
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produce a confidence interval that is 40-80% of the null range's width. It
is necessary for !he confidence interval to be substantiaL).y shorter than

hhe tlidtb of the null rânge or there would be considerable bias in favor of

rejecting a true null hypothesis. Thus, one should calculate N in advance

of dala collection, so that N is J.arge enough to produce a sufficienlly

short conf idence i n t erval.

The mean attachment score for â spouse based on 29 ílems tâken from the

previous study t+as 90,12. The SD for those 29 iLems is unkno!¡n. Hor,rever,

because lhis sample is presumed to be equivalen! to the previous sample, it
was assumed that the current SD would be the same. ÀIthough the choice of

the largest trivial effect Has somewhat arbitrary, any value !Jithin 1/2 SD

from the mean (M t 1/2 sD) would be considered !rivial.

In calculating N, Greenwald (1975) recommended that the standard error

(Sn) ot the confidence intervaL should be 10% of lhe null range's width.

The formula for the standard error is: SE = SD/r/Ñ

To find the N that rlill make SE 10% of 1 SD (the null range is M + 1/2 SD =

1 SD) Iet SE = .10 SD.

Rewr i ! ing the formula:

. 10 sp = l sp/y'ñ-

tÑ=1sD/.10SÐ

S=rt.ro
vfi= lo

N = 100

Consequently, a sampJ.e size of 100 wilI produce an SE that is 10% of the

SD. However, the null range could not be computed until the SD tlas

obtained.
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A fourth assessment of construct vaLidity Has derived from a factor

analysis. The data for spouses and confidants rlere utilized to idenlify

items that correlate highly with each other. The iten pool in this study

assessed "affective responses to separation" and "functioning in uníson

with a partner," Thèse appear to be independent components of attachment

so an orthogonaL rotation such as varimax rtas chosen. Factors with

eigenvalues betHeen 1 and 1.5 l,ere rotated. if lhe same conponents are

found to exist in this study as in the J.ast, the revised AAS will appear ¡o

neasure affectional bonding in the new sampLe.

The same sample of subjects completed three questionnaires. One was for

the spouse, another was for a confidant or best friend and a third was for

a casual friend. consequently score differences for these three differen!

relationships should be due to differences in intensity of attachment, not

to other variabLes such as age, sex, SES, etc.

Correspondence between attachment and similar types of constructs was

investigated by two Pearson product-moment correLation anaJ.yses. The first

analysis compared the AAS scores with the Miller Social Intimacy Scale

(¡lsls) scores obtained for spouses (see Appendix C), Reliability and

validity data of the MSIs were previously presented. it was predicted that

the correlation between the ÀÀS and MSIS would be belween '30 and.60. If

this finding is validated, it will be cited as evidence that the ÀÀS

rneasures a construct similar to, but not identical with, social inlimacy.

The second correlation analysis cornpared the scores for spouses on lhe ÀAS

l{ith the Dyadic Àdjustment Scale (DÀs) scores, a scale developed by Spanier

in 1976 (see Àppendix o).
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The DAS is a valid instrument r the internal consistency and four

assessments for construct vaLidity are significant at the.001 l-evel. It
has an overall reliability of .96 using Cronbach's coefficient alpha. The

item pool is an extension of the Lock WalLace and other marital adjuslment

scaLes and it was normed on a purposive sampling (married and divorced

people) whose mean aqe lias 35 for the married and 30 for the divorced. À

facLor pattern fron an earLier sampLe that described dyadic consensus,

dyadic satisfaction, dyadic cohesion, and affectional expression was

verified in lhe ner¡ sample, Each of these factors can be used

independently as a subscale (Spanier, 1976).

0ne factor of the DAS, lhe Dyadic Satisfaclion Subscale, has an internaL

consistency of .94. Since this subscale is more relevant to middle-aged

respondents, it was used for the current study. The subscale measures a

construct which is sinilar to attachment because it assesses the level of

adjustment in a marital relationship. Therefore if !he correlation between

lhis subscale and the AÀS is between .30 and.60, il will provide evidence

that the ÀAS measures a construct similar to dyadic adjustment. The

purported moderate correlaLions will indicate that the ÀÀS is not the same

as lhe DÀS or the MSIS. Campbell & Fiske (1959) and Ànastasi (1976) stated

that such correlations shoul.d be moderately high, but not too high.

The above analyses completed the validation procedure for the revised

ÀAS as weII as the first and second objectives of this study. Àdditional

statistical procedures were impì.emented to address the third and fourth

objectives of this study. The third objective lras to determine if bonding

alLers as the duration of a maritaL relationship increases up ti11 35 years

of marriage, The previous findings indicated that the intensity of
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attachment is greater for persons in short-term bonds than for persons in

long-term bonds. Thus a correlation analysis was performed on the scores

for the spouses (of the five married subgroups) with duration of marriage

to determine if duration significantly correlates with AÀS score. A

regression analysis r,rôs then conducted to determine the amount of variance

in AÀS score that is altributable to lhe lhe duration of a marriage. In

the former sludy duration of marriage showed a multiple R of .70 f.or 28

items. Data !aken from the same items wilL again be assessed in the

current study.

A related objec!ive tlas to determine if there are significant nean

differences anong marital relalionships of varying duration. Hence an

analysis of variance rlas performed on lhe means of the five married

subgroups to discern if they are significantly different al the .05 level

of significance. Retrospective information regarding an aLteration in

affective responding to separation over the las! 2 to 10 years should be

consístent nith the statistical dat.a. This information wilL help rule out

an alternative expLanation if lhe predicted findings are accurate,

Obtaining various subgroup means for confidant relationships does not seem

feas ible because the duration

experínentally controlJ-ed.

of such reì.ationships can not be

À final analysis was conducted to address the fourth purpose of lhe

research, namely to discover r¡he!her chitdhood attachment to a parent is

associated with later bonding with a spouse. consequently, a Pearson

product-moment correlation analysis was performed on the subjects' AAS

scores tor spouses and their scores in parental bonding. It r+as

hypothesized that the ÀAS scores for spouses will show a correlation of r =
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.5 rlith the Parental Bonding Scale scores. If the prediction is supported,

the data from the Parental Bonding Scale was to be correlated with ratings

by a "blind" reviewer and show an r >.5. This would ensure lhat the data

from the Parental Bonding Scale is consistent Hith memory of childhood

relationships. Therefore, if both the ÀAS scores for spouses and the

scores of the "blind" reviewer obtain an r >.5 lrith the Parental Bonding

ScaJ.e scores, it would indicate tha! altachment to a parent is associated

with adutt bonding to a spouse. Campbell & Físke (1959) used correlation >

.5 to illustrâ!e a significan! level of validity. These correlations llere

obLained when comparíng a sín91e personaLity trait (mono-trait) using

different nethods (hetero-melhod) of assessment.



CHAPTER I I

METHOÐ

Instrument

The revised Adult Àltachment Scale (e¡S) is comprised of 32 quesÈions.

Tventy-nine of these items were previously found to be lhe most significant

predicLors of marital status and accounted tor 70% of lhe variance in score

due to narriage duration. Three additional items, #30, 31 and 32 obtained

from the divorce literature were added. ÀlL items purport to assess the

intensity of ättachment experiences and behaviors (see Àppendix B). They

are scored according to the frequency of their occurrence which ranges from

not at all, or never (1) to always (5). For the purpose of controlling

tendencies to respond in a positive or negative direction, the keying

direction of the asterisked items is reversed. The score for each person

is obtained by sumrning the ratings of the 32 questions. Each person's

score has a potential range of 32 to 160.

Parlicipants

The original nunber of participants lhat rlas to be recruited for this

study was 150. However, during recruitment it became apparent lhat the

cost of obtaining such a large sample would be prohibitive. Most

queslionnaires had !o be individually delivered and picked up and the

subjects usually lived I to 15 kilometers away. Consequently, the size of

66
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N had to be reduced. À calculation was outlined in the section calLed

"Research Design," to delermine how many subjecLs tlere needed to produce a

short confidence interval. The calculation showed that a sample size of

100 would sufflce. In order to insure that 100 subjects would complete lhe

dala, only 125 questionnaires were distributed. À high return rate t.,as

anlicipated in accordance Ì¡ith the previous study,

The participants of lhis sludy thät conpleted the ÀÀS consisted of 110

married men and women. Sixty-nine participants were females and 41 were

males. Àn attempt had been nade to obtain more males but maLes were more

reluctant lo participate than females. ÀLl the respondents resided in

lrinnipeg, Canada, rlith the exception of one respondent'tiho resided in

cal9ary.

The respondents lived in various Locations and suburbs of winnipeg.

Many !¡ere recruiled at their place of employment, such as at a bank, a

travel agency, a nursing home and a book store. others were recruited at

churches, club neetings, exercise gyms and at a marriage counselling

agency. Church ninisters, club presidents, gyn instructors and social

workers were phoned to recruit participants. Participants in distressed as

weLl as in harmonious marriage were recruited in order to ascertain how or

if the disharmony âffects bonding. People in distressed relationships were

recruited by marriage counsellors and by their friends rlho tlere in contact

w i th the author .

It r,las presumed lhat people in problematic narriages may shy away fron

answering the questionnaire. This may have been the case in some instances

because several peop).e refused to participate, claiming it q¡as too
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personal. (Ten weeks Iater tt,lo persons separated from their spouses. )

However, people were generally accommodating, and more often than nol they

agreed to participaLe. The primary drawback was in obtaining parlicipants

for the newlywed subgroup. Most people did not quaJ.ify for this subgroup

because they had Iived together for severaL years prior !o lheir marriage.

Thus the duratÍon of lheir relationship was longer than the 2 years

required. To recrui! newlyweds, the author contacted several churches to

obtain Iists, and the newlyweds were subsequentLy telephoned.

Both young and middle-aged participants Ìrere selected in order to obtain

persons who tlere in short-term and long-term re).ationships. Therefore

random sampling was not ernployed. Instead, Cronbach and MeehL's (1966)

empiricaJ. approach of "contrasted groups" r{as utilized. This involved

selecting married participants who were willing to f i1l. out three

questionnaires to assess attachment, one for a mate, another for a

confidant, and a third for a casual friend. In each case, only marriages

and friendships of more than six months duration $ere incLuded. This time

period was believed to ensure that the process of attachment had set in

(I.¡eiss, '1 975).

The sample was primarily comprised of white respondents, but it included

a smaIl number of blacks and Chinese participants as sell. Àllhough there

r+ere no inquiries regarding religious affiliation, there appeared to be a

Large nunber of various religions represented, consisten! with the

multicultural mosaíc of }Iinnipeg. Denographic data regarding age, SES,

education, and number of children were coLlecled. À description of these

var iables foLLows.
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Àss

The age range in this study !¡as very tlide. It ranged f.ron 22 lo 65

years. The mean age of the respondents llas 36.43 years, and lhe SÐ was 11

years, Fifty-six percent of the sample was between 22 and 36 years of age

while 44% were between 36 and 65 years, The sample was slightly weighted

in favour of younger subjecls, 42% were 31 and under, 46% were betçeen 31

and 50 and 12% were between 50 and 65 years of age.

Soc i o-economic Status (SES)

Socio-economic status was based on income, which ranged from less than

$20,000 to over $75,000 annually per fanily. tosr SES was indexed at

$20,000 or less per famiiy. This income level conprised the first SES

group. There r+ere four other SES categories, a $20,000 to $30,000

category, a 930,000 to 940,000 category, a 940,000 to 950,000 category and

a 975,000 and over category.

The mean incone per fanily was found to be between $30,000 and $40,000

annually. Ten percent of the sample did not disclose their annual income.

lwelve percent fell in the low SES category as they earned $20,000 or less

per year. Two-thirds of them consisted of young people who were not yet

established in successful careers, and half of this proportion were college

graduates. Consequently, they do not appear to be representative of low

SES in the general population. The next group r+hich comprised nearly 15%

of the sample, earned between $20,000 and $40,000 per year. The largest

proportion of the sample (43%) earned betr+een $40,000 and 950,000 per year,

r+hile close to 20% earned $75,000 or more per year. Thus the fanily incomes

of lhe sample were relatively quite high.
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EducaLion

This sample vas highly educaled. Forty percent of the respondents had

attained a college degree and less lhan 4% had not conpleted grade school.

Fifty-two percent had graduated high school and four percent failed !o

specify their educational Ievel. The meân IeveI of schooling altained !,as

a year of college education.

Number of Children

The number of chiLdren a respondent had ranged from 0 to 5. The mean

number of children calculated for each respondent was 1,64, The

percentäges were as follo1,ls: Thirly-one percent of the respondents had no

children. Nine percent had one chiId, while 30% had 2 children. Twenly

percent had 3 children and 5.5 % had 4 chiLdren. FinaJ.J.y, cLose to 2% had

5 children, anà 2.7% or 3 respondents did not specify how many children

they had.

Procedure

Àn âttempt was made to clarify the purpose of the study. AlL the

participants were informed that the aim was to deveLop a questionnaire that

would provide standardized measures of affecLional bonding for individuals

who have been married for different periods of time. They were told that

it is expected that these measures will be used for research t\'ith differenf

populations as well as for clinical purposes with specific cases.

Informants I,¡ere requested to complete a cover sheet containing a brief

dernographic data list regarding family income, age, sex, education, and
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number of children (see Àppendix e). Included rlith the demographic data

were questions inquiring about the duration of the marriage and the

friendship. À retrospective question asked $helher the informan¡s found

being away f rorn their spouse more or less difficult loday as opposed !o 2

to 10 years ago. Finally, a range of annual family incomes denoted

soc i o-economic stalus,

Àfter compLeting the demographic data, participants were requested to

choose the appropriate frequency for each question (0) in the ÀÀS. They

trere told that three copies of the ÀÀS shouLd be filled out, one which

describes how lhey feel about their spouse, the second ho!¡ they feel about

their closest friend, and the third hou they feel about a casual friend.

Their closest friend could be anyone (even a relative) that they confide in

and turn to most in times of need for emotional support, À casual friend

could be a co-worker or neighbor wilh whom a person spends time at work or

near hone, but lhe relationship should not 90 beyond the specific setting

(Kahn a Àntonucci, 1980). This rneans that if a co-worker were chosen, s/he

should be seen only at work. The participants were asked to restric! their

selection to people with whom they had been friendly with for 6 nonths or

more. This time period was consistent llíth the onset of their spousal

relationship.

It t{as pointed out that the questions provide a context for the

separation events. For some questions the context was in terns of business

or visiting a sick relatíve, which is described as "had to" 9o away, while

in others il is "chose to" 9o away. The Latter case suggests the

separation is for purposes of pleasure. The participanls were asked to

keep the context in nind when answering the questions. Then ít rlas
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stressed that ansrlers should describe bhe relationship as it is right now

in the present, not the way it was in the past. These instructions were

repeated because it was previously found that some participants tended to

describe the relationship in terms of the past.

In addition to three copies of the ÀÀS, the participants rlere asked !o

ansrler bo!h the MSiS (see Appendix C), and the Dyadic Satisfaction Subscale

of the DÀS (see Appendlx D) in the context of their spouse, They were also

asked to complete lhe Parental Bonding ScaLe (see Àppendix F) to describe

their relatíonship with the parent tlhom they perceived as closer, more

supportive, and more accepting of them. To determine if the infornation

regarding lhe parent Here accurate, each person was requesled to record ten

adjectives lhat best described the relationship with the parent or parent

substitute prior to age 15 (see Appendix E).

The order of these various scales was alternated when administering them

to different people to control for order effects. Initíally, the

experimenter l{as present to explâin the procedure and to answer questions.

To alleviaLe concerns regarding confídenLiaLity, subjects were able to mark

theír answers directly on a cornputer sheet r,rithout divulging their name.

Each subject rvas assigned a number for identification purposes. The

questionnaires !¡ere then collected after completion.

In most cases indívidual testing was mandatory. This occurred because

many respondents r{ere recruited at t,|ork. Individual testing r,'as also

necessary when additional respondents who were married for a specific

number of years ttere needed. Consequently, the subjects requested to take

the questionnaires home. I,lhen they did so, the author took lheir phone

numbers and arranged to call them at a later date.
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Unfortunately, many subjects did not complete lhe questionnaires for 3

weeks. À fell respondents took as long as 5 or 5 weeks. The experimenter

contacted these people several times and in many cases arranged to come to

their homes to help them complete the questionnaires. Despite these

difficulties, most of the questionnaires (around 85%) were cotlecled. The

high return rate nas aLtributed to the fact that the subjects l.,ere

te).ephoned and the data lrere subsequently picked up, instead of having them

returned by ma i ). .

Àt a later point in time, lhe subjects were categorized into

subgroups according !o the duratíon of their mari!a1 relationship.

Re).ationships encompassing 5 nonths !o 2 years were coded 1, those 2

years were coded 2, 5 to 10 years were 3, 10 to 20 years were 4, and

35 years were coded 5. Thus there were 5 married subgroups with 20 t

subjects in each,

Cr i t ical I ssues

The single method empLoyed by this study tias an inadequate explication

of the "atLachrnent" construct. It is impor!an! to supplement self-reports

l¿ith observational research in order to bolster construct validity.

Perhaps future studies could employ observational methodologies. However,

prior to utilÍzin9 a more experímental approach issues of neasurement,

reliability, validity, etc. have to be addressed.

Another issue that !¡as not addressed by this study llas sociaL

desirability. Social desirability items can only be ansr¿ered true or

false; they do not fit in with the s-poinl frequency ratings of lhe

to 5

20 to
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attachnent items. Horlever, it is unlikely that social desirability or

demands of the experiment significantly influenced scoring in both the

previous and current study. This is because of the predicted findÍngs,

thaf the intensiLy of attâchment decreases over time, This means that it
is not socially or experimentâlly desirable for people in reJ-atively

longer-term relationships lo show Less intense attachment. Moreover, it is

no! socially desirable for newlyweds to frequently be depressed at weekend

separations from their partner, exhibiting an intense Ievel of attachment,

especially in our culture rlhere "toughing-it-ou!" is lhe socially desirable

responsel Thus it can be concluded that social desirability or

BxperimenLal demands did not significantly influence scoring.

À third Iinitation involved the use of the Parental Bonding Instrument

which provided retrospective data. Retrospective data is no! considered to

be as reliable as current information and shouLd be interpreted rlith

caution. Ho!¡ever, the Berkeley Guidance Study found consistency in

memories of childhood from young to o1d adulthood (Ricks, 1985). Therefore

retrospective data can be reasonably reliable.

A final limitation incurred by this study tras the age and education

level of the low SES group. Two-lhirds of lhem were young peop].e who were

not yet esLablished in successful careers and half of this proportion were

college graduates. Thus they do not appear to be representative of lorl SES

in lhe general population. Consequently the findings of this sludy should

not be generalized !o lol,l SES persons.
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RESULTS

Test-retest reliabilitv

À randomly chosen subset of 24 subjects was retested around 4 months

later., Since one subject l,¡as out of tor¡n when the questionnaires were

collected only 23 subjecLs vere included in the retest data. The dala were

analyzed by Pearson product-moment anaLyses. The first analysis reLesled

responses tollard spouses and the second retesLed responses toward

confidants. The correlation analysis for spouses demonstrated tha! marital

bonding remains stable over time, g = ,91, p < .001, D.= 23, as predicted.

Although there tras no prediction made for confidants, the correlation

analysis showed considerably Iess stability in confidant bonding, r = ,47,

p=011,n=23,

I nternal Consi stencv

By ernploying the data gleaned for individual spouses, a correlation

matrix (using a Pearson product-mornent correLation analysis) r,tas computed.

It was obtained from the responses of 102 S's because lhe data from eight

subjects were incornplete. Each item was examined to assess internaL

consistency or homogeneity. It t,'as expected that noderate !o very high

correlations of each item with total score would be obtained. This sould

verify that each ilem is a measure of the sâme construct,
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The correlation coefficients for the items (as shor¡n in Table 1)range

from Ioç to high. Sixteen, or one haIf, of the items show correlations

greater than .40. The remaining haLf of the items range betr,¡een ,20 and

.40, rlith !he exception of item Q1 1. It shoris a very 1ow, non-significant

correlatíon of r = -,003 This iten does not appear to be a measure of the

sarne construct,

In reference to the 16 items over.40, two items are greater than.70,

four are between .60 and.70 and six are between .50 and.60. The

remaining four iLems are betÌreen .40 and.50. In reference to lhe 15 iLems

ranging between .20 and.40, ten are between .30 and.40, and five are

between .20 and .30. ÀLl the iLem-!o-total score correlations, excep! Q11

and Q'16 have probability values < .01, n = 102.

Cronbach's alpha nas computed for the 32 reliabiLity coefficients. The

obtained alpha = .893. This verifies that the items neasure a single

construct r¡hen evaluating marital relationships.

À correlation matrix using Pearson's formula was also constructed for

confidants. The item-to-totaL score correlations for confidants are

generally lower than for spouses (see TabIe 2), Six items are greater than

.60, two are greater than .50, ten are over .40, six are over .30, and four

are under .20.0ut of bhe 32 items, 28 have probabiJ.ily va).ues <.01, n =

90 (only 90S's had conplete data in this anaìysis). Cronbach's alpha was

also computed for these 32 iLems. Il indicates that the scale items

measure a single construct when assessing close friendships, alpha =.855.



TABLE 1

ÀAS Scale Ilem-TotaL Correlations for SÞouses

Corrected I tem-TotaL
CorreLation

alpha if
deleted

01
Q2
Q3

Q4
05
06
Q7
08
Q9
010

*91 1

Ql2
013
Q14
015

*ç16
Q11
018
Q19
Q20
Q21
Q22
Q23
Q24

Q26
Q21
Q28

Q30
Q31
Q32

Cronbach's alpha = .89

,49
.30
,52
.36
.30

7'1

.42

ao

-. 0034
.69
,27
.70
.69
,21
.56
IE

.26

.34

.45

.39

.27

.30

.65

.3¿

.62

.38

.4¿

* All items except Q11 and Q16 have p values <.01, 4 = 192.



TÀBIE 2

ÀÀS Scale Item-TotaI Correlations for Confidants

Corrected I t em-To ta I
correlation

alpha i f
deleted

Q1
*Q2

Q3

Q4
05
06
Q1
Q8
Q9

Q10
xg11

Q12
*Q13

Q14
Q15
Qî6
Q17
Q18
019

*920
Q21
Q22
Q23
Q24
Q2s
926
Q27
Q28
Q29
Q30
031
Q32

Cronbach's aLpha = .855

* ÀI1 ítems excep! 02, Q11, Q13 and Q20 have p values <.01, n = 90.
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Reqression Ànalysis

Ànother assessment was carried out by a step-wise regression analysis,

It !¡as performed on spousal attachment score lrith the 32 items in the

scale, When a1I 32 items of the scale r,,ere entered inLo lhe equa!ion, an

R2 of .995 emerged, Thus alI the items contributed to the variance in

score, accounling for 99% of the total variance.

Over 90% of the variance in score is accounled for by only seven items.

These items are Q9, Q15, Q32, Q17, Q12, Q'10 and Q25 (see Table 3). Item 9

is the first variable to enter the equation, and accounts for over 50% of

the var iance in score.

An attempt was nade to partial out the effects of the MSIS and DÀS on.

ÀAS score. These variables did not contribu!e any additional variance and

did not enler into the equation, Therefore the MSIS and DÀS tiere not found

to be significant predicLors of attachment score for spouses.

A step-wise regression analysis was also perforned on the aLtachment

scores for confidants with the AAS items. Tr,renty-three items entered into

the equation, yielding an R2 of .999. Therefore 99% of the variance in

score for confidants was accounted for or predicted by 23 of the AAS ítens.

Nine items were not included in the equation and did not contribute any

additional variance !o relationships with confidants or best friends.

These items were Q2, 7, 8t 12, 16, 17, 19, 25 and 29.

The best predictors of the 23 items that evaluate atlachment to a

confidant are Q15,031,014, Q6, O13, Q10 and Q32 (see Tabte 3). These

seven items account f.or 90% of the variance i.n score. Item 15, the first
item to enter the equation accounls for 55% of the variance in score.
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TÀBIE 3

Reqression Ànalysis Predictinq ÀÀS Score for SÞouses and Confidanls

Spouses

Predictor Beta Coefficient T vâlue Significance

Q9 .32 7.48
01s ,23 5.65
Q32 .21 6.26
Q17 ,27 7 .62
Q12 .21 4.82
010 ,17 5.40
Q25 . 1s 4.48

The above seven items account for over 90% of the variance in
attachment score for spouses.

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

Con f idants

Predictor Beta Coefficient T value Significance

*rll q

Q31
014
Q6
013

*910
trQ32

The above se ven
confidants,

,23 5.09 .000
.17 3.84 .002
.36 8.38 .000
.23 5.81 .000
.'1 9 5.60 .000
.20 5.79 .000
,20 4,94 .000

Ílems account tor 90% of the variance in score for

Note.
i-he ast.erisked items, Q15,010 and 032, are the best predictors
for both spouses and confidants
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Consbruct validity

In this cross-validation study, construct validity was tested by nany

analyses. ÀÌL tests of significance r,¡ere set at alpha =.05. The first

analysis rias a repealed measures analysls of variance (ANovÀ). The Anova

compared the mean score for spouses on the 32 AAS items with the mean for

close friendships. Then it compared !he mean for close friendships with

the mean for casual friendships.

The mean score for spouses was 101.52. The corresponding nean for close

friends or confidants was 62,28. The difference between the two means tlas

significant, g (107, 1l = a26,16, p < .001. Therefore, lhis test passed

lhe test of significance at alpha = .05. Furlhermore, inspection of the

data indicaLed that the mean vaÌue of each ÀAS item for spouses rlas greater

lhan the mean of each item for confidanLs. This finding demonstrates that

the ÀÀS has concurrent validity, according to Anastasi (1976), because it

can determine !he existing status of a relationship,

The range of ÀAS scores for spouses fell between a ninimum value of 64

and a maximum value of 141.0n1y 10% of the values r¡ere under 81, while 10%

of the values were over 123. Therefore 80% of the scores fell betrr'een 81

and 1 23.

The range of ÀAS scores for confidants fell between 34 and 106. Eleven

percent of the scores tlas under 4'ì anð 10% rias over 81. Consequently 80%

of the scores felL between 47 and 81. Since only 10% of the scores for

spouses was under 8'1 , there r¡as very liltle overlap between the two

distributions of scores. In fact only the bottom 10% of the scores for

spouses overlaped llith the top 10% of lhe scores for confidants.
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Às previously stated, the mean score for a confidant was 62,28, The

corresponding mean for a casual friend was 45.24. Thus the mean difference

bet!¡een close friends and casual friends was also significant, F (107, 1) =

224,34, p < .001, Therefore, !his lest aJ.so passed lhe test of

significance at alpha =.05. Inspeclion of the data indicated that the

mean value of each AÀS item for confidanls tias also greater than t.he nean

of each ilem for casuaL friends.

The standard deviation (SD) of the AÀS for spouses was 16.82 and the

corresponding SD for confidants r,las 13.52. Therefore response differences

for spouses were greater than differences for confidants. Similarly, the

SD for casual friends was 7.31, considerably snaller than the SD of 13.52,

denoting response differences for confidants.

I,¡ithin the total sample of 110 respondents, there was a subsanpLe of 48

husbands and lheir wives or 24 narried couples. To determíne if there is

an association bettleen husbands and wives in attachment, a Pearson

Product-Momen! CorreLation analysis r+as computed. The correlation between

husbands and wives was found to be significant, r = .60, p < .001, N = 24.

The mean of the husbands was found to be 98.46 and the SD was 14.60. The

corresponding mean for their wives was 106.50 and lhe SD was 18.04. The

correlation indicates !hal there is a reLa!iveIy strong associalion betHeen

spouses in attachment. Hotlever, this anaLysis does not provide any

construc t validity.

A thirr! measure of construct valídity sas derived from a predicted mean

score, The rnean score obLained for spouses in lhe previous study rlas 90.12

but fhe SD is unknown. The previous mean Írôs calculated using lhe first 29
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items of the AÀS, The current mean for the 29 ilerns rqâs 89.68 and the SD

was 15.867. Therefore it was predicted that a confidence interval based on

the current mean of 89.68 would be f ulJ.y contained rlifhin the nu1J. range (M

+ 1/2 SD). For lhe purpose of calculating the nuII range the previous SD

must be calculated.

Marascuilo & Serlin (1988, p. 71) provide a formula for calculating a

sample SD using a constant mul!ipler. By dividing lhe mean of the current

sample by the mean of the previous sample one obtains the required constant

(B).

B =I-new /l'ora = 89.58 / go,tz = .995

The assumption that justifies the use of this fornula to derive the

constant, is that the observations in the new sanple could have been

oblained by multiplying each observation in the previous sample by the

constant. This assumes that the sanples are otherwise eguivalent except

for the fact lhat lhey have slightly different rneans. In the case where

the SD of the new sample is known and the constant is known (as cornputed

above), the SD of the previous sanpìe can be cornputed by dividing the SÐ of

the new (transformed) sanple by the constant.

SDold=SDnev/3=
15,867 /,995= 1s,947

Therefore the SD of the previous sarnple is calculated to be 15.947,
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Having obtained a current mean of 89.68 and SD of 15.867 a 95%

confidence intervaL can be computed,

cI = tÏ * lzq/z )(s¡ /y'¡¡) I =

cr = 189.68 + (1.98) (1s.867 t ,[TOll =

cI=[89,68+2.996)

The 95% confÍdence interval is 86.684 lo 92,676. The null range (t,t + 1/2

sD) = 90.12 J- 15,947 / 2, which is 82.14'1 ro 98.093. Therefore borh rhe

lower (86.684) and the upper (92.676) bound of the 95% confidence ínterval

fa11 within the nutl range based on !he previous sômple (GreenwaId, 1975).

Factor Ànä Iy q ìLq (re:$pg€€s)

À fourth assessment of construct vaJ.idity was derived from a factor

analysis. It Î,|as predicLed thal lhe same components would be found to

exist in this study as in the last. The data for spouses was only utilized

for this analysis as the previous study did not use confidants or

acquaintances. Unities were placed in lhe diagonal elements of the

correlation matrix and ô varimax rotation was specified. A nine factor

structure was extracted. However, Factor 9 contained only a single loading

or item, This factor !¡as not well defined and had little basis for

interpretation. Consequently, a "scree test" was plotted to estimate the

number of factors that should be retained, as recommended by Gorsuch

1197 4l .

A scree test is considered to be the most accurate procedure for

determining the number of factors !o retain. Àpplying lhe scree test is
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relatively simple. ALl the roots are plotted rlith the value of the roo!

along the ordinale and lhe root's faclor number at the abscissa. À ruler

is laid across the boltom portion of the roots to see where they form an

approximately slraigh! line. The point where the factors curve above the

slraight line formed by !he smaller roots gives the number of factors

(corsuch, 1974 ) .

One cornplicaLion that can occur is the presence of several breaks and

several straight Iines. For example, it is often apparent that lhe lasE

fet{ roots drop off rather sharply. Since it is not desirable !o extract

almost the same number of factors as variables, this drop is ignored and

the straight line is based upon alI the roots except those in that last

drop (Gorsuch, 1974, p 153).

As is shown in Figure 1, lhe dominant factors are Factors 1,2, and 3.

They accoun! for most of the variance and are large. Factors 4 to 8 form a

straiqht line that slopes dolintiârd. These factors are more doninant than

the triviaL faclors and should be retained. Betlreen Factors I and 9 there

is a dramatic drop in the size of the roots, and they form an approximately

straight Iine between Factor 9 and 1I. Factors 9, 10, and 11 are trivial
factors because they âccount for very littIe variance. In this case, where

there are several straight lines, the nunber of factors that should be

retained is based upon alI lhe roots except those in that last drop. It
was therefore deternined that eight factors should be retained.
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Àfler !he scree test Has plotted, the eight faclors were orthogonally

rotaled to a lerminal solution (see Table 4). The eight factors accounted

t.or 62,4% of the variance in score. (Nine factors accounted Í.or 66% of

the variance.) The first factor accounted for 24.5% of. the variance, the

second accounled for 9.2%, and the third f.or 7,6%, The fourth, fifth and

sixLh faclors accounted for over 4% each, while the seventh and eighth

accounted for more lhan 3% each. Àll of fhe eight factors had eigenvalues

greater than 1 bu! less than 1.5.

Loadinqs. Às is shown in Table 4, all of the loadings are above .40 in

rnagniLude. ,This is desirable because corsuch (1974) recommended that a

lower boundary of .30 for a loading nay promole "meaningfulness." It can

be noted that two-thirds of the loadings are.60 or greater in magnitude.

Moreover, there are a! least lhree items loading onto each factor, ttith the

exception of Factor 7. Factors which do not have severaL salien! loadings

are poorly defined and have little basis for interpretation (Gorsuch,

1974ìl . The eight factors shown in Table 4 were nanedr (1) tong-term

Separations, (2) Independent Functioning (3) Harmonious Functioning, (4)

Sharing, (5) Apprehension or concern, (6) t'tental closeness, (7) Fear of

Rep).acement and (8) Security/Insecurity. The item composition of the

factors will now be presented.



TÀBLE 4

Factor Structure for Spouses

Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor
Items 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I

014 .78
Q12 .7 4

Q9 .73
^l È EovrJ
Q19 .68
Q26 ,64
Q29 .61
Q22 ,52
06 ,46

Q23 .86
Q25 .82
Q] .81
Q1 .43
01r -.48

Q13
Q20
Q32
Q21

Q18
Q21
Q16

Q24
Q11
Q28

031
Q30
05

Q2
Q8

010
03
04

.65

.63
,5'1
.56

,66
. bJ
.45

.76

.60
E'

.78
,67
¿n

.78

.70

Fâctor 1 Long-term Separations; Factor 2 Independent Functioning;
Factor 3 Harmonious Functioning; Factor 4 Sharing; Factor 5 Àpprehension
or Concern; Factor 6 MenlaI Closeness; Factor 7 Fear of Replacement;
Fac tor I S ec ur i ly / I n sec ur i t y .

.62

.56

.48
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I tem comÞosition of Factors

TÀBLE 5

Factor 1: Lonq-Term Separations

I tem # Loadinq I tem-Content

Q14 .78 If you had to 90 ärr'äy for several weeks without
him/her, would you feel apprehensive?

Q12 ,74 If you had to 90 away for several weeks without
him/her would you feel angry?

09 .73 If s/he chose to 90 ar+ay for several weeks without
you would you feeL angry?

Q15 .69 If s/he had to go away withou! you for several
monlhs, would you feel depressed?

Q19 .68 If s/he had to go away for several weeks without
you, would you feet angry?

Q26 .64 If s/he chose to go away for several weeks
without you would you feel apprehensive?

Q29 .61 If you had to 90 away lrithout him/her for
several months, would you be upset?

Q22 .52 If s/he chose to 90 ar¡ay Hithout you for
several months, would you feel apprehensive?

Q5 .46 ¡f s/he chose to 90 ar{ay lrithout you for
several months, wouJ.d you feel depressed?

Factor t has nine items; it accounts for the largest amount of variance

Q4,5%1. Each item refers to relatively Iong-term separation periods.

These same items clus!ered toqether in the previous study (see Table 13).
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TABLE 5

Faclor ¿: I ndependent Functioninq

I tem f Loading I tem-Conlent

.82

.81

AA

,43

Q23

Q25

Q7

011

01

.86 If s/he rlas away for several weeks, could
you carry on with your usual ac¡ivities?

If s/he rlas allây for several months could you
carry on with your usual ac!ívities?

If s/he as away for several days, could you
carry on with your usual activities?

If s/he occasionally arrived late would you
accept his/her explanation for being late?

If you had to go ar,räy for a weekend without
him/her, would you feel angry? (this item has a

loading of .38 on Factor 1 as well.)

The first three items in Factor 2 are highJ.y correlated t,¡ith each other

as they were in Factor 4 in the previous study (see Table 13). In that

study, 911 loaded positively onto a factor named "Trus!." Here it shor¡s a

negatíve Ioading. It can be inferred lhat respondents l¡ho reply negatively

to this item shoç more índependence than respondents who reply positively.

It can also be inferred that respondents who reply positively to 01 show a

lower level of independence.

Factor 3 is comprised of three items taken f rorn the previous study plus

one net, ilem, Q32, Q13 and Q21 directly involve harmonious functioning and

cLustered logether in the previous study in Factor 5. 032 does not

directJ.y involve harmony, but a reasonable Ievel of couple harmony is

required in order to respond positively,
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TÀBLE 7

Factor 1: Harmon i ous Functioninq

I tem # Loadi ng I t em-Con ten t

Q13 ,65 Ðo you purchase a nerl garment, car, or
expensive item l¡ithout hís/her approval?

Q21 .56 Do you commit yourself to a regular aclivity
r,i i thout first consulting him/her?

Q32 ,5'1 Does s/he seem to understand your needs and wanls?

Q20 .63 When s/he comes home, do you kiss, hug or gree!
him/her?

TÀBLE 8

Factor g: Sharinq

I lem # Loadi ng I t em-Con ten t

018 .66 vÌhen you have a problem, do you discuss it with
him/her?

Q2'1 .63 when you have an interesting thought or a new idea,
do you look forward to sharing it with him/her?

Q16 .45 How many evenings a week do you spend away from
hím/her?

The first tno items in Factor 4 refer to "shared" communication l,iith the

spouse. The Iast item exanines how many evenings a week are "shared" with

the spouse. All three items loaded onlo Factor 3 in the previous study

(see Table 13 ) .
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All of the items Ioading on Factor 5 were taken from the previous study.

Two items, 924 and Q28, were highly correlated rlith each other in that

study. Q17 loaded onto Factor 1 in Lhe former study. Since each item

describes feelings of apprehension or concern, this factor is named

TABLE 9

Factor !: Àpprehension or Concern

I tem # Loadi ng I tem-Content

Q24 ,76 If s/he t{as late and didn't phone
would you be upse t ?

Q17 ,60 ¡f s/he had ro go at,tay for severaL weeks without
you, would you be apprehensive? (this item also
has a loading of .44 on Factor 1.)

Q28 .5'l If s/he chose to go at{ay for a weekend wilhout
you would you feel apprehensive? (this ilem
has a loadinq of .32 on Factor 1.)

accordingly.

Factor 6 contains tl{o ne\{ iterns, Q31 and Q30, which were not

administered in the previous study. If all lhree items comprising this

factor are answered with a high frequency response such as "frequently" or

"aIways," ít would be indicative of an intimate relationship.

Factor 7 is cornprised of onLy trvo itens, but each loading is relatively

high, Both of these items were highly correlated wilh each other in the

previ ous study.
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TABTE 10

Fac Lor q: Mental CLoseness

I lem f Load i ng I t en-Con t en t

031 .78 Do you desire comfort or security from him/her?

Q30 .67 Do you have thoughts pertaining to him/her
dur ing lhe day ?

Q5 .40 Do you and s/he go over the day's events?

TÀBLE 11

Factor Z: Fear of Replacement

I tem # Load i ng I t em-Con t en t

Q2 .78 lf s/he had lunch with a iriend of the opposite
sex would you be upset?

Q8 .70 ff s/he occasionally kissed or hugged friends
of lhe opposite sex, wouLd it disturb you?

TABLE '1 2

Factor g: Sec ur i tv/I n sec ur i tv

I tem # Loading I ten-Content

Q10 .62 If you were on a pJ.ane that was being hijacked,
would the presence of him/her reduce your anxiety
nore than if another friend was there?

Q3 .56 ¡f s/he chose to go away for a weekend without
you would you feel angry? (this item has a loading
of ,47 on Factor 1.)

Q4 ,48 Àre you confortable at a party r¡hen s/he is:
L. not there. . . 5. next lo you.
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Factor I consists of three items lrhich did not cluster logether in

the previous sludy. ç10 and Q4 examine a person's level of anxiety or

insecurity in specific situations wherein the spouse is absen!. The

interpretalion of Q3 is less obvious. Ho!¡ever, respondents who would feel

angry when the spouse is absent for a weekend may be less secure than

respondenls who would not. The item cluster suggesls that this factor

examines a respondent's level of security or insecurity. A summary of the

factor analysis will no!¡ be presented.

The factor analysis was predicLed to yield the same componenls of

attachment existing independently in this study as in the previous one.

The ttlo separàle components are: I. "affective responses to separation" and

2. "functioning in unison with a partner". From the item composition of

the factors, i! can be seen that Factor 1 in this study deals with items

that address "responses !o separation. " This occurred with FacLor 1 in the

previous sLudy as trell. Às is shown in TabLe 13, Factor 1 conLains nine

items that address the first component.

The second component, "functioning in unison rlith a partner," was

assessed by Factors 3 to 8 in the previous study. The separalion of the

tt,ro components is not mainlained by Factors 3 to I in this analysís.

Several items assessing "responses to (weekend) separations" load on

factors that address "funcLioning in unison with a partner," the second

component. Hence the trio components of attachment are not totally

independent of each other in this study âs they were in the last.

Previously mentioned in regard to the item composition of the factors,

Factors 3 and 5 contain trvo items each that clustered logether in the
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TÀBLE 13

Loadinqs

Fac!ors
spousa l
Loadings

Prevrous
Sludy

Con f idant
Loadings

Q14
Q12
Q9
Q1s
Q19
Q26
ô, q

Q6
08
Q28
Q3
Q2

018
Q27
rlq

Q24
Q30
Q31
Q32

014
Q12
09
015
019
Q26

9b
Q22

Q14
Ql2
09
Q15
Q19
Q26

06
Q22

Q23
Q2s
Q7
011
Q1

Q13
Q20
Q32
Q21

018
Q27
Q16

Q28
Q24
017

Q17

Q23

Q7

Q13

^))

08
028
Q3
Q2
01
Q24

018
Q27
05
Q24
016

Q23
Q25
Q7

013
Q21

NoLe. Factors 5,7 and I are omitted because many items used in the
previous study that correlated with these factors were deLeted.
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previous study and one item that did not. Faclor I is comprised of items

that did not previously cluster together at a1I, and Factor 6 contains new

items that tlere not adminisLered in the previous study, Hol¡ever, Factors

1,2, 4 and 7 contain items that clustered together in both studies. The

item composition of the factors shows that most factors r¡ith the exception

of Factor 8 and Factor 6 (lhe factor with ner¡ itens) are conprised of items

that clustered together in the previous study, Therefore, the factor

analysis provides additional construct validity,

Factor Ànalysi s (re: Confidanls)

À factor analysis was aLso performed l,¡ith the data for confidants. À

varimax rotation was used to extract the principal components. À

nine-factor structure ernerged explaining 6'l% of. Lhe variance in score. The

first factor accounted f.or 25% of the variance, the second for 9.5%, the

third for 7.3% and lhe fourth f.or 5.5%. The fifth and sixth accounted for

over 4% each, while lhe sevenlh, eighth and ninth accounted for more than

3% each. À11 of the nine factors have eigenvalues greater than 1,

The factor loadings, as shown in Table 14, exceed .50 in magnitude

except for two. I'lany even exceed .60 in magnitude. However, Factors 4 to

9 primariLy are doubLets (2 items) and singlets (one itern). Thus lhe data

are not sufficiently reduced by these factors. If a ner,¡ factor adds little
to the informaLion already extracted, it is not lrorth extrâcting and

interpreting, according to corsuch (1974). Even though Fâctor 6 contains

three items, it accounts for less variance than Factor 4 (which is a

singlet), Therefore Factors 4 to 9 r+i1l not be extracted and interpreled.

Since three factors will be reLained, a scree test is no! useful for this

analysis.
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TÀBLE '1 4

Factor Structure for Confidents

Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor FacLor Factor Factor
Items 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9

Q12 .84
014 ,'79
Q8 .'16
Q19 .68
Q9 .66
Q28 .61
Q26 .60
Q15 .60
Q29 . s7
Q3 .5'7
Q2 .s3
Q6 .44

Q18 .86
Q32 .'18
Q21 .'18
0s .68
Q31 .51
030 . s3
Q24 .48

Q25
Q7

Q23

Q17

013
Q22

016
Q4

Q1

Q11
Q20

o1

.75
,62

,70

.64

.59

.50

.69

Q10

a21
?ô
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Faclor 1 in this analysis includes trlelve items, of which eight were

found in Factor 1 in lhe previous sLudy (see Table 13), The remaining four

items loading on Factor 1 loaded on Factor 2 in the previous study, and are

Q8, 028, Q3 and 02. These items do not refer to ").ong-term separationsrl

but Q28 and Q3 refer to $eekend separations. ILems 08 and 02 loaded onlo

"Fear of Rep).acement" in the spousal analysis. The inclusion of lhe laLter

items makes the interpretation of this factor extremely difficult.

Factor 2 in this analysis for confidants, is comprised of entirely

different items !han Faclor 2 for spouses. The itern loadings in this

analysis are Q18, Q2'1 , Q5, Q24, Q30, Q3 1 and Q32. These ilems load on

Factors 3,4 and 6 in the factor analysis for spouses. The items describe

"Mental Closeness," "Sharing", and "Harmonious Functioning." It is

interesling to note that 14ith the exception of the ne!¡ items, Q30, Q31 and

Q32, the i!ems loading on this factor previously correlated with Factor 3,

called "Communication" in the last sLudy.

Factor 3 in this analysis contains rhree highly correlaled ilems that

are found in Factor 2 for spouses (see Table 13). These items are Q25, Q7

and 023. These same items comprised Factor 4 in lhe previous study and

were labelled "Independent Functioning" in that study as welI. This

fínding is desirable because a replication of a factor is a demonstration

of its robustness or hardiness (Gorsuch, 1983).

The renaining Factors 4 to 9 r¡ere not Horth extracting and inlerpreting

because they consisled of doublets and singlets. Therefore they t+iLl not

be discussed. À summary of this analysis wilL now be presented.
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The factor analysis for confidants was predicted to yieLd the same

components of attachment as were found !o exist in lhe previous study.

This prediction is not supported by Factor 1, It contains a few items lhat

did not load on FacLor 1 in the previous study. Therefore Factor 1 is not

âs robust in this analysis as i! is in lhe factor analysis for spouses,

Conversely, the prediction is upheld for Factors 2 and 3 which are more

robust in this analysis as compared to the analysis for spouses. Factor 2,

with the exception of the neH items, consists of items that correlated rtith

Factor 3 in the previous study, Factor 3 also contains the identical items

tha! comprised Factor 4 in the previous study. Thus Factors 2 and 3 appear

¡o be robust and are replicated in this analysis. Therefore, the findings

from !his analysis provide furlher support for the construct validity of

the revised ÀAS. À factor analysis was aLso performed with the combined

dala for spouses, confidants and acquaintances, but !he analysis failed to

rotate. Therefore the data were not reduced to a meaningful solution.

Conparison of ÀAS with MSIS and DÀS

A fifth assessment of construc! validity involved correlating the AAS

with similar scales. Such correlations should be moderateJ.y high but not

too high or the neH test riould represent needless duplicalion (Anastasi,

1976), , The first correlation consisted of a Pearson product-monent

analysis which conpared the ÀAS scores eith the MSIS scores for spouses.

The correlation between the two scales fell betrleen .30 and.60 as

predicted' ! = .44' p < .001' N = 110. The results indicaLe that, the AÀS

measures a construc! that is similar to social intimacy, as measured by the

MSIS but only in reference to this sample.
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À second Pearson correlation analysis compared the ÀAS scores Hith the

DÀS scores for spouses. This correlation did not fall in the predicted

range of .30 t0.60. The correlation was slightly lower than predicted, r

= .25, [ = 110. This coefficient was stil]. significant, p < .004.

However, the results for this sample indicate tha! attachment appears to be

more distinct from dyadic adjustmen! than rlas predicted. To generalize

lhese results !o other samples, the population correlations tlere conputed.

r

Tc' evêluåte the såmple cc,rrelåtic,ns betr.Jeen the AAS ånd

both the MSIS and DAS, the c.-,nf idence intervai +c,r p must be

computed. The procedure fcìr determining the l-a percent

cc,nf idence interval for p is c,utlined by Haråscuilc¡ and 
5'

Serlin (19El4, p. 555, Box 24-4) - The Fisher z +or the lovler

limit (zr-) of the l-c percent con+idence interval +ar p is

equäl to the Fisher z vålue (z-) for the så.mple correlation
(r) plus the product af the criticat .,r"tti +or. Z (Zorrl and

the standard error +or Fisher z scores (62 = L/,!(n_S)). To

ãpp¡.y this formula, the sampLe csrrel.ation must he converted

ta Fisher z sccres (usinq the apprc.priate table) and the

critical value û+ Z rnust be c,btained from the normål Z

table- Once the Fisher z vå1ues +cr the upper and lower

bounds c,f the cc,nf idence i.nterval have been computed by

substituting the apprc'priate zr and Z vålues intc, the

+c'rfiulä, they must be cc-,nverted båck to cc,rrelations (pU ånd

Fa) by ctsing the Fisher z tabLe in reverse-
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Fc,r example, the sarnple correlation between the AAS ånd

the HSIS 4s r=.44 (N=11Ø).

The lc.wer limit (p._) af the gFZ confidence interval for p

is:

z =z +z ( --L-- I
L r d/= t vr,¡-s )

7L = .qZZ + (-1.?B) ("ø96É.7, = .zBcts

FL = .27

The Fisher z for thé upper limit (z.r) c+ the l-c
percent confidence interval +or p is equål to the Fisher z.

välue (z-) far the såmp¡e coFrelåtion (r) Flus the product
j,,:.

cf the cFiticãl vålue for Z lZl_o/Zl and the standård error
for Fisher z scor-es (a= = \/Utn_E)).

The upper limi.t (pu) of the 957. ccn{idence intervãl for p

is:

z =z +z I --f-- I
u r t-n/= \ vru-s )

ZU = "CZZ + (1-98) (-ø9667, = .6é34

pu = .54

Therefore *or r=.44 and N=11ø clne can have gSZ.

con+idence that p is between -27 a.îd .SB. Thus the
populåtic'n value +or the correlaticìn betHeen the AAS and the
t'lSIS is in the mc,derate range and is raughly ¡^¡ithin the
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predicted rånge c'f -Egt tc' .6ø. Tflis cc.nfiFms that the AA5

meåEul.es a cc,nstruct thåt is relåted to sociål intimacy as

measured by the MSIS. Since the correlåtion is only

mcderate, the AAs dc]es not merely represent a redundant

rneasure c.f what is assessed by the l'1SIs.

Similar cc.mputaticns {or the såmPle corl-e1ätion between

the AAS and the DAS (r='25r N=llCt) producé the following

resu 1 ts;

zu = "zzs + (-1.9El) (-ø9667' = .ø64

Pu = 'ød
ZtS = "285 + (1.9El) <.ø9ê67, = .446

Pu -- .42

There{ore lc¡r r=.23 ãnd N=1191 on€! can häve 957-

confidence that p is between .01ó and .42. Thus the

populatic,n vålue +c,r the correlâtic'n bete¡een the AAS and the

DAS is low ênd pårtiåIly c|verlaFs the Fredicted range {]f "3gl

tG "ó?,. This does nc.t cc.nf irrî that the AAS measures e

construct related ta dyadic adiustment å5 measured by the

DAS.
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Àdditional construct valida!ion was subsequently performed llith the

sepärate factor composites. First).y, the eight factor composites of the

ÀÀS were correlated 1,¡ith the DÀS employing Pearson's method. The

correlatíon betr,leen Factor 3, Harmonious Functioning and the DÀS rlas found

to be significant, ! = .47, p < ,001, U = 119. The correlation between the

DÀS and Factor 4, Sharing, r{as even higher, ! = .50, p < .001, N. = 110.

The correlation belHeen Factor 6, Mental Closeness and the DAS t,¡as someHhat

Lower, but rias still significant, L= .37, p < .001, N = 110. There were

no other significant correlations found between rhe DAS and the AAS factor

conposites. However the reported significant correlations indicate that

Factors 3, 4 and 6 of the AAS measure a construc! that is sirnilar to the

DAS.

SimiLar correlations were computed eith the MSIS and the eight factor

composites. In lhis analysis !he correlation between Factor 1, Long-Tern

Separations and lhe MSIS rlas found to be significanl, y= ,32, p < .001, U

= 110. Factor 3, Harmonious Functioning, was also found to correl-ale

significantly Hith the MsIs, Ë = .57, p < .001, N = 110. Factor 4,

Sharing, was found to have the highest significant correlation t+ith the

MSIS, r = .51, p < .001, N. = 110. The correlation between Factor 6r Mental

Closeness and the MSIS was also found to be significant' ! = .55' P < '001'

N = 110. There were no other significant correlations found between the

MSIS and the ÀÀS factor composites. These findings indicate that onlv

Factors 1, 3,4 and 6 of the ÀÀS ,neasure a construct that is similar to the

MST S.
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Dernooraphic Data AnaLysis

Pearson product-moment correlation analyses were computed $ith the

demographic data. The data for spouses and confidants were used

independently to construct the correlation matrices. Sex differences, age

differences, SES differences, educaLional differences, number of children,

I'ISIS scores and DAS scores were all examined to determine if any of these

variables correlated l¡ith ÀÀS scores.

The data yielded unexpected results. Education l¡as found to be

positively related to AAS scores for spouses, and people who had more

education scored higher in attachment to the spouse than people who had

less education¡ ! = .19, p = .027, n = 105. However, education did not

appear to be a significant factor in deLermining strength of attachment to

one's best friend or confidant,

The reverse finding occurred with sex differences. Sex of the subject

r,ras no! related to attachment scores for spouses, but r+as significantly

related to ÀÀS scores for confidants, This finding indicated that females

scored significantly higher lhan males tovard a confidant, ! = .20, Þ =

.018, n = 108. Other denographic variables such as age, SES and number of

children Here not found to be signÍfican!ly correlated with ÀAS scores ín

rnarried or confidan! relationships.

The AÀS scores for confidants or best friends sholred interesting

correlations. There was a smal1 bul significant negalive correlation

between ÀAS scores for confidants and I'lS¡S scores for spouses, ! = -.21, p

= .014, !. = 108. Therefore people who scored high in attachment with a

confidant scored Low in social intimacy with a spouse. SimiJ.arly, there
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was a significant negative correlation bett,leen AAS scores for confidants

and DÀS scores for spouses, ! = -,37, p = .001, n = 108. People who scored

high in attachmen! with a confidant also scored low in marital

satisfaction. Ho{ever, the correLation between the AAS scores for

confidants and AÀS scores for spouses t.¡as positive, but small, r =.163, p

= .046, !. ='1 08. Therefore, people llho scored high in attachment with a

spouse, tended to score high with a close friend as weLl,

ReLaLionship Between AAS Score and Marriaqe Duration

Àddilional staListical procedures addressed the third objective of this

study; !o determine if the intensity of bonding diminishes over time. To

probe this question, a Pearson produc!-moment correla!ion analysis was

computed with the scores for spouses (of the five narried subgroups) and

duration of marriage. There was â small but signíficant negative

correlaLion between spousal attachment score and duration of marriage, ¡ =

-.363, p < .001, \ = 110, as predicted. The correlation indicates that as

duration of marriage increases, ÀÀS score decreases,

It was hypothesized that because the intensity of marital bonding

decreases over tine, there would be significant mean differences among the

subgroups (who were married for diverse tirne periods). Hence an ÀNovÀ rras

performed on the means of the five subgroups (see Table '15). Group 1

(relationship extending from 6 monlhs lo 2 years) has a mean of 111.50 and

an SD of 15.12. Group 2 (2 to S years) has a mean of 106.14 and SD of

13.46. Group 3 (5 to 10 years) has a mean of 99.20 and sÐ of 20.09.

Group 4 (10 to 20 years) has a ¡nean of 95.67 and SD of 15.35. Finally,

croup 5 (20 to 35 years ) has a mean of 95.41 and SD of 13.94. The ÀNOVÀ
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verified that there are significant mean differences among the groups, F

(4' 105) = 4.38, p = .0026. T1¡o tests for homogeneity, the Cochran's C and

the BartLett-Box F !es!, sho!¡ed that there vere no significant differences

bett,¡een the group variances. This validated lhe finding lhat there are

significant mean differences among !he subgroups.

One aim of the present research was to develop standardized measures of

aEtachment for !he different marriage duration subgroups. Hotlever the size

of each subgroup was reduced from 35 to as lo$ as 20 subjects when the

research becane too cos!ly. Therefore there Iiere not enough subjects in

each subgroup to provide standardized scores for each marriage duration

per i od,

In determining whether each subgroup mean significanlly differed from

every other subgroup mean, nultiple comparisons are frequently employed.

Holrever, to control against the high error rate incurred tiith multiple

comparisons, lhe Student Ner¡man-Keuls analysis was implemented. The

significance level dictated by the Neriman-KeuIs anaJ.ysis is equivalent to a

two-tailed test. The significance ]eveI calLed for is actually equivalent

to a one-tailed test, because the direction of lhe difference r¡as

specified. (It sas predicted that scores would decrease as duration of

narriage i nc rea sed. )
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TÀBLE 15

Descriptive Statistics for the Married Relationships

Group
Mar r i age
Ðurat i on

SampIe
Size Mea n SD Ra nge

1

2

3

4

5

(6nos.-2yrs)
( 2 - 5 yrs)

(5 - 10 yrs)

(10 - 20 yrs)

(20 - 35 yrs)

Total

83 - 136

87 - 129

68 - 141

65 - 136

64 - 121

22

1a

20

24

22

110

tb. t¿

13.46

20.09

15.35

13.94

11 1 .50

106. 14

99.20

95,67

95 .41

101.52 16.82 14164

Descriptive StaListics for the Confidant Relationships

Gr oup
Fr i endship
Duration

SampIe
Size Mean SD Range

1

)

3

4

5

7

11

27

18

22

85

(6mos-2yrs)

(2 - 5 yrs)

(5 - 10 yrs)

(10 - 20 yrs)

(20 - 35 yrs)

Tolal

34-70

50-97

44-88

45 - 106

44-98

J4 - tUb

55.43

69 . 9'1

62,25

64.56

65.45

64.00

13.14

13.60

10.70

16.66

t¿. t5

13.38
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The Ner+man-Keuls analysis indicated tha! Group 1 mean sas significanlly

different from Group 3, 4, and 5, p < .05, E = 110. Hoeever, there \4ere no

other significant differences among the group means.

To substantiate the finding that the intensity of bonding diminishes

over time, several procedures nere impJ-emented. Firstly, the questionnaire

asked: "Do you find that being away fron your spouse is easier or more

difficult today as opposed to 2 to 10 years ago?" Most subjects in Groups

2 to 5 responded that they found it easier. Subjects who had smaLL infants

sometimes responded "more difficuLt." Subjects in croup 1 could not

respond because many had not been together for 2 years.

The second procedure consisted of computing a Pearson product-moment

analysis, comparing age differences with ÀÀS scores. The côrrelation was

not found to be signíficant, r = -.07, Þ < .233, n = 107. This indicates

that the significant differences found betseen the subgroups are not

related to age. Thus the finding that the inlensiby of bonding diminishes

over time appears to be valid.

For the purpose of discerning which AÀS items are significant predictors

of marriage dura!ion, a step-wise regression analysis was conducted on

duration of marriage with the scale items. Four items entered into the

equation. These significant items are Q29, Q17, Q11 , and Q26. The

regression equation obtained a multiple R of .55 and explained 31% of the

variance in score. Thus 31% of the variance in score is accounted for by

the duration of a marital relationship. The beta coefficients and t values

for lhese four items are given in Table 16.
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TABLE 16

Reqression Ànalvsis Prediclinq Marriaoe Duration

Predictor Beta Coefficient T value Significance

Q17

Q1 1

Q26

Mul! iple R = .56

-.41

-.38

') Á.

.28

-t ô.1

-3.82

2.87

a Eo

.000

.000

.00s

.011

R2 = .31

RelationshiD Between ÀÀS Score and Friendship Duration

A similar statistical procedure was implernen!ed with confidant

relalionships to determine if the intensity of bonding changes rr'ith the

duration of a friendship. An ANOVA was performed on the means of the five

friendship duration groups, although no predicLions had been made (see

Table 15). croup 1 (friends for 6 nos. to 2 yrs.) has a mean of 55.43,

Group 2 (2 to 5 yrs.) has a mean of 69.9'1 , Group 3 (5 to 10 yrs.) has a

mean of 62,26, Group 4 (10 to 20 yrs.) has a mean of 64.56 and croup 5

(20 to 35 yrs.) has a mean of 65.45. The ÀNOVA indicates tha! there are no

significant differences among the groups, F (4, 80) = 1.475, p. = ,217,

Therefore friendship bonds are no! found to alter in inlensity over time.
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ComÞarison of AÀS !¡ith Parental Bondinq Scale

The fourth and final purpose of this research rras to see if childhood

attachment to a parent is associated llith later bonding rrith a spouse. To

test this hypothesis, a Pearson producl-moment correlation analysis

compared the nean scores in spousal atlachment liilh the subjects' mean

scores on !he "overprotection" dimension of the Parental Bonding Scale.

The correlation between the means r+as not found to be significant, ! =

-.0016, !. = 107. Therefore the prediction !,as not supported by the data.

In view of the nany analyses performed, a brief summary of the results

follorls: Test-retest reì.iability r+as obtained by retesling a random

subsample of 23 subjects four monlhs Iäter. The retest data confirmed that

the ÀÀS is very reliable when measuring spousal relationships. Internal

consistency or homogeneity was examined by computing item-totaL score

correlations and Cronbach's alpha to determine if the reliability
coefficients assess a single construct. Àdditional support for internal

consistency was obtained from regression analysis. Construct va1ídity was

demonstrated by five analyses. The first compared the mean score for

spouses wilh the mean for confidants and established concurrent val.idity.

The second anaLysis compared the mean for confidants with casuaL friends.

The third analysis established a confÍdence interval based on the mean for

spouses to determine if it fell wilhin a null range. À fourth measure of

construct validity was derived from tl,lo factor anaLyses. tastly, a fifth
measure of construct validity was substantiated by correlating the AAS with

similar scales, the MSIS and DÀS. The above reliability and validity

assessments will now be discussed,



CHAPTER IV

DI SCUSSI ON

lest:neteEL ReLiabilitv

The coefficient obtained for !est-retest reliability in the previous

sludy t.tas very high, r was.99. Consequently, a period of at least four

monlhs t¡as chosen for retesting fhis time. Àlthough the current

correlation uas lower, ( f = .gl), the temporal stabitity of the ÀAS still
appears to be high. The slabiJ-ity obtained by lhe ÀAS is consistent with

the !heory that attachnent (for offspring and mates) renains more or less

constant over long periods of time. This did not appear to hold true for

confidants or close friendship relationships.

Bonding in confidant relationships showed consíderably less stability

over time. ÀIthough the correlation oÍ .47 was significan!, it rras not as

high as one migh! wish. However, many of the subjects did not appear lo

have a bonded rela!ionship with a close friend. Their AÀS scores for the

confidant reflected this because they were in the range of the scores for

acquaintances. 0ne would not expect emo!ionaL responses in unbonded

relationships to remain stable over time. Therefore the lon correlation

obtained for confidant bonding can be explained by the fact lha! many

showed distant relationships t.,ith confidants.

- 111 -
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I nternal Consistencv

The ltem a'nalysis on the data for spouses was expected to yield moderate

to very high correlations of each item with total score. However, only

half of the items felL in the moderate to high range. The remaining half

of the items fe11 in !he low !o moderate range. Despite these Iow

correlations, the analysis attained a Cronbach's alpha of .89. Therefore,

an overall high degree of internaL consistency was obtained, indicaling

that the scale measures a single construct.

One itern, Q'1 1, had a negative correlation with lotal score; it did not

appear to be a measure of the "at.lachment" construct, The item t,¡as

therefore evaluated for its contribution to the regression equation and to

the factor analysis. 1t appeared to accoúnt for a small bu! significanL

proportion of !he variance in the scores for spouses in the equation. It
also showed a salient loading in the fac!or analysis, accounting for some

of lhe variance in Factor 2, Independent FunctionÍng. Thus 011 appears to

measure a respondent's level of independence, and respondents who did not

accept a spouse's explanation for being late showed more independence,

This accounts for its negative correlation. On this basis it is

recommended that the itern be retained in the questionnaíre.

The iEem analysis comprising the data for confidants was subsequently

inspec!ed. It l{as expecled that smaller correlations would be found for

confidants lhan for spouses. This was generally the case Hith many ilems

but not r+ith alL. Therefore some items yielded hí9her correlations for

confidants. This analysis also indicated a high overall degree of Ínternal

consistency because ít â!tained a reasonably high Cronbach's aJ.pha (,855).
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The analysis demonstrated that the scale measures a single construct when

assessing one's relationship with a close friend.

The following discussion offers an explanation tlhy some items showed

higher correlations with ÀÀS score for confidants than for spouses, I'tany

of the respondents' marriages l.¡ere known to be turbulent because of their

low scores on the MSIS and DÀS. Hence scores for spouses were lor\,er than

scores for confidants on certain items, such as Q30,31 and 32. 0n the

other hand, confidant relationships are though! to be relatively

confLict-free. Perhaps because it is easier to dissolve a confidant

reJ-ationship than a marriage. Consequenlly the respondents usually scored

high on items such as 030, 31 an¿ i2 rlith respect to their confidan!. This

explanation helps clarify lrhy some items correlated higher 1,|ith AAs score

for confidants than for spouses.

Reqressi on Ànalvsis

À second assessment consisted of a step-llise regression analysis. The

analysis was performed on spousal atLachment score. I! shoHed that al1 32

itens contributed to the variance in score and accounted for almost all of

the variance (over 99%), The analysis also uncovered lhe best predictors

of spousa]. atlachment score, The best predictor rias Q9l it had the highest

beta coefficient, t va).ue and item-t.otal correlalion with ÀÀS score. Item

9 asks: "If s/he chose to go away for several weeks without you would you

feel angry?" Separations of several weeks may be loo long for some

individuals, and people are more likely to feel anger if a spouse chooses

to 90 away than if s/he had to 90 away. Perhaps the reason 09 l¿as lhe best

predictor of AÀS score was because it elicited rnore negative affect than
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rnost items. Therefore it correlated highIy with other iterns that elicited

negative affect to predict high score.

other significant predictors of ÀÀS score, such as Q15,912 and 017 also

had high item-total correlations for spouses. Several significant

predictors, Q32, Q25 and Q10, had low item-total eorrelations for spouses.

This suggests that the Iow correlating items are just as important because

they increased the breadth of criterion coverage adding unique variance

(Ànastasi, 1976, see p, 177). The findings of the regression analysis Ient

additional support for the internal consistency of the AAS when assessing

spousal attachment.

À step-wise regression analysis was subsequently performed on the

attachment scores for confidants. In this analysis, only 23 of the 32

items entered into the regression equation !o predict ÀÀS score for

confidants. Nine items did not significantly predict attachment to ô

confidant because they did no! account for any additional variance in

assessing such re).ationships. Still, these nine items all showed high

loadings in the factor analysis for confidants. Therefore Ehe items heJ.ped

to interpret the variance accounted for by the factors.

0f the 23 ítems that entered the regression equalion for confidants,

seven items vere found to be lhe besl predictors because lhey accounted for

the most variance, Three of the seven itens, Q15, 10 and 32, nere found to

be the best predictors of both spousal and confidant âttâchment scores.

The four remaining items, 03'1 , 14, 6, and 13, rr'hich were the best

prediclors of confidant atlachment score 1,|ere no! the bes! predictors of

spousal attachment score, Perhaps the items are interpreted differently
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for confidants lhan for spouses, This may be because different behavior is

expected from confidants than from spouses.

The notion that differenl behavior is expected from a confidanl thân

from a spouse can be illustrated by examining some of the items themselves.

Most items, such as Q9, 12, and 17 which were among bhe best predictors of

attachment score for spouses (but not for confidants) refer to separations

of several weeks. 0n the other hand, some of the best predictors for

confidants such as Q15 and Q6 refer to separations of several months.

Perhaps 2 or 3 rleek separalions are generaLly considered acceplable for

confidants but not for spouses.

À primary function of a confidant may be !o provide additional support

when needed. This is exemplified by Q31, "do you desire comfort or

security from him/her?" and 013, "do you purchase a ner+ garment, car, or

expensive item Hihhout his/her approval?" These were among the best

predicLors of attachment to confidants but not to spouses. The best

predictors of ÀAS score for spouses were primarily items addressing

proxinity. It appears that close proximity is Less important in confidant

relationships than in spousal relationships where "togetherness" is the

norn.

Con st ruc t validitv

The first analysis evaluating construct validity t,las â repeated measures

ANOVÀ. The ÀNOVA firs! compared the mean score for spouses with the mean

oblalned for confidants. The mean difference was highLy significant as

predicted. il denonslrated !hat the ÀÀS can significantly discriminate
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bett,reen spousal and confidan! relationships and i! established concurrent

validity as wel1. This findinq supports tleiss (1982) who claimed lhat

adul! attachment is more directed lolrard a figure who is also an objec! of

sexual contact. Such bonds are greater in intensity or magnilude.

À second measure of construc! validity was also provided by the ANOVÀ.

It compared the mean score for confidants !rith the mean score for casual

friends. The mean score difference betr.'een close friends and casual

friends was also hi9h1y significant as predicted. It indicated that the

ÀÀS can significantly discriminate between confidant reLalionships and

casual friendships, thereby enlarging or enriching the nomological net. It
demonstrated that the AAS can differentiate betrleen reJ.ationships of

relatively s!rong bonding, moderat.e bonding and absence of bonding.

The differences between strong bonding, moderate bonding and absence of

bonding is not only observable in mean score differences between spouses,

confidants and casual friends, it is also observable in the size of their

SD's. The SD for spouses exhibited a large variation in the frequency or

the intensíty of the responses. The SD for confidants exhibited somewhat

less variation in the frequency or the intensity of the responses. This is

understandable because spousaL relationships can range from harmonious to

distressed. This was observed when visuaLly inspecting the scores for

spouses. Confidant relationships are more likely to be terminated if they

become distressed.

The SD for casual friends showed smaller differences in responding; it
appeared to suggest absence of bonding. The respondents generally showed

no concern regarding separation from casual friends, unless they t,lere
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co-Horkers. A co-worker's absence r+ould increase their work load, Thus if
the definition of casual friends had excluded co-workers, the size of the

SD may have even been smaLler.

As reported previously, the range of the scores for spouses extended

from 64 to 141. The percentages rrere as follor¡s. The mean score rlas

101 ,52 and 58% of the respondents scored at or below the mean score,

Eighty-two percent scored at or belot,I 118. The remaining 18% scored above

118. The wide range of scores illustrates lhat individuaL differences Ín

the magnitude or intensiby of attachment to a spouse vary greatly as the

theory impl i es.

The range of scores obLained for eonfidants was also wide, falling

bettieen 34 and 106. Fifty-eight percent of the respondents scored a! or

below the mean score. Seven percent of this group scored at or below

45.24, the mean score oblained for a casual friend. It was inferred that

they showed an absence of attachment. Ten percent scored over 80, which

was as high as some of the scores obtained for spouses. This group

presumably showed a high level of att.achment to a confidant. The remaining

32% scored between the mean and the top 10%. Their scores feII between

62,28 and 80, which was lhought to be a noderate level of atlachmen! to a

confidan!. The t'ide range of scores found for confidants demonstrates that

the magnitude or intensity of friendship bonds vary greâtly.

Fifty-eight percent of Ehe subjects oblained a mean score of. 62.28 or

less rlhen they described lheir relationship with a confidant, They

responded on average liith a rating of "infrequently" or "a littIe" to each

of the 32 items. Their 1or+ frequency responses suqqest that a Iarge
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percentage of peopLe have a minimal level of attachment to their best

friend or confidanl. Nevertheless, their emotional attachment to a

confidant was found to be significantly greâter than to a casual friend,

The mean score obtained for a casual friend r¡as 45.24. The lonest

possible score on the ÀÀS is 32, a score of 1 for each í!em. This is not

much Lower than the mean of 45,24 f.or a casual friend. The majority of

items assessing casual friendships Here raLed as "not at aIl" or "never."

Therefore nost items did not elicit perceived feelings of negative affect

at separation, nor did they signify harmoníous communication t,tith a friend.

The extrênely lorl frequency responses attained for casual friends implied

absence of attachment for these relationships.

within the sample of 110 respondents, there was a subsample ot 24

married couples. To determine if there is an association in attachment

between husbands and wives a correlation analysis was computed. The

correlation indicated that there is a relatively strong association between

spouses in atlachment. 0n average, the scores of the spouses were quite

similar, around 1/2 SD apart. When visually inspecting their scores it was

noted !hal the wives usual).y scored somewhat higher (but not significantly

higher) than their husbands. However there were eight cases rlhere lhe

husbands scored higher. The inspection aLso revealed tha! the scores of

some couples lJere very c).ose, less than 1/2 SD apar!, whereas the scores of

others were more than 1 SD apart. Therefore some couples' feeJ-ings of

attach[ìen! were in unity and there appeared to be a strong

interrelationship between them whereas other couples seemed !o show

disparity,
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À third confirmation of construcl validity came from a stringen!

validity tes! recommended by Greenwald (1975). A confidence interval

compuled on the current mean score (for the first 29 ÀÀS items) 14as

established. The 95% confidence interval was fully contained within the

null range, Therefore the null hypothesis can be accepted rlith confidence

according to Greenwald. Il can be concluded that the difference between

the previous and current mean scores for spouses is trivial, as predicled.

This procedure cross-validated the meôn score. The process of

cross-validation indicates that the mean score shows generalizability

across populations (AnasÈasi , 1976), As a result of the cross-validation,

the mean score for spouses can be utilized as a standardized measure of an

affectional bond in a marital relationship.

Fac tor Analvsis (ry: gpgìlsgÊ )

The itens of the ÀAS were hypothesized to consist of tlto separate

components of attachment: 1. "affeclive responses to separation" and 2.

"functioning in unison with a partner," In the previous sludyr the first

conponent accounted for the Iargest proportion of variance; it comprised

Factors 1 and 2. This was desirable because proximity is the set goal of

attachnent. Factor 1 assessed affective responses to long-term separations

and Factor 2 primarily assessed short-term separations (r+eekends).

Unfortunðtely Factor 2 {as not replicated at al1 in this sludy. Gorsuch

(1983) clained that if a fâctor has variables deleted it may no! occur in

the next analysis, and it is difficult to repìicate factors with fewer than

five or six salient variables. Since only lhree items dealing with weekend

separations were retained by this sludy, i! helps explain l,thy Factor 2 t'as

not replicated,
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Factor 1, however, was replicated. The nine items loading on this

fac!or clustered together in the previous study. Three more items, 01 ,03
and Q28, which deal sith r+eekend separations, showed secondary, smaller

loadings ranging from.32 to,47 on Fôctor 1. Thus both the prirnary and

secondary ì.oadings address "affective responses to separation,i' !he first
component of attachmenl. In vieç of the replicalion of this factor, the

fírst component of attachment shows some stabilily across populations.

The second component of attachment displayed J.ess stability than lhe

firs! because the factors indexing it shifted their position from the

previous s!udy. A second sign of instability t,tas lhat lhe item composition

of some factors had altered from the previous research. The shift in the

position of the factors and the change in itenr composition can readily be

explained. The item pool was reduced from 50 items in the former study to

32 items in this research, Gorsuch (1974) stated that principal factors

shift r,¡ith the addition or deletion of a few variabLes. Most of the

factors that address the second component of attachment contain three items

or variables. corsuch (1983) found that i! is difficult to replicate

factors r+ith less than five or six salient variables. Therefore, lhe

reduction of lhe item pool may explain rlhy lhe second component of

attachment was Less stable than the first. The factors thal comprise the

second component of attachnent will now be discussed.

The first factor that addresses the second componen! of atlachment is

Factor 2, Independent Functioning. The first three iterns loading on this

Factor ask the sane question: "lf s/he rlas away for several days (weeks or

nonths) could you carry on wiLh your usual activities?" Note that only the

tirne period of the spouse's absence varies in these ilems (see Tab1e 6).
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The loadings of these itens are high !tith correlations of .86, .82 and .81'

In lhe previous study the same items had Loadings of .84, .81 and.64

respectively, and they comprised a factor wilh the same name. Although

this factor acquired two additional items in the current study, because of

its replication it still appears to be robust,

It is presumed that Factor 2 is an important criterion as to hol.r secure

a person feels in his/her spousal relationship. Secure persons are

believed to function more independentLy than insecurely attached peoplet

who are presumably more dependent on a spouse. Thus a low score on this

factor should indicaLe a high degree of independence. "Independent

Funclioning" has a sLrong impact on "functioning in unison wilh a partner."

Therefore !his iactor is an important one.

A person who shor+s excessive independence wilh respect to a spouse may

fail to take the spouse's needs or feeJ.ings into account when doing

"his/her own thin9." Such behavior may be characteristic of persons rlho

avoid attachment because it resembles the behavior of "avoidant" children.

The opposite extrene can be illustraled by a person r+ho is so dependent on

a spouse that s/he cannot carry on wiLh many usual activities nithout the

spouse. Excessive dependence might be burdensome because lhe less

dependenl spouse might always be expecLed to remain in close proxirnily.

Even short separations would be problematic for dependent persons as shown

by their responses to 01. This resembles the cIingy behavior of

"resistant" children. Complaints regarding cJ.ingy behaviour rlere voiced by

several pârticipants. Both extrene cases exemplify how "Independent

Functioning" affects the second component of attachment "functioning in

unison with a partner," Therefore this faclor is an inportant one.
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FacLor 3, Harmonious Functioning, conlains lwo items, Q13 and Q21, which

correlated Hith a factor named "Cooperative Functioning" in the previous

study (see Table 7). Hol.tever, Factor 3 is less robus! thân Faclor 2

because it contains tl,to, as opposed to three items that previously

clustered together. A fhird item contained in this factor, Q20, previousJ.y

loaded on a factor labelled "Communication. " Àlthough Q20 appears to

relate to communication, it is more indicative of couple harmony because

respondents who r+ould not greet a spouse t¡ho enters the home are usually in

disharnony. The nell item, Q32, which correlated r¡ith this factor, is also

relevan! to couple harmony. The four items evaluate the level of harmony

in a relationship, Since harmony is a crucial aspect of "functioning in

unison rlith a partner," thÍs factor is also essential.

Factor 4, Sharing, consists of three items that clus¡ered together in

the former study in a factor labelled Connunication. Since it retained the

same item cluster in this study, Factor 4 appears to be robust. Two itens

Ioading on this faclor, Q18 and 027 (see Table 8), involve communicatíon,

but Q16 does not. Hence a broader litle of "Sharing" was chosen for the

factor. Note that items 018 and Q27 are quite similar !o items loading on

Factor 6, Mental Closeness (see Table 10). Perhaps these tl,|o factors could

be combined in future sludies? Sharing is an adaptive element of

"functioning in unison wilh a partner". It can lighten the burden of

Iabour and responsibility. This factor, to a lesser degree than Factor 6,

is helpful in exploring feelings of closeness to a spouse.

Factor 5, Apprehension

were located in Factor 2

fac tor was not repLicaLed

concern, consists of three items, lwo of which

the previous study (see Tab1e 9). The former

the current sludy. Since the trlo ilems, Q24

or

in

1n
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and 028, formed a new factor in the current study, the responses to these

items rnay onLy be representaLive of the current sample. Concern or

apprehension did not function as the conmon element in a facLor in the

former study, although it is assumed !o be the common element in Factor 5.

Moreover, Apprehension or Concern is not thought to be an important aspect

of "func!ioning in unison !rilh a partner. rr Consequently this factor

requires fur!her verification or replication in future studies.

Factor 6, Mental Closeness, contains two nerl items, Q31 and 030, which

were not included in the previous study. The tt,'o items show fairly high

loadings on this factor (see Table 10). À third iten, Q5, also loads on

this factor. In the last study, 05 clustered t.'ith the items found in

Faclor 4, labelled "Sharing." Àlthough Q5 would be equally at home in the

factor called "Sharing," it takes on a different meaning when grouped with

items 031 and Q30. The narital relationship !his factor describes is not

only one in which sharing nay occur, but it is one of intinacy or "Mental

Closeness. " In view of the similarity between this factor and "Sharing,"

the combining of the tr+o fac!ors into one would be desirable.

Factor 7 is a doublet; it is the only factor which contains tlro items,

However, it may not be "trivial," as Gorsuch (1983) has described such

fac!ors, because iLs Ioadings are above .30, In fact, it has relatively

high loadings of .78 and .70 for Q2 and Q8 respectively (see Table 11). Qz

asks if il poul.d upset lhe respondent if his/her spouse had Lunch with a

friend of the opposite sex. QB asks, would it disturb lhe respondenl if
the spouse occasionaÌly kissed or hugged friends of the opposite sex. If
the items are answered wilh a high frequency response such as "quite upset

or very upset," one can infer that the respondent may feel that the
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relationship is lhreatened. This explains rlhy the factor is named Fear of

Replacement. In vieli of the fact that this factor did not previously exist

as a separale componen!, it may not be as important as some other faclors

r,¡hich did, This faclor also requires verification or replication in future

studies.

Factor I, Securíty/insecurity, contains lhree items,010, O3 and 04,

rqhich did not cluster !ogether in the previous study at all (see Tabl.e 12).

Item 4 r,las previously located in a factor named "Security/Insecurity" with

another iLem that was dropped. Item 3 previously correlaLed with a fâctor

labelled "Short-Term Separalions" which was not replícated in this study.

Item 10 previously correlated rlith a fac!or caIled "Trust." Since none of

the items loading on this factor previously clustered together, Factor I
âppears to be the leas! robust factor. The items comprising Factor 8

examine a respondent's level of security or insecurity. HoHever, !his task

is also performed by Factor 1, which assesses affective responses to

separation. Therefore Factor I may be redundant. A summary of this

discussion will notl follow.

The items of the ÀÀS were hypolhesized to consist of tHo separate

components of attachment. The tI{o componenLs of attachmen! were not found

to be lotally independent of each other in this study as they were in the

las!. ÀIthough the first component vas independent, the second component

¡¡as not. Therefore, the hypothesis rlas only partially supported.

The second component displayed less stabilily than the first. It showed

a change in the position of the fãctors that address this cornponent, and

lhe item coÍìposition of several factors vas altered from the previous
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accounted for by the large reduclion of iterns from

order to have retained all 50 items, the

been too lengthy.

Even though lhe hypothesis was onJ-y partially supported, three factors

were found to be robust across populations. The robust factors which were

replicated in this study were Factors 1, 2 and 4; they retained the same

item clusters in this sLudy as in the Iast. Factor 3 was Less robus!, but

it showed partial stability as trlo of its items were previously correlated.

The stability of Factor 6 has not been tested because i! contains new items

which were not included in the previous study. In view of the similarity

between Factor 4 and Factor 5, it was recommended that the tr+o factors be

combined. The aforementioned factors rrere all considered to be inportant

aspects of "functioning in unison rlith a partner," the second component of

attachment.

The remaining facLors were considered to be less important. They are

Factors 5,7 and 8. Since they did not exist as separate components in the

previous study, they were not considered to be a critical aspect of

"functioníng in unison tlith a partner.i' Their instability was parliall-y

explained by the paucity of salient variabLes loading on these factors.

Therefore !he replicalion of the robust factors coupled r¡ith their high

!.oadings and in!erpretability provide arnple evidence !hat the revised ÀAS

appears !o measure affectional bonding in lhis new sanple of respondents.
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Factor Analysi s (re: Confidants)

In the factor anaLysis for confidants, the data r,lere not significanlly

reduced by Faclors 4 to 9, The aforementioned factors rlere primarily

singlets and doublets. corsuch ('1974) stated lhat factors that do not have

several salient ).oadings are poorly defined and have little basis for

interpretation. It is no! desirable to extract the same number of factors

as variables. Since the data were not significantly reduced by the

singlets and doubLeLs comprising Factors 4 to 9, these factors !,ere not

retained. Àpparently the iterns loading on Factors 4 to 9 lrere not as

meaningful in the context of friendships as lhey were in the context of

marital relationships. This is explicable because the items of the ÀAS rrere

prirnarily designed to assess spousal relationships. Nevertheless, the

findings of the confídant analysis conplinent the findings of the spousal

analysis. In the spousal analysis the second component showed Less

stablity than lhe first conponent, 1{hereas in the confidant analysis the

second component showed more stability than the first.

The first component was indexed by Factor 1, This faclor r'as not robust

for confidants but tias robust for spouses, The t!¡o itens that rendered

Factor '1 in this analysis Iess interpreLable loaded onto "Feär of

Replacement" in lhe spousal analysis. Perhaps "Fear of Replacenen!" poses

the same !hreat to confidant relationships as does separation. For

exarnple, respondents may feel their relationship can be hindered by the

inclusion of a rhird party, one Ìrhon the confidant "occasionally kissed or

hugged." Similarly, they may feel their confidant might replace them with

a third parly during a lengthy separation. Holrever, !his interpretation is

highly speculative and wilI have to be investigated by future research.
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The second component of attachnent r¡as addressed by Factors 2 and 3 in

this analysis. These factors were found !o be more robust than the

corresponding factors in the analysis for spouses. They retained the same

item clusters in this study as in the previous study. It appears that the

items toading Factors 2 and 3 are more critical to "functioning in unison

1'ith a partner" than many items loading on Factors 4 to 9. Moreover, the

items comprising Factors 6t '1 , I and 9 appear to have little bearing on

one's relationship with a close friend.

The replication of Factors 2 and 3 in lhis analysis support lhe

existence of !he second component of attachment, "functioning in unison

r,lith a partner." The replication of Factor 1 in the analysis for spouses

supports the existence of the first component of attachment, "affective

responses to separation, " Taken logether, the findings of the lt{o factor

analyses compliment each other. The findings cornbine to support the

existence of Ewo independent componenls of attachment found in this study

as in the ]as!.

Compa r i son
Ad iustment

of ÀAS
Scale

with MiIler social Intimacy scate (MsIs) and Dvadic
(lÀ3T 

-
À fifth measure of construct validity was obtained from a Pearson

product-noment correlation analysis. The first analysís compared the AÀS

and lhe MSIS scores for spouses, The confidence interval for the

populâtion correlaÈion (rho) consisted of values in the moderate range.

Therefore the correlation bet!,een the two scales was moderale as predicled.

This confirned the hypothesis that the AÀS measures a conslruc! lhat is

similar to social intimacy. The moderate correlation found between the two
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scales also indicates that atlachment differs from social intimacy. The

previous study shorred a similar noderate correlation of .48 between the

scales, These findings support lhe construct validity of the AAS.

ÀdditÍonal construct validation was subsequently performed r¿ith the AÀs

factor composites. v¡hen conparing the composites l,,ith the MsIs i! t,¡as

found tha! only half of the faclors (i.e., Factors 1, 3, 4 and 6) measure a

conslruct that is similar !o social intimacy. The remaining half of rhe

factors bear no similarity to social intimacy rehaLsoever. It llas apparent

by the names of the three related factors, "Harmonious Functioning, Sharing

and Mental Closeness", lrhy these facLors were found to be closely

associated with social intimacy. Àlthough its relationship is less

apparent, Factor ,1, Long-Term Separations was also found to be

significantly associated r¿ith lhe USIS, but to a lesser degree. This

finding sholrs that people lrho are socially intimate perceive long

separalions from their spouse to be more aversive than people sho are less

int imate.

The third analysis compared the AÀS with the DAS scores for spouses.

The correlation was slightly lower than predicted. The confidence interval

obtaíned for rho consisted of values ranging from Low to noderate.

Therefore it canno! be concluded that there is more lhan a modest

similarity betr,reen attachment and dyadic adjustnent in !he population. The

correlation indicates that attachment is less similar to dyadic adjusLment

than it is to social intimacy.

The DÀS was aLso correLated with the factor composites of the ÀAS. In

this anaLysis three factors showed a stronger associalion l.'ith the DÀs than
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did the ÀAS as a whole. Therefore the lhree factors measure a construcl

that is similar to mariLal adjustment. These factors were Factor 3, 4 and

6, Harmonious Functioning, Sharing and MentaI Closeness, respectiveJ.y. The

similarity betneen !hese factors and marital adjustment is obvious.

Individuals who function more harmoniously and are rnentally closer, sharing

their problems and thoughts wiLh their spouses, are more J.íkely to show

better marital adjustment !han individuals who do not. Despite the

similarities between the correrlated factors and lhe ÐÀS or MSIS, the

differences betrleen thern were grea!er lhan their sirnilarities.

Since the differences between the ÀAS and DÀS were greater than lhe

similarities, respondents who scored near the mean in attachnent did not

always score near lhe mean in dyadic adjusLnent. Correspondinglyr those

who scored considerably above or below the neôn in attachment, did not

necessariLy score above or beloe the mean in dyadic adjustment.

It lras assumed that respondents who scored low on the MSIS and DAS were

having maritaL difficulties based on the normative data. Some even

disclosed that they were having serious problems in their relalionships and

were recruited by narriage counsellors. Therefore each subject's MSIS and

DÀS scores were visually cornpared with the MSIS and DÀS mean scores. It

was interesting to find that 35 subjects scored as lorv as lhe MSIS clinica]

sarnple mean. In fact 28 of the 35 scored far lower than the clinical mean.

The DAS scores were not quite as lo14 as the MSIS scores. Twenty-four

subjects scored Ìow, which was defined as 1 SD belor¡ the DÀS mean. Six of

this group scored near the mean of the DAS divorced sample. The inclusion

of a fair number of subjects in the distressed narríage category alLoi¡ed

for a better comparison bettleen the AÀs and the other marital scales,
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The distinctions betrieen the ÀAS and DÀS or MSIS t,tere sharply

ílluminated when perusing the aforementioned scale scores, 0nJ.y 10 of the

35 respondents who scored at or belor¡ the clinical sample mean of the MSIS,

scored low on the ÀAS (lolr iras around 1SD below the AÀS mean). Sinrilarly,

of the 24 subjects who scored loÌ¡ on lhe DAS, only 7 subjects scored low on

the AÀS. Both compârisons irnply thal the majority of people in dÍslressed

marriages may not have aLtachment probl.ems. Even Í'hen major dyadic

maladjusLmenl is present and interpersonal intimacy r+anes, more Ehan half

of the respondents maintained fairly stable Ievels of attachnent. This was

found in the previous study as weIl (Shane, 1982). Therefore spousal

attachment seems to be highLy resilient to disturbances in social intinacy

and to dyadic adjustment.

In total, ou! of 40 respondents sho scored low on the MSIS, DÀS, or

both, only 10 scored Lorr on the ÀÀS. Since 30 people in the impaired

marriage category scored at or above the ÀAS mean, lheir bonds appeared to

be intact. Therefore, it seems that interpersonal inlimacy and dyadic

adjustment usually deteriorate well in advance of the attachment bond.

This finding was also noLed in the previous study (Shane, 1982).

There are several reasons why inlerpersonal intimacy and dyadic

adjuslment deteriorate 1lell before the altachmen! bond. Firstly,

attachment may develop independentLy of social in!imacy or dyadic

adjustment. This was demonstrated by infants who becane attached to

abusive mothers (Àinsworth e! aI., 1978) and by adults who became attached

to their spouses even though their marriages were arranged by their parents

(weiss, 1982). Secondly, attachment is enduring over time and space

whereas social intimacy and dyadic adjustment are no! necessarily enduring.
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For example, dyadic adjustment can change if an individual alters his/her

values, attitudes or beliefs because changes in one member of a pair can

have an immediate, dramatic effec! on the marital reì.aLionship.

Àttitudinal changes r+ouId have far less of an immediate impact on

aLtachment because they are not necessary elements for the development oi

attachment. lihat is necessary in fosLering attachment, is that a couple

live together in cLose proximity (weiss, 1982). This factor in addiLion !o

the forner reasons, explain rlhy spousal attachmen! is so resilient to

disturbances in social inlimacy and dyadic adjusLment and why these

elernents are Iess enduring.

Perhaps friendship bonds are less resilient than spousal bonds because

of their lesser intensity or magnitude. I! t,¡as shown that the respondents

did not exhibit as intense attachments to confidants as they did to their

spouses. This was illustraled by the mean of 101.52 obtained for spouses as

compared t4ith the mean of 62.28 obtained for confidants. However, high

levels of social inLimacy rlere found for both spouses and confídants. This

was shown by the MSIS mean of 154 for spouses and 138 for confidants.

There appear to be larger differences betHeen spouses and confidants in

attachment than in social intimacy. Unlike the MSIS, the ÀÀS strongly

discriminates between responses to spouses and confidants.

The resilience of the atlachment bond in primary relationships is

adaptive. Even though a relationship may deteriorate it keeps mates

together in order to protect children, lhereby promo!ing survival (Bowlby,

1969). If spousal bonds were as fragile as friendship bonds, relationships

among spouses l¡ould be even less permanent lhan they are today. Àfter a

few major disagreements marriages would Ìikely be broken. Hotlever, because
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of lhe resilience of the attachment bond many people in dislressed

marriages are intensely attached to their spouses. In fact the intensity

of !heir attachment helps expJ.ain why some people remain in distressed

marriages. It appears that the attachment bond is as irnportan! a factor in

keeping spouses together as is dyadic satisfacLion or social intimacy. I,then

aIl of these elements become severely impaired, separation is predicted.

This comparison of spousal bonds I{ith the MsIS and DAS concludes the

validation procedure of the ÀAS.

The validation procedure completed the first purpose of this research.

The first purpose t¡as to cross validate the ÀÀS and provide a slandardized

measure of an affectionaL bond in a marital relationship. The predicted

findings confirmed that the AÀS is sufficiently sensitive to discriminate

betwèen marital and confidant relationships. Às a resull of lhe

cross-validatíon, the mean score for spouses can be utilized as a

s!ôndardized measure of attachnent in a marital relationship.

The validation procedure also completed the second objective of lhe

study, to ascertain whether the ÀÀS can differentiate between attachnent

relationships with confidants, and relationships with casual friends

wherein lhere is no attachment, The predic¡ed findings showed lhat the ÀÀS

can significantly discriminate betrreen relationships of strong bonding (re:

spouses), moderate bonding (re: confidants) as HeIl as absence of bonding

(re: casual friends). This finding enriched the nomol-ogicaL net as

cronbach and Meeh1 (1966) recommended. Moreover, it was demonstrated that

attachment is similar to social intimacy but it differs from both social

intimacy and dyadic satisfaction vis-a-vis a spouse.
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Demoqraphic Ðata Ànalvsis

Seven demographic variabJ.es were correlated !rith ÀAS scores for spouses

as well as for confidants lo deternine whether they vlere significant.

These variables ltere sex, education, SES, age, nunber of children, and MSIS

and DÀS scores. Each variabLe wilL be discussed in turn.

The first dernographic variable, nameLy the sex of the respondent, was

not found to be a significanl factor associated r'ith marital bonding. Thus

maLes and females did not differ sígnificantly in intensity of attachment

!o the spouse. Moreover, the difference bettleen the maLe and female

attachnent scores rlas found to be very minimal ( I = -.03). This finding

supports the finding from the previous research, wherein no significant

difference was found (Shane, 1982).

The notion that males are as inlensely attached to a spouse as are

females, is consistent with the attachment ]iteralure. Bowlby's case

histories of chil.dren separated fron their parents indicaled that there

!¡ere no sex differences in magnitude or intensity of attachment.

Similarly, Àinsworth et at. (1978) who assessed the quality of infanl

attachment did not find sex differences in attachment to the caregiver.

Thus the finding that there are no significant sex differences in the

magnilude of bonding to a spouse appears to be vaLid.

The second variable tested for significance was education. Às detailed

in the method seclion,this sample was highly educated and 40% had attained

a college degree. Education r+as found to be significantly correlated Hith

attachment score for spouses, People who received more education (i.e. ,

colJ.ege grads) exhibited a higher Level of attachment to the spouse than
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those who received less educaLion (i.e, high school grads). This finding

was unexpected. 0ne would expect highly educated people to hold more

responsible jobs and earn more money, which sould foster independence in

their marital relationships. In this study, people who functioned more

independently scored Iower in attachment. Consequently, it was expected

that increased education would result in Lower attachment scores.

However,this r,las not the case in this research.

Perhaps highly educated people perceive that it is socially desirable lo

shorl strong attachment to a spouse. They may be aware of lhe importance of

bonding in cuLLiva!ing the permanence of their re).ationship. Less educaled

people may equate bonding with dependency and therefore may perceive it as

undesirable or even as negative.

The negative connotalion of bonding is grounded in ân historical

tradiLion. Not so long ago, there was a lraditional norm which encouraged

the segregation of nen and wonen. Males congregated t,¡ith each other in

business, politics, sports, priva!e clubs and bars, I,|omen formed

close-kni! groups with family mernbers and other rtomen. Àt that time, it
tlas considered a sign of weakness to be tied to a spouse, and it was looked

upon as dependent behavior. Dependent behavior in men was considered to be

a feminine trait and r¡as frowned upon by both sexes (Tavris and 0ffir,
1977). Perhaps the Iess educated are still influenced by this traditional

perceplion.

The third variable tested for significance rlas SES. Unlike education,

there was no significant correlation found between SES and altachment

scores for spouses, This may seem surprising because SES is sometimes
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based on education, and level of education t¡as sholln to correlate !iith

at!achment score. Ho!¡ever in this study, SES referred only to income,

which ranged from less than 920,000 to over $75,000 annually per family.

Perhaps the reason lhat SES r+as not found to be significantr rlas a

function of the characleristics of this particular sample' The lorrer

inconre groups attained the same level of education as the higher income

groups because a large proportion of the lower income groups had college

degrees. People tlith college degrees were found to exhibit stronger

attachment to a spouse than high school graduates. The lower income groups

in this study may not be representative of lower income groups Ín the

general population because many rlere young college graduates rlho had not

yet established successful careers for themselves. This nray clarify why

there rlere no significant differences in attachment found among the various

SES groups in this sample. However, there may be differences found in

other samples,

The fourth demographic variable tested for significance t,ras age. The

age range in this study was very wide, ranging tron 22 to 65 years.

Nevertheless, it was found that the age of the subject t,tas not

significanlLy associated Hith attachment score, and older subjects did not

score higher or lower in attachment to the spouse than younger subjects.

The finding that age is not a significant factor is consistent rlirh the

finding of the previous study (shâne, 1982).

The presence or number of children a respondent had did not appear to

correlate with bonding. It míght be expected tha! people who have children

would be more intensely attached !o their spouses than people who do not.
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This expectation comes from the attachment Literature itself. BowIby

('1 969) stated that male bondíng serves to prolect a chiId, His slatement

can lead to the inference that the presence of a child fosters at!achment.

In fac! many people believe that children bring spouses closer together.

The data in this study revealed no reLationship beLween number of chÍldren

and allachment score.

In a rlay this finding is consistent r+i!h other data. If children tied

spouses closer together there would be fewer divorces among couples r+ho

have children. This is obviously not the case. It is common knowledge

that children can bring additional slress into a reLationship. For sone,

the parent-chiId bond is perceived as threalening to the mate bond.

Perhaps it is not lhe presence of children, but rather the propagalion of

children that fosters attachrìent. The act of procreation imposes intimacy

in a rel.ationship irrespective of the begett.ing of children.

The correlations of the demographic variables t,|ith AÀs scores for

confidants were subsequently inspected for significance, and r¡il1 now be

discussed. Sex differences in score, which were not found to be different

with regard to spouses, were significantly correlated l,¡ith attachment

scores for confidants. The corrèlation reveaLed tha! females l¡ere

significantly more attached to a confidant than rlere males. This finding

is congruent wi!h olher research. In a review of the literature, Buunk

(1983) outlined the differences bettleen the sexes in friendship. He

concluded that emotional attachment, expressiveness and self-disclosure of

íntimate information are often more characteristic of female relationships.

Male friendships have, in general, a more instrumental and action-oriented

nature. FemaIe friendships are based more often on !he affective
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characteristics of the "other. " SimiIarly, Berndt (1982) declared that

females have more inlimate änd exclusive friendships than maIes.

Other variables such as education, SES and age were not found to be

significantly associated $ith attachment to a confidant or best friend,

Whereas education significantly correlated rlith a!tachment to a spouse, it

showed a nonsignificant correlation rlith attachment to a confidant. This

finding is understandable, SociaI norms portray reLationships with friends

as desirable, especially with friends of the same sex. It is not

considered to be a sign of weakness or dependency, but rather a sign of

good character lo display closeness to a friend, Moreover, the need for

affiliation is developnental and universal; it applies to people in alI

rralks of Iife. There is an abundance of literature outlining lhe benefits

of a single close friend for both young and old as well as for rich and

poor. Therefore it is not surprisÍng that age, education and SES were not

found to be significantly assocíated with attachment to a confidant.

The next demographic variable inspected for significance was the

presence or nunber of children a respondent had. Sone respondents (i.e.,

28%) had 3 or more children. Àlthough this variabLe rlas not found to

correlate significantly with atlachment to a confidanl, lhe correlation

betrreen number of children and at!achment score did approach significance,

! = -.16' p.= .052, !. = 105' Hence people who had more children were Less

attached to a confidant than people who had fewer children, but the

di f ference Has not significant.

If a larger percentage of the sample had had more children, perhaps the

difference between respondents who had more children and respondents rlho
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had less children r¡ould have been significant. People who have nore

children have Iess !ime for social activities or for friends. House!¡ork

time increases up to 10% r,,ith each child (Tavris and Offir, 197'1l,.

Theretore the association betrleen number of children and aitachment to a

confidan! may be different for other samples.

The correlations between the AAS scores for spouses and the two marital

scales administered, the MSIS and DAS, were discussed in the previous

section. The correlation between attachnent to a confidant !¡ith lhese

narital scales will now be discussed. It rlas noted in the results section

lhat a small but significant negative correlation was found between the

attachment scores for confidants and the MSIs scores for spouses. This

indicated thaÈ people who are more intensely attached to a confidant shorl a

lesser degree of interpersonaJ. intimacy with a spouse. A similar but

stronger negative association was found liith the DÀs. People who are more

intensely attached to a confidant also tend !o show poorer marital

adjustment.

The hypothesis that people become more atLached to a confidani if they

have marital problems is tenable. Marital problems are known to be one of

the primary stressors in Life, Consequently, lurning to friends for

support appears to be a highJ.y adaptive response. SociaI network theory

argues that social support has been shown to be extremely beneficial in

noderating the effects of both chronic and acule stress, In fact the

availability of only one confidant, someone to confide in and to share

one's troubles rlith, was the single slrongest predictor of wel).-being (xahn

and Àntonsicci, 1980). This is consístent with the divorce literature. It

also advocated that lurning to friends for support lessens the problems of
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adjusting to marital separation (Spanier and Casto, 1979). The reverse ís

also conceivable: À close attachment to a confidant may, through jealousyt

cause marital problems.

A positive association was also found with attachment score. Àttachment

to a confidant lras positively correlated wilh attachment to a spouse for

people in harnonious marriages. Thus the happily married people who are

more intensely attached to their spouses !end to be more intensely atEached

to their closest friends as welL. It follons that people who are happÍly

married and are less intensely attached to their spouses tend to be less

intensely attached to their closest friends. This finding is substantiated

by the attachment literature. Schaffer and Emerson (1964)' initiaLly

documented that attachment generalizes across social relationships during

childhood. The generalizability of atlachmen! was aLso documented by

creenberg et at. ('1 983). They found that adolescents rrho sough! proxirnity

with their parents more frequentLy, tended to seek proximity wilh peers

more frequently as well, The generaJ.izability of attachment across social

rela!ionships attests to its imporlance as a facilitator of good adjustment

and adaptation to lif e.

RelationshiD Beltieen AÀS Score and Marriaqe Duratioq

The third objective of this study rras to demonstrate that the intensity

of bonding diminishes over time. Thís hypothesis was predicted on the

basis of findings from the pilot sludy and from the former research. À

correlalion analysis showed that a small but significant, negative

correlalion exists between spousal atlachment score and duration of

marriaqe. The correlalion indicated lhat as lhe duration of a marital
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relationship increased, the intensity of bonding decreased. It rlas

interesting to find that lhe size of the correlation coefficient between

spousal aLtachmen! score and duration of marriage r+as the same in this

sludy as in the last, ¡ was -.35. The combined findings strengthen the

hypothesis that spousal att.achment decreases in intensity over tíme. The

notion of a decrease in intensi!y over time generated the succeeding

hypothes i s .

The hypothesis stated that significant mean differences would be found

among the five subgroups (who were married for different time periods).

The ÀNovÀ performed on the subgroup mean scores showed that the hypothesis

was supported. Subsequently, to determine r+hether each group mean

significantly differed from every other group mean, a Ne!,nan-KeuLs anaJ.ysis

was performed. This analysis indicated that subjects in Group 1, whose

relaLionships encompassed 6 months to 2 years, scored significantly higher

in attachment than subjects in Group 3,4 and 5' Howeverr no other

significant differences were found among the group means.

Note that the mean attachmenl scores of Groups 4 and 5 are very similar;

they are 95.67 and 95.41 respectively (see Table 15), The minimal

difference between the tr+o group means may relate lo lhe Iarger proportion

of problematic marriages found in Group 4. Thus marital disharmony appears

to have decreased the attachment scores somewhat in thát group.

ÀIthough each subgroup mean did not sígnificantly differ from every

other subgroup mean, the theorem that lhe inEensity of bonding diminishes

over time Has supported by the findínqs. The findings were consistent in

three sludies, the pilot sludy,the previous study and !he current research.
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The validity of lhis theorem l{'as further corroborated by responses to the

questionnaire. The respondents primarily claimed that they found it easier

to be away from lheir spouse today as opposed to 2 to 10 years ago. The

theorem was also substantiated by the nonsignificant correlation found

belr+een age and attachment score, Thus !he significant difference in score

among the 5 subgroups could onì.y be due to duration of marriage and not to

age. It was noted lha! older respondents in nerl marriages scored as high

as young respondents in the same marriage duration group. However, to

fully address issues of causali!y, and to assess changes in attachment

rather than differences in attachment, longitudinal research is desirable.

The finding !hat spousal attachment decreases in intensity over time

supports Bowlby's (1973) theory of attachment. He clained that mate

bonding approximates the same model as infant bonding. It was therefore

proposed tha! during the development of attachment, adults as trell as

infan!s engage in increased !ouching, Iooking, Iistening, smiling and

vocalizing behaviors. These behaviors are directed toward seeking or

maintaining a high degree of proximity to lhe loved one. short separat.ions

at these stages evoke emotional distress and clinging behavior. Finallyt

âfLer the attachmen! is f irmJ.y established, Iess distress is manifesled at

separation and proxlrnity-seeking decreases. Thus, the intensity of both

adul! and infant attachment decreases over tine (Shane, 1982).

The finding that people in short-tern marriages are more intensely

attached than people in long-term marriages is explicable. People in

short-term marriages may feel less secure in their relationships because

their spouse has no! yet had sufficient opportunities to dernonstrate

his/her loyaIty. Therefore temporary separation is more anxiety provoking
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for people in short-lerm marriages and they respond çith more intense

negat i ve affecl (Shane, 1982).

It should not be inferred lhat people who show nore intense attachment

(high scores) are more attached to their spouse. They appear to be more

intenseJ.y attached because lhey respond with more negative affect !o threat

of separation. The negative affect is a manifestation of their insecurity

in the relationship, and not necessariJ.y an indication of a stronger bond.

Some are insecure about separation because they may lack trust. 0thers

feel insecure because their bonds are in an early stage of development, and

it takes t$o years of marriage for an atlachment to be fully formed (Weiss,

1975). so lhey cling !o a spouse like an insecure child clings to her/his

moLher. I! may not be a quan!itative difference (because insecure chitdren

are not nore strongLy atlached !han secure children), but rather a

qualitative difference in attachment. Hence people in short-term and

Iong-lern marriages may be equally a!tached to their spouses. This

hypolhesis could be tested by fulure studies.

The notion that persons in short-term marriages are as intensely

attached as those in long-term marriages t.,as supported by the divorce

literature. Brown et aI. (1980) found that people who were married for a

shorl period of time had the same amount of separalion anxiety as people

who were narried for a longer period of time. Their finding supporls

Weiss('1975) who claimed that it takes two years of marriage for an

attachment to be fully formed. 0nce established, it tends to persist

regardless of the length of marriage. ÀpparentLy Weiss' theory of

attachment is congruen! riith Bolrlby's (1973) theory.
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To probe the finding that spousal attachment decreases in intensiLy as

marriage duration increases, a step-nise regression analysis was perforned.

The analysis was conducted with the scale items bo det.ermine which items

are significant predictors of marriage duration. Four items entered inlo

the equation accounting nor 31% of the variance in score. In the previous

sludy 28 ihems entered into the equation and accounted for 70% of the

variance in score.

The four significant prediclors of marriage duration, as presented in

Table 16, were included in the 28 items that predicted marriage duration in

the previous research. Sti11, the four items did not have the highest beta

coefficients in the former research. The significant predictors r+ith the

highest beta coefficients lrere Q20, Q24, and Q22. These items did not even

enter into the equation in this analysis because they had no additional

variance to contribute. However, the third íEen, Q22, llas very sinilar to

three of the four significant predictors found in !he current research,

Q29, 17 and 26. The former itens along Hith 022 evaLuate responses to

Iong-term separation.

Perhaps the reason Q20, Q24 ani Q22 did not provide any additional

variance in the current research relates to this specific sarnple. The

respondents in this study had far more questionnaires to conplete. The

previous sarnple received three whereas the current sample received six

questionnaires. The current sampl.e may have been less discriminating in

their responses because of the lengthy time taken by the extra

questionnaires. Ànother possible reason is thaf this sanple was more

heterogeneous t.han the prevíous sample. The extent of lhe heterogeneity

was indicated by the description given of the sample in lhe Melhod section.
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In the current sample, three of the four significant predictors of

marriage duration assessed responses to long-!ern separation. The first
predictor, Q29, indicates that the more recen!ly married responden!s nould

feel more upset than longer married respondents if they had to go away

withoul their spouse for several months. The second predictor, 017

indicales that more recen!Iy married respondents would feel more

apprehensive than longer married respondents if their spouse had to go alray

r+ithout them for several weeks. However, the responses to 026, the third

predictor, are contradictory. They show that the longer married

respondents would feeL nore apprehensive if their spouse chose to go a!¡ay

for several weeks trílhout them than the more recently narried respondents.

The longer married subjects responded with more apprehension to this item

in the former study as r¡ell, This daLa does no! support the finding that

spousal attachment decreases in intensity as tnarriage duration increases.

It is plausible that the more recentLy married respondents had

difficulty identifying Ì,ith Q26. They may have felt it is unlikely or even

inconceivable for !heir spouse to choose to go arlay for several t+eeks

rriLhout them. It is also unlikely that any of their recently wed friends

or acquaintances had gone on holidays rlithout their spouses, Conversely,

the Longer married respondents may have had many opportunities to

experience !emporary separations fron their spouses, If the opportunities

were not personal ones, then they Iikely kner+ about people in their milieu

rlho went on a skiing, golfing or shopping holiday without lheir spouse.

Longer marrÍed people are usually more financially able to do so.

Therefore, Ionger as opposed !o shor!er married subjects would like1y

perceive that their spouse might choose to go arlay for several weeks
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r+ithout them. If this is the case, than it is understandable why the

longer married subjects responded rlith more nega!ive affect to this item.

Although responses Eo Q26, the third predictor rlere contradictory,

responses to the fourth predictor were consistent t.tilh the datô. The

fourth significant predictor of marríage duration, Q11, did not assess

responses to separation. I! asked, "if your spouse occasionally arrived

late wouLd you accept his/her explanation for being Iate?" The responses

indicated that the more recently married subjects were less likely to

accept a spouse's explanation. Their responses are consistent tlith the

findings that people who are married for a shorter duration feel less

secure in the relationship than people who are married for a longer period

of time. They f eeJ. Less secure and perhaps less !rusting because their

spouse has not had the opportunity to demonstrate his/her loya1ty.

À brief review of the results of the step-wise regression wiLl now be

presented. The four best predicLors of rnarriage duration were significant

predictors in the previous study as welL, but they did not have the hÍghest

beba coefficients in that sludy. Thus the best predictors in !hís study

were not the best in the former research. These differences I,'ere

attributed to differences in the trlo samples. The bêst predictors of

rnarriage duration in !he current sample primarily assessed responses to

separation. The responses to three of lhe four predictors $ere consistent

srith the findings, that recently married respondents are more intensely

altached to their spouses than longer married respondents. Hor,lever,

responses to one of the four predictors (026) were contradictory in this

sludy as rleLÌ as in the last. It was argued that lhe more recently married

subjects may have had difficulty identifying eíth this item whereas lhe
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longer married subjects díd not. This may account for why Q26 contradicts

Lhe hypothes is,

In summary, the dala of lhe step-!rise regression analysis are weighted

ín favor of the predicted hypothesis regarding marriage duration. It is

possible that the significant predictors may vary from one sludy !o lhe

next. Horlever, it is believed that future sludies wiLl corroborate the

finding that the in!ensity of bonding increases as marriage duration

decreases, and its corollary, the intensity of bonding decreases, as

marriage duration increases. Longiludinal research rlould be desirable to

veri,fy this finding. This compLetes the rhird objeclive of this study.

ReLationship Bett,¡een AAS Score and Friendship Duration

Àlthough it was predicled that the intensity of marital bonds would

decrease as narriage duration increased, no predictions were made for

friendship bonds. To determine if friendship bonds folLow a given pattern

such as rnarital bonds, an ANovÀ rlas performed on the means of lhe five

friendship duration subgroups, The ANovÀ indicated that there l,tere no

significant differences among the groups. Thus friendship bonds of 20 or

more years were found to be as intense as bonds of ttio years duration.

Friendship bonds were shot,¡n to generalJ.y be far Iess intense than

marital bonds. The mean score for close friends or confidanls was 62.28

whereas the mean for spouses !¡as 101'52. Therefore the intensity of

friendáhip bonds is minimal as compared t{ith the intensity of marilal

bonds. Only a small proportion of the respondents (such as the top 10%'

whose scores overlapped with the bottom 10% of the spousal bonds) appeared
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lo be as inLensely attached to close friends as to spouses. However,

spousal scores in this range were considered fragile because many whose

spousal scores fell into this range tlere purported to be having marital

problems. Therefore, attachnents that wouLd be categorized as very intense

and close in lhe context of a friendship mighf be considered weak or

fragile in the con!ext of a marriage.

Given that friendship bonds are far Iess intense than marital bonds, it
is not surprising that the ínLensity !¡as not found to decrease when the

duration of the friendship increased. lf friendship bonds decreased in

inlensity over ti.me, there would be very Iittle, if any, emotional

attachment remaining in the relationship. Then close friendships wouLd

become as disLant and devoid of affect as relationships lrith casual friends

or acquaintances.

It is more likely that one would expect close friendship bonds to

increase in intensity over tÍme. The proverb thal old friends are the best

friends is a wideì.y held belief. The data of this study did not support

this belief. Horlever, the scores of the friendship duration subgroups

shown in Table 15 indicate that rlith the exception of croup 2, the mean

scores gradually increased as the dura!ion of the friendship increased.

The increase was obviously minimal and not significant,

It was previously stated that rìany respondents in this sampLe showed

relatively LittLe attachment to close friends. In fact, 55% of the sample

scored Iolrer than lhe nean when lhey described their relationship t,tith a

confidant. Sorìe even scored in the range of casual friends, showing no

emotional âllachment to a confidant. The absence of attachnent t,|as present
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in four of the friendship subgroups (see Table 15) because scores as low as

45, the rnean score for a casual friend, were found in four subgroups

(except Group 2 which had a lor+ of 50). The low level of attachment shown

by a large proportion of this sample (55%) may have differentially

attenuated the mean scores of some of the subgroups. Perhaps if only

subjects who declared that they had a confidant had been administered the

ÀÀS, lhe results of this analysis would have been significanl. More

research is required for confidant relationships to deternine if lhe

inLensi!y of friendship bonds increases as the duration of the friendship

increases.

ComÞarison of AAS r,rith PBS

The final purpose of this research rlas to show that an association

exists bet!¡een childhood attachment to a parent and later bonding with a

spouse. To probe the association, a correlation analysis compared the

respondents' AÀs scores for spouses with rheir scores on the

"overprotection" dimension of the Paren!a1 Bonding Scale (pgS). It llas

predicted lhat the correla!ion between the ÀAS and PBS scores would produce

an ! > .5. This prediction rlas not supported. In fact a significant

correlaLion Has not found between the tlro scale scores.

Perhaps a significan! correlation between the scales might have been

found only for specific persons, such as for people who are insecurely

allached. Insecure attachment should be denoted by high or lort AAS scores'

However, tort AAS scores might signify lhat people are in the process of

delaching prior to separation, and may not relate to their PBS scores.

Similarly, scores near lhe ÀAS mean may be more reflective of a harnonious
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marriage than a former relationship !¡ith a parent, In !he aforemenlioned

cases the AAS scores l,tould not correlate $,ith the corresponding PBS scores,

Consequently insecure attachmen! is easier to detec! in respondents who

score very high or lorv in attachment, but score at or above lhe mean on the

MSIS and DÀS. Their relatively high MSIS and DÀS scores rule out marilal

discord.

A lon AÀS score coupled wilh high or mean MSIS and DAS scores suggesls

lhat a strong bond has not been formed. toH ÀÀS scores indicate that long

separations rlould not be disturbing to the índíviduaJ.s because they

expressed little distress at threat of separation. Their responses

resembled the behavior of "avoidant" children. This behavior is

characteristic of insecure attachnent and serves as a defence mechanism.

The nechanism helps maintain independence and protecLs against painful

negative feelings if lhe attachment figure is inaccessible, unresponsive or

rejectíng.

À high AÀS score coupled Hith high or mean MSIS and DÀS scores is also

suggestive of insecure attachrnent. Even shor! separations are emotionally

painful to these people because they are either dependent on lheir spouse

or lack confidence in his/her loyalty to the relationship. Their responses

resembled the clinging behavior of "resistant" children. Both the

"resistant" and the "avoidant" children were anxiously attached.

A similar extrapoLation tlas adopted by Greenberg et a1. (1983) based on

the lilerature on infant attachment. These researchers developed a scale

to measure adolescent attachments to parents and to peers. They

interpreted Iow proximity seeking and ]or¡ fell security as avoidant
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ofattachment. ttigh proximity-seeking and Iow felt security was indicative

anxious attachment. Finally, secure attachment !,as thought to be

characterized by moderate amounts of proximity-seeking and high felt

securi ty.

The former inlerpre!aEion led !o the visual scrutinization of the PBS

responses of people lrho scored very Ìow or high on lhe AAS. This search

showed bhat there were 10 subjects who scored at or above the MSIS ând DÀS

mean and who scored a! leas! 1 SD below the mean in attachment. Five of

them had described lheir paren!s as controlLing, unloving, disLant, cold,

etc. The remaining fíve described their parents as somerlhat

overproLective. Àfter the Iow scores were perused, the PBS responses of

those who scored high in attachment were carefully exanined.

There were 21 subjects who scored at or âbove the mean of the MSIS and

DAS and who scored at least 1SD above the mean in attachment. Ten of

these subjecÈs tlere newlyweds, which may account for their intense

attachment. 0f the remaining eleven subjects, six described their parent

as overprotective and/or controtling. Five subjects had no discernable

parental probLems. However, one of the five disclosed lhat she hated

separatÍng from her spouse. When she was 9 years old her parents nent on a

long holiday and she became very panic-stricken tha! they rrould not return.

She had never forgotLen that fearful time in her Life.

It is conceivable that those s,ho scored high or lor¡ in attachmen! and

showed no parental problems, experienced such incidents during their

childhood, There were no questions concerning childhood separations from

parents, disconlinuity of parenting, deaLh of a parent, or obher important
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predictors of insecure attachment. The inclusion of these items would have

extended the length of the questionnaire to an unwieldy size. Perhaps if

such items could have been incLuded it would have painted a clearer picture

of lbe association between the AAS and the PBS.

Despite these obstacles, 53% of the subjec!s who scored at the extremes

on the AÀS had shown parental problems, These subjects were thought lo be

insecurely attached, Holrever, if a significant correlation betlleen the AÀS

and PBS is only discernable for the insecurely attached' it is

understandable why such a relationship lras not found. The insecurely

attached subjects were in the minority. Therefore the Iarge majority of

subjects showed no rela!ionship betr,leen their scores on the tr¡o scales.

The lheorem of secure and insecure atlachment tvas supported by Oczkowski

(1981). He reporled that nurses who scored both ]ow and high on the ÀÀs

showed an avoidance reaction to schizophrenics. The reaction rlas

indicative of insecure attachment. Nurses eho scored near the mean did not

show avoidance. Oczkowski reasoned that securely attached nurses were

better able to relate to detached schizophrenics (shane, '1 982)'

Secure attachment is exemplified by a moderate ÀAS scorer that is a

score that is near the nean. It indicates that a strong bond has been

forned. People who scored in lhís range did not respond with negative

affect to short separations. They also felt more secure in the absence of

their partner and were able to function more independently. Thus it was

believed they were securely attached. The intensity of attachment, as

measured by the ÀAS, seems !o relate to secure and insecure attachment.

Low and hiqh ÀÀS scores sugges! insecure attachment, while scores near the

nean suggest secure attachment (shane, 1982).
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Criticisms and Revi sions

There lrere numerous criticisms given by the respondents llho r¡ere

administered the ÀÀS, Some criticisms lrere the same as Lhose of the

previous sample. The most common complaint rvas that the questionnaire l{as

repetitive because the same questions t.¡ere asked over and over again' The

informan!s t,lere toLd why it was necessary to repeat items naming anger,

apprehension, depression and upset as possible affective responses. some

people never get angry r+hiIe others never get depressed. For example, one

person complained about the reference to anger, he thought anger lras

inappropriate because he never felt anger, while another person claimed she

never gets depressed, Therefore, in order !o include alI possible

enotional responses, it rlas necessary for the ÀAS !o be repetitive (Shane,

1982).

It is possible to eliminate lhe repetitious aspect of the AÀS by

dropping some of the items and shortening it, The regression analysis

performed on the ÀÀs scores with the scale itens índicated that 97% of the

variance in score is accounted for by onLy 16 íterns. Àccording to the

regression equation, half of the ÀAS itens (16 items) could be retained and

the other half could be eliminated by givinq up only 3% of the variance.

The 16 nost significant predictors of attachment score are items Q9, 15,

32, 17, 12, 10,25, 16, 3, 13, 31 , 1, 14r 21, 18, and 2. Horlever, in order

to administer these items, it would be necessary lo redevelop a

standardized measure of attachment. Unfortunately, these ilems do not

include Q29, 11 and 26, the best predictors of marriage duration.

Therefore, some of the most significant predictors of rnarriage duraLion

{high score) would be elirninat.ed.
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One subject thought the term "upset" vras very limiting because it did

not include feelings of apprehension. Moreover, she thought. that anger and

depression were more intense emolional responses !han feeling "upset." The

ÀAS contains trlo itens, Q24 and Q29, that use the term "upset." The term

was used to alleviaLe repeating the items three times, naming anger,

depression and apprehension. Hopefully, the Lack of clarity incurred by

the !erm "upse!," dÍd not seriously effect the scores.

Ànother subject asked for clarification regarding items that addressed

weekend separations. He wanted to knol{, whether more than one weekend was

involved. He said that he could accept one weekend, but not several weekend

separations. The respondent was informed that it is possible that nore

than one rleekend would be implicated. In the previous research respondents

were told to interpret items in accordance l.lith their own life style. It
was believed that anxiously altached respondents wouLd respond similarly !o

one as opposed to three weekend separations.

The author now believes that the frequency of the separations referred

to by the ÀAS should closely approximate the infant atlachment literature.

Ì4any mothers and/or fathers Ìeave older children for a seekend lo visil a

sick relative, or even to take short holidays. Thus if several weekend

separations evoke more negative affect than one weekend, it is desirable

for the negative affect to be expressed. The responses of subjects to

these items will parallel their responses to real Iife situalions.

There were trro items that perplexed the respondents. The first rlas Q4,

which asks, "are you comfortable at a parLy when s/he is: 1. not there 2,

in another room 3. far across the roon 4. near you and 5. next to you?
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Many subjecLs claimed they felt cornforlable in most or alI of the

situations Listed and did not know which anslter to choose. It had lo be

clarified that they should consider the first Ìisted situation (i.e., 1.

not there). If they rlould feel comforlable in the situation' they should

choose il. If rhey would feel uncomfortable, !hey shouLd consider the

second situation, and so on. Therefore, the first comfortable situation

shouLd be the one they choose. In view of ils ambiguity, 04 should be

reworded to read, "PIease choose lhe !!¡sL situation that would be

acceptable to you. I,lhen you are at ä party, are you comfortable r+hen s/he

is 1.not there 2.in another room 3.far across the room 4.near you

5.next to you?" It is believed that the rewording of Q4 would eLucidate

the meaning of the item.

The second iLem that perplexed the respondents was Q10. One subject

said that ans!,ers to this item would be ambiguous because he would feel

better if his spouse were not on the plane that was being hijacked.

Another subject concurred, clairning that anst¡ers to Q10 depend on whether a

person has children, She felt that people who have children at home might

prefer their spouse not be on lhe plane rlith them. The criticisms

regarding 010 appear to be valid because the item rnay be biased in favor of

people nho do not have children, Perhaps this iten could be reworded to

read: Suppose you're in a frightening situa!ion, such as on a plane bhat

tias being hijacked, would his/her presence reduce your anxiety more than

if another friend were there (providing you had no chitdren at home)?

À final item of the ÀÀS lhal incurred criticism was Q20. it asks "when

s/he comes into the house do you kiss, hug or gree! him/her?" À feç

subjects complained that kiss to greet is too wide a range. They lhought
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that everyone greets people that enter their home because it is only polite

to do so. Therefore they felt Q20 was a silly question.

In order to evaluate Q20, its contribution to the item-totaL

correlations and !o the factor analysis was assessed. Àlthough there was

no significant correlation between Q20 and total score for confidants (r =

.06), it had a significant correlation of .26 rlith total score for spouses.

1t rias also noted lhat it had a high loading of ,63 on a factor called

Harmonious Functioning. The interpretation of this i!em indicated that

responden!s who infrequently greet â spouse may be in disharmony.

Therefore the ilem appears to be important in detecting mariLal discord.

In view of its conlribution to Factor 3, Harmonious Functioning, 020

appears to be a useful ilem and should not be deleted from the AAS.

The most frequent complaint received concerned the reversal of the

keying direction of sone items. t'lost of the iten frequencies ranged from

not at all (1) to aLwavs (5). The keying direction of six items was

reversed, ranging from AIwrJq (1) to not at all (!) . The purpose of

reversing some items was to control for tendencies to respond in a positive

or negative direction. Hot,lever, the keying reversal irrita!ed many people.

Some even found themselves choosing an incorrect response. It is therefore

recomnended that the keying direction of all items should be the same in

future studies.

Future Re sea rch

The present study as rtell as the former research found that intense

attachment, exhibited by a high AAS score, r,las more characteristic of
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people in short-term bonds (i,e., re).ationships of 5 years or less) than

people in Long-term marriages (over 5 years). 0f the 28 respondents lhat

scored high on the ÀAS, 19 were menbers of short-term bonds and only 9 were

members of long-term bonds, Each of the 28 respondents displayed more

negative affect !o short separations and felt less secure wiLhout his/her

spouse !han people nho scored around the mean. Therefore intense

a!tachmênl appears to be consonant with insecure attachment, but the

intensity seens to dissipate over time for more recently wed people.

Future longitudinal studies are desirable to untangle !he confounding

elements between the inlense attachments of the recently wed and the

presumed insecure attachment of the longer wed people.

People who have been married for ten years and have remained intenseJ.y

attached (obtaining high ÀAs scores) to the spouse may have been insecurely

attached during childhood. This theorem is based on Bowlby (1979) who

claimed that the patlerns of attachment that were formed during childhood

persist into adullhood. The hypothesis was tested by this study but Has

not supported by the data. However, the procedure for testing the

hypoÈhesis should be altered in future studies. Rather than attempting to

find an association bett¡een alI ÀÀs scores and Parental Bonding Scale

scores, only the scores of specific subjects should be utilized.

The hypothesis that there is an association between childhood attachment

and spousal bonding, should be Iimited lo tesling people lhat score high or

Iow on the AÀs (1 SD away from the mean). People who score near the ÀÀS

rnean should no! be included because their scores may be more reflective of

a harmonious marriage lhan a forner relaLionship r+ith a parent. To rule

out marital discord as the factor that may have precipitated the high or
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1oÌ¡ ÀÀS scores, it is advisable to administer another standardized marital

scale along t,tith the ÀAS. If the score on the other marital scale is

around the mean, and if it ís consisten! }¡ith.cLinical data, it can be

assumed lhat marilaL disharmony is not associated trith the ÀÀS score. The

higb or lotr ÀAS score can be interpreted as relating to insecure

atlachment, Only cases that faIl into this category should be sampled when

attempting to probe the associalion between insecure attachment during

chil-dhood and adulthood.

UnfortunateJ-y the current sample was too smalL to obtain standardized

neasures of altachmen! for subgroups !hat were married for different time

periods. It is recommended lhat the ÀÀS be administered to a Larger sample

of at least 150 married adults rlith a minimum of 30 people in each cell.

They should be categorized according to the duration of their relationship

but the dura!ion periods should differ from the curren! study.

Relationships extending fron 6 months to 2 years should comprise Group 1I

2 to 5 years should be Group 2; 5 to 10 years should be Group 3; 10 lo 17

years should be Group 4 and over 17 years should be Group 5. Thus Group 4

and 5 wí11 differ in marríage duration fron the current sample. These

changes are advisable because in both the former and the current study

Groups 4 and 5 had the smallest nean difference. This suggests that the

decrease in the intensity of atLachment nay stabilize príor to 20 yeârs.

There are many clinicai groups tha! would benefit from receiving the

AAS. People in discordant marriages are obvious candidates for the

questionnaire. It is advisable to administer it in conjunction with

anolher marital scale to facilitale our understanding of the nature of the

problem. It would be advântageous if both spouses were given the
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questionnaires. Thus if one spouse does not respond accurately it r¡ouId be

easy to detect a discrepancy. When the nature of the problem is evident,

treaLment can be implemented (as outlined by Shane, 1982).

olher suitable groups for assessment tiith the AAS are adults who

formerly suffered from a history of separation, unresponsiveness or

parental rejection, or were children of dívorced or deceased parents,

These people are more ì1kely to have atLachment problems, according to

BowIby (1979). He believed their experiences could lead to chronic anxiety

or fear, depending on the problems encountered. The ÀÀS could be

administered to them in the context of their spouse if they are married, or

if not, in lhe context of their confidant. The application of the ÀÀS with

the aforementioned people would enable researchers to investigate if these

childhood experiences relate to bonding in adulthood.

Olher clinical groups tha! could be administered the ÀÀS are neurotic,

psychotic or depressive patients, sociopaths and prisoners. The ÀÀS couLd

be employed to describe their relationships wilh either a spouse or a close

friend. The employment of the AÀS wit.h lhese clinicaJ. groups would allolt

researchers and clinicians to examine if or how these disorders relate to

affectional bonding, and perhaps modify or aLter the effects (as oullined

by Shane, 1982 ) .

tn conclusion, the data confirns that the AAS is sufficiently sensitive

to discriminale belween strong bonding, moderate bonding and absence of

bonding, as found in naritaL relationships, close friendships and casual

friendships respectively. Some of lhe functions of marriages and close

friendships were outlined by the AAS. When assessing these relationships,
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it was shown to be a reliable and valid instrutnent, and it cross-validated

the mean score for spouses. Hence a person's score can be compared with a

standardized measure of attachment in a marital relationship. lrhen used in

combination r+ith another maritaL assessment scaJ.e, it can reveal the

inherent problems in a marriage. By revealing the functions of attachment

ín marriage, i! can aid research in adjustnent lo divorce. Researchers can

also employ it to uncover lhe role attachment plays in psychiatric and

other behavioral disorders. Therefore, the AÀs can provide invaluable

knowledge as to hol{ the process of attachment facilitates good adjuslment

and adaptation to life.
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Àppendix À

DEMOGRAPHIC DATA LI ST

Enclosed is a set of six questionnaires. Each ques!ionnaire has

instructions for answering. There are no right or rvrong answers. ÀI1

answers are righl if they reflect you and your perceptions. I Bl'l sheets are

provided for the questionnalres. Please answer each question by blackening

the appropriate space with a pencil on the I Bl'l sheel,

The informatíon you provide wiLl be anonymous in lhat you will not be

personally identified. If you find any questions objectionable, onit them.

Please ansrler aLl the questionnaires (excep! the Parental Bonding

Questionnaire), keeping in mind how you feel right nolr, not how you think

you should feel - or how you felt in the past,

Sex No. of chi ldren

9¡ent steady, engaged and married years with current partner.

Duration of Friendship _ years. Does your friend live in this

city? _ yes no.

Last conpleted grade at schooL

Family income: $20,000 or less _
$20,000 to 930,000 _ $30,000 lo 940,000 _
$40,000 to 950,000 _ $75,000 or over _

Do you find being away f rorn your spouse for several weeks

easier or more difficult today as opposed to 2-10 years ago?

Age

- tt4 -



Àppendix B

REVISED ÀDULT ÀTTÀCHMENT SCÀLE

Please fill out this queslionnaire three times, keeping in mind (l) your
spouse (on first IBM sheet); (2) your closest friend and (3) a casual
friend on second IBM sheet.

1. If you had to go away (business or visit a sick relative) for a weekend
rlithout hin/her wouLd you feel angry?
1. not at a1I 2. infrequently 3. occasionally 4. frequently 5,
aJ.ways

2. If s/he had lunch with a person or friend of lhe opposite sex would
you be upse t ?
1. not at aLl 2. a ]ittLe 3, somewhat 4. quile upset 5. very upset

*3. If s/he chose to go away (for pleasure) for a r+eekend wilhout you,
would you feel angry?
1. always 2. frequently 3. occasionally 4, infrequently 5. not at
all

4, Àre you comfortable at a party when s/he is:
1. not there 2, in another room 3. far across the room 4. near you
5. next to you

5. Do you and s/he go over the days events?
1. not at all 2. infrequently 3. occasionally 4, frequenEly
5. alliays

*6. ¡f s/he chose to go away without you for several monthsr would you
feel depressed?
1. alrlays 2. frequently 3. occasionally 4. infrequently 5. not at

1, If s/he t,las alray for several days could you carry on with:
1. all of your usual activities 2. nost of your usual activities 3.
sone of your usual activilies 4. a few of your usual ac!ivities 5.
none of your usual activiLies.

8. If s/he occasionally kissed or hugged friends of the opposite sex
would it di sturb you?
1. no! a! alI 2. a little 3. somewhat 4, consíderably 5. terribly

9. If s/he chose to go away for several weeks r',ithou! you would you feel
angry?
1. not at aII 2. infrequently 3. occasionally 4. frequently 5.
aJ-ways

11È
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10. Suppose you're in a frightening situation, such as on a plane that rlas
being hijacked. llould the presence of him/her reduce your anxiety
more t.han if another friend rlas there?
1. not a all 2. a Iittle 3. a fair amount 4. a lot 5. entirely

*11. If s/he occasionally arrived Iate would you accept hís/her explanation
for being IaLe?
1. absoJ.utely 2, almost 3. hesitantly 4. rrith some doubt 5. with
much doub!

12. If you had !o go away for several weeks wilhout hím/trer would you feeÌ
angry?
'1 . not al aIl 2. infrequently 3. occasionally 4. frequently 5.
always

13. oo you purchase a nerl garment, car, or expensive items l¡ithout his/her
appr ova I ?

1. always 2. frequently 3. occasionally 4. infrequenlly 5. never

14. If you had !o go away for several weeks without him/her would you feel
apprehensive?
1. not at ali 2. infrequently 3. occasionally 4. frequently 5'
always

15. If s/he had lo go away without you for several months' would you feel
depressed?
1. no! al aIL 2. infrequently 3. occasionally 4. frequently 5.
always

16. Hoç many evenings a r¡eek do you spend away from him/her?
1. five or more 2. four 3. lhree 4. one-two 5' none

*f7. If s/he had to go away for several weeks without you, would you feel
apprehensive?
1. always 2. frequenlly 3. occasionally 4. infrequently 5. not at

'18. When you have a problen to you discuss it rJith him/her?
1. never 2, infrequently 3. occasionally 4' frequently 5. always

19. If s/he had to go away for several weeks without you, would you feel
angry?
1. not at all. 2. infrequently 3. occasionally 4. frequently 5.
always

*20. When s/he comes into the house, do you kiss, hug or greet him/her?
1. always 2. frequently 3. occasionally 4. infrequen!1y 5. never

21. Do you commit yourseLf to a regular activity (such as bowling, bridge,
etc. ) riithout iirst consulting him/her?
1. always 2. frequently 3. occasionalLy 4' infrequently 5. never

*22. If. s/he chose to go alray without you for several months, would you
feel appr ehen s i ve ?
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1. allrays 2. frequentJ.y 3. occasionally 4. infrequenlly 5, not at
all

23. If s/he r¿as arlay for several weeks could you carry on rlith:
1, aIl of your usual aclivities 2. nost of your usual activiLies 3.
some of your usual activities 4. a few of your usual activities 5.
none of your usual activities

24, tf. slhe r¡as late and didn't phone would you be upset?
1. not at all 2. a little 3. somewhat 4. very upset 5. franLic

25. if s/he Has away for several months could you carry on with:
1. aLl of your usual activities 2. most of your usual activl!ies 3.
sone of your usual activilies 4. a few of your usual activities 5.
none of your usual activities

26. If s/he chose to go ar,lay for several r¡eeks r+ithout you would you feel
appr ehen s i ve ?

1. not at all 2. infrequenlJ.y 3. occasionally 4. frequently 5,
always

27. When you have an interesting thought or a nerr idea do you look forward
to sharing it riith him/her?
1. not at all 2. a little 3. somer+hat 4. very much 5, anxiously

*28, 7f. s/he chose to go atlay for a weekend without you, wouJ.d you feel
appr ehen s i ve ?
'1 . alHays 2. frequently 3. occasionally 4. infrequently 5. not at
aIL

29. If you had to go away without him/her for several months, Ì,ould you
feel upset ?

1. not at aLl 2. infrequently 3. occasionally 4. frequently 5.
always

30. Do you have lhoughts pertaining to him/her during the day?
1. not at aII 2. infrequently 3. occasionally 4. frequently 5.
always

31. Do you desire comfort or security from him/her?
1. not at all 2. infrequently 3. occasionally 4, frequently 5.
aJ-ways

32. Does s/he seem to understand your needs and l,'ants?
1. never 2. infrequently 3, occasionalLy 4. frequentJ.y 5. a).ways

! NorE.
The keying dÍrection of the asLerísked items is alternated.
The score is obtained by summing the ratings of each item.



Àppendix C

MILLER SOCIAL INTIMÀCY SCALE

The next trro questionnaires refer to your relationship with your spouse.

As there are nore choices than spaces, go across the page onto the next

column of the IBM shee!, to place your answers.

Very rarely some of the Àlmost
t ine ÀIway s

1. when you have leisure time how
often do you choose to spend it
with him/her atone? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 10

*2. Hol,l often do you keep very
personal i nformat ion to
yourself and do not share i!
withhim/her? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 10

3. How often do you show hin/her
affection? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 10

4. Horl ofLen do you confide very
personal information to
him/her? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 10

5. Hot,| often are you able !o under-
stand his/her feelings? 1 2 3 4 5 5 7 I 9 10

6. Horl oflen do vou feel cLose to
him/her? ' 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 10

Not much

7. HoI,¡ much do you like to spend
tine alone with him/her? 1 2 3

8. Holr much do you feel like being
encouragíng and supportive to hirn/
her when he/she is unhappy? 1 2 3

9. How close do you feel to him/her
most of the time? 1 2 3

À Little A great Deal

1C

10
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10. How imporlant is it lo you t.o
listen to his/her very personal
di sclosures? 1 2

11. How satisfying is your rela!-
ionship with him/her? 1 2

12. How affectionate do you feel
towards him/her ? 1 2

13. How important is it to you that
he/she understand your
feelings? 1 2

*14. How much damage is caused by a
typical dísagreement in your
relationship with him/her? 1 2

15. How important is it to you that
he/she be encouraging and supportive
to you lrhen you are unhappy? 1 2

16. How important is it to you lhat
he/she show you affection? 1 2

17, How ímportant is your relationship
Hith hin/her in your Ìife? 1 2

1 NOTE. The keying direction of the asterisked items is alternated and
scored in the opposite direction. Therefore a rating of I is scored as a 2

and vice versa. The score is oblained by summing lhe ratings of each item.

10

10

10

10
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Àppendix D

DYADIC ADJUSTMENT SCÀLE

À11 Most More
the of the often

t ime t ime than
not

Occa- Rarely Never
sion-
aIIy

81. Horl often do you dis-
cuss or have you con-
s idered divorce, sepa-
rat i on, or terminating
your relationship

Hor,r often do you or
your mate leave the
house after a fight?

1n general, how of ten
do you think that
things betr,¡een you and
your^partner are going
t.lell /

Do you confide in your
mate?

Do you ever regret that
you narried (or l-ived
t oge t.he r )?

How often do you and
your partner qua rreJ. ?

Hol{ often do you and
your mate "get on each
olher' s nerves" ?

01234

54321
82,

84.

86.

U

a2

_0_

_0_

_0_

_0_

Every
day

12345
85.

87.

tzJ4

t¿J{

_5_

Ã

_1_

Àlmost
Every
Day

_2_ _3_ _4_ _5_

occa- Rarely Never
sion-
alLy

_3_
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88. Do you kiss your mate? -4_ ¿ 1 0
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89. Which of the following statements best describes how you feel about
the future of your relationship?

5 I want desperately for my relationship to succeed, and
---- WOULD GO TO ALMoST ÀNY LENGTH to see that it does.

4 I want very much for my relationship to succeed, and WILL D0 Àtt
---- I CÀN !o see that it does.

3 I lrant very much for my relationship Eo succeed, and WILL D0 MY

---- FARE SHARE to see that it does.
2 It woutd be nice if my relationship succeeded, but I CÀN'T

---- DO MUCH MoRE THÀN I AM DoING Nol.¡ ro help it succeed.
1 It would be nice if it succeeded, but I REFUSE T0 D0 ÀNY MoRE

---- THAN I ÀM DOING noli to keep the relationship 9oin9.
0 My relationship can never succeed' and THERE IS N0 MoRE THÀN

---- I CAN D0 to keep the reLationship going.

90. The dots on the following Iine represent different degrees of
happiness. The niddle point "happy" represents lhe degree of
happiness of most relalionships. Please circle lhe dot r+hich
best describes the degree of happiness, all things considered,
of your reJ.ationship.

012

Extremely Fai rly A Iittle
unhappy unhappy unhappy

Happy

NOTE. The score is obtained by summing lhe ralings of each iten.

Ve ry
happv

Extrenely Perfect
happv



Appendix E

RECORDING OF ÀDJECTIVES TO DESCRIBE RELÀTIONSHIP WITH PARENT

Please List ten adjectives lhat best described your relationship with a

parent or parent substitute prior !o age 16. Choose the person whom you

f eel. was closer, more supportive and more accepLing of you. I.lrite the

ansrfers directly below on this page.

t.

)

2

L

6.

7,

o

o

10.

Please fill out the Parental Bonding lnstrument on the next page keeping

lhis same parent in mind. Use the IBM sheet on the last page for your

ansHers.

-182-



Àppendix F

PARENTAL BOND]NG SCÀIE

Very
like

Moderately Moderately ve ry
li ke unl i ke unl i ke

1. Spoke to ne !¡ith a warm and
friendLy voice. ( 3)

2. Did not help me as much as
I needed. ( )

3. tet ne do those things I liked
()

()

( 3)

( 3)

()

(III)

(rrr)

(rrr)

{ 2')

( 1)

( r)
( 1)

(21

(21

( r)
(II)

(II)

(ir)

(2\
(21

(II )

( 1)

( r)
( 1)

(2\

( 1)

(2)

(r¡ )

( 2')

( 1)

( 1)

(rI )

( r)

( r)
( r)

( 1)

( 1)

( r)

{21

(rl)
(2)

( 1)

()

( 3)

(rrr)

( 3)

()

()

(III)

()

()

()

()

()

()

( 3)

(III )

( 3)

()

doing.

4. Seemed emo!ionally cold to me.
5. Àppeared to understand my

problems and worries.

6. Was affectionate !o me.

7. Liked ne to nake ny ol{n
decisions.

8. Did not want me to grow up.

9. Tried to control everything I
did.

1 0. I nvaded my privacy.

1 1.Enjoyed taJ.king things over
wilh me. ( 3)

l2.Frequenlly smiled at me ( 3)

'1 3.Tended lo baby me. (III)

14.Did not seem to understand what
I needed or wanted. ( )

15.tet me decide things for myself ( )

16.Made me feel I rläsn't lranted. ( )

17.Cou1d make me feel better when
I rlas upset, ( 3)

- tðJ -
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18,Pid not talk with me very much ( )

19.Tried to make me dependent on
her/him, (III )

20.Felt I could not look after
myself unless she/he !ras around.(III)

21,Gave ne as nuch freedom as I
()

()

(rrr)

()

()

( 1)

(ri)

(II )

( r)

( r)
(II )

( 1)

( i)

(2t

(r)

( r)

(ir)

(II)
( r)
(2)

(ir )

( 3)

()

()

(III )

(ITI )

()

( 3)

(III)

wanted.

22,Let ne go out as often äs I
wanted,

23.l,las overprolect i ve of me.

24.Did not praise me.

25.Let me dress in any }lay i
pleased.

NOTE. Scores for "Overproteclion" are recorded in Roman nurnerals and

"Care" scores are recoded in Arabic nunerals. Each dimension is

independenlly summed to yield the score.



Àppendix G

REVIEW OF ]NFANT STUDIES ON ATTACHMENT

Attachment as ¿ Construct (reviewed by Shane, 1982),

The attachment construct plays an important role in developmental

theory. Previous).y, infant-adult ties were conceptuaLized as a trait
construct which evolved from the study of dependency. À variety of

discrete behaviors (i.e., cry, cling, approach) r,rere lhought ho be

"indices" of this dimension, Yet many'theorists observed that there tlas

little stability in early attachment behaviors across situations or across

time. Therefore, Coates, Ànderson and Hartup 11972l, , Masters and Wellman

(1974) and Àinsworth et a1. (1978) concluded that the concept of attachment

should be viewed as an organizational construct, where specific behavíor

lo$ards an a!tachnent figure is determined by the underlying organization

and by the situational context. Hence, they infer the existence of

attachnent from a stable propensity over tinÌe to seek proxinity and contact

with a specific figure. Even though attachment behaviors change over time,

the set goal of the underlying behavior is the sarne -- maintaining

proximity or contact (sroufe & Waters, 1977).

The examination of the organization of attachment behaviors provided the

framework for assessing the quality of individual attachment relationships.

Ainsr+orth, Blehar, I4aters and I,Iatl (1978) deveLoped a scheme for assessing

and then cJ.assifying lhe attachment behavior of one-year-old boys and

girls. Infants were observed in a standard Ìab situation which

185
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approximated events in the environment. It consisted of the follo!'ing

episodes: (1) mother and infant enter an unfamiliar room, (2) infant at

play wilh mother presenl, (3) stranger enters room, (4) nother teaves while

ínfant remains rrith stranger, (5) mother returns and stranger leaves, (6)

mother leaves, infant Ieft aIone, (7) stranger returns, (8) mother reLurns.

Experience in each episode r¡as expected to affect behavior in the

succeeding episode (3 minute episodes).

When examining the 106 one-year olds, Àinsworth et al. (1978) found the

presence of separaLion distress the most conspicuous element. So they

classified lhe infanLs inlo three groups as to quality of attachment.

Group B (65%) showed minimal dislurbance at separation and no anger at

reunion and were Labelled "securely attached. " In fact positive affect was

shown only by Group B. Àlthough Group À and C $ere both insecure in their

attachment to the molher, !hey differed in the expression of their

anxieties. Group À (21%) did not exhibil distress during separalion but

avoided nother during reunion, Hence lhey tlere referred to as "avoidant"

babies. croup c (13%) were passive and their expLorâtory behavior was

Iimited. They clung to nother nore prior to separation and during reunion

and exhibited more anger durínq these periods. Thus lhey were naned

"resistant" babies. (There r¡ere subgroups in each calegory, bu! the

di f ferences rlere mi n imal ) .

Anger is engendered by separation or threat of separation and is more

likely to be manifesled during reunion (BowIby, 1973). Shorl separations

do not consistently arouse angry feelings as do lengthy separations or

intermittent inaccessibility of the at¿achment figure. Anger mãy also

ensue if intense altachmen! behavior is not berminated appropriately. To
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terminate intensified attachment behavior, dis!ressed infants need to be

picked up and held closely for several minutes in order to be soothed. For

those older than 12 months, the mothers relurn should be sufficient (¡el] e

Ainsr+orth, 1972; einsworth et a1., 1978)' Hence' reunion behaviors were

crucial in identifying different patterns of ättachment in the lab.

IndicaLions of insecure a!!achment rarely occurred in isolation' Each

child was first observed in the home prior to the stranqe situation in the

tab, begínning at 3 weeks of age up to 54 weeks of age. It rlas

hypothesized that patterns in the lab would reflect the infant-mother

relatíonship at home. Às predicted, the behavior of each group in the lab

related significantly with behavior at home' In addition, different

patterns .of infant lab behaviors correLated significantLy with different

patterns of malernal behavior at home, as predicled (Àinsnorth et a1.t

1978 ) .

Group B nothers rlere more sensitive' cooperative and accepting. Groups

A and C were insensitive !o infant signals and communica!ions, rlith Group A

more rejecting, interfering or angry while C mothers rlere nore neglecting

and ignoring. Group À mothers were especially rejecting to close bodily

contact with lhe baby, and their feelings were frequently mixed llith anger

or irritation. croup C mothers delayed in response to crying and did their

chores while holding the child (Ainsworth et aL.' 1978).

The slrange-situation was repeated in a host of studies by oLher

invesligators. A sample in Holland by Van-Ijzendoorn, Tavecchio, Goossens,

vergeer and Swaan ('1 983) verified thal the procedure is valid, reliable and

generalizes !o !he natural environment, A Gernan sample (Grossmann,
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Grossmann, Huber & I,lartner, 1981) and a Swedish sample (tamb, H!¡ang, Frodi

& Frodi, 1983) also found the procedure vaIid, The prirnary measures of

interactive behavior !rere contact maintaining, proximity/contact seeking,

avoidance and resistance as directed !oward !he mother in reunion episodes.

These behaviors remained strikingly stable from 12 monLhs to over 18 months

of age, as rated by two independent raters rlith 90% agreement across

ratings. Ho!¡ever, I{aters (1978) and Thompson, tamb & Estes (1982) admitted

that secure attachments may fail in families under stress. Stillt
improvemenls in the fami).y situation can lead back to normative pâtterns of

secure attachment. These findings paved the groundwork for further

research.

Bell and Àinstiorth (1972) clearly demonstrated that unresponsiveness to

crying in the first nine months of life is positively associated rlíth

increased crying from 9 to'12 months. So lhat those lhat cried the most

between 9 and 12 months of age had been responded to less frequenlly and

less contingently. On the other hand, group B babies cried lhe least at

this age. These findings negate the belief that anxious attachment

develops from excessive graLificatíon and contradict behavioris! theory.

Eslablishing a secure, adaptive attachnent relalionship is a major

deveJ.opmental task for the first year of life. This relationship bears

consequences for subsequent tasks, such as exploration and mastery of the

environnent. Sroufe and t.raters (1977) argued that expJ.oration is an

imporlant function in human adaptaLion because of the need for flexibility

and problem-solving skilIs. Extensive exploration is characteristic of the

securely-atLached child r,,ho is more likeIy to risk the initial insecurity

in a learning situation because s/he can reJ.y on the proteclion of the
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parents, If the adventure evokes undue anxiety, s/he can easily return !o

home base. Given an ínsecure attachmenL, the child r,¡ould not leave for

fear of them not being available or responsive when s/he returned. This

was theorized by Blatz (1966) and confirmed by Àinsworth (1963, 1967), who

repor!ed that the anxiously attached child foregoes exploration and

subsequent learning. Therefore, the ability to use the caregiver as a

secure base for exploration should serve to advance learning and cognitive

developnent.

The quality of the atlachment relationship uas found to be significantly

related !o cognitive development in the second and third year of life.

cognitive development, nameJ.y object and person permanence (Piagetr 1952)

rlas probed by BetÌ (1970) who tested infants during four observational

periods between 81/2 aîd 13 1/2 months. Infanls more advanced in person

permanence had been classifled by Àinsworth,, Bell and Stayton (1971) as

securely attached (Group B). This is understandable because Group B

mothers r,fere more accessible. Infants who were more advanced in object

permanence had been classified as anxiously attached. By 13 1/2 nonths,

those ttho llere more advanced in person pertnanence were also more advanced

in object pernanence. This notion was supported by Paradise and Curcio

(1974). In a follow-up study, Bell (1978) confirned that the same

phenomenon held true cross-culturally. Group B infants in both a r¡hite

rniddle class and a black disadvantaged group rrere significantly advanced

compared to non-B infants in object and person permanence. Howeverr the

black disadvanLaged sample contained a higher rate of anxiousJ.y attached

infants; apparently the mothers and iathers were absent for long daily

periods.
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An infant's learning capacity is also affected by the quality of

attachment. Connelt (1978a) measured response decrement to a redundant

stinulus. The .securely atLached infants showed marked habituation to a

repeatèd stimulus, indicative of higher learning capacity. Group A showed

a lower rate of habituation whereas Group C was overly distressed and

presentations of the stimulus had to be discontinued. These findings are

concurrenl wi!h Maín's (1978) theory that Group C are too anxious to

explore and lhus forego learning. rhis did not occur t¡ith the

securely-attached children. Indeed, in a later study Connell (1978b) noted

that securely-attached toddlers were also more advanced in language

acqui si t ion than anxiously-attached toddlers.

Secure attachment is an important indication of successful adaptation in

later childhood. The ability to use adult assistance Hithout being overly

dependen! on it pronotes autonomy and competence (i,rhite, 1959; Loevinger,

1976). Therefore, it was expected that the securely attached child would

exhibit more autonomous, competent behavior in a problen-solving situation

at tl,to years of age than the insecurely-aLtached chiLd (Matas, Arend &

Sroufe, 1978). Às predicted, Group B was rated lower in frustration,

noncompliance, negativism and non-task behavior by independent raters r¡lth

observer agreement at 90%. The "avoidant" children (Group À) were

especialty noncompliant and tended to seek help from the experimenLer

rather than their mothers, totlard whom they behaved agqressively. The

"resistant" chiLdren (croup C) exhibited extreme reliance on their nothers

and were generally incompetent. They tihined and stomped and gave up

quickly. Thus the palterns of âttachment were revealed in a transformed

Hay at age ttio.
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Continuity r¡as also observed in the maternal behavior. The mothers of

non-B groups were significantly less supportive and offered a lower quality

of assistance to their children. These findings were consistent with Main

(1978), ConnelL (1978b), and Bell (1978) who found Group B mothers had

greater input in interacting with their children during the second and

third year of Iife. Given the continuity in moLher-child interaction, it

is not surprising that Matas, Àrend and Sroufe (1978) observed thal

securely attached toddlers r¡ere more enthusiastic, persistent' cooperative

and in general more effective than insecurely altached children. Some

rneasures showed virtually no overlap between groups. The differences riere

not due lo developmental quotient or tenperamenL.

The securely attached 2-year-old was found to be more sociable and more

positively oriented torlard peers as well' Pastor (198 1) observed lorrer SES

toddlers who were matched in age, sex, developmental quotient and peer

experience. They were previously classified as to quality of attachnent in

the slrange situation, He noted that the avoidant toddlers were more

negative to both mother and peers while the resistânt toddlers appeared

highly stressed by the situation. The nolhers of the securely attached

t{ere nore supportive and appropriately directíve, playing an important role

in the adaptability of their children to social situations with peers.

it could be argued that the securely atEached children displayed nore

compeLence due to the presence and/or behavior of their mothers. This

argunent would be invalid if attachrnent is shown to be a stable'

integrative developmental construct. Then secure attachment would elicit

later competence in the peer group even in the absence of mother. The

siability of the attachment conslruct was tested by Waters' Wippman and
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Sroufe (1979) at 18 months and again al 3 112 years of age. Phase I

assessed babies at 18 months and 24 months to determine if secure

attachment reLates to positive affect bo$ards an attachment figure.

Smiling combined r¡i!h sharing of !oys was characteristic of the securely

a!lached but not the anxiously attached groups. Then in Phase II of lhe

sludy 18 months laLer, the stability of the attachment construct nas

tesled. They predic!ed that the quality of the attachnrent relationship

would be significantly associated with personal ând interpersonal

competence or effeclance in lhe peer group at 3112 yeats of age. It !¡as

aLso postulated that the positive affect !or+ards the attachment figure

would generaLize to olhers. The children were independently observed for 5

weeks in a preschool classroon by observers who were blind to their

classification and rated by a 0-sort methodology assessing conpetence. As

predicled, lhe securely attached scored higher in personal and

interpersonal competence, peer Ieadership ability' and were more

self-directed and curious. Anxiously attached children rrere rated as more

socially !¡ithdralrn, unsympathe!ic to peer disLress and vere avoided by

other children. They scored significantly lower in personal and

interpersonal competence with substantial differences bett4een the groups.

Upon reaching five years of age, the anxiously attached were described

as unduly perseverative. They become disorganized during a stressful or

novel situation and lrere unable to mee! the demands of a changing

environment. In addition, they scored lower than the securely attached in

ego resiliency and ego control (Àrend, Gove, & Sroufe, 1979). Holtever'

group differences accounted for less than 25% of the variance in scores in

this study.
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À final study investigated 40 impoverished children aged 41/2 to 5

years. They llere previously classified at 18 months of age as to quality

of attachment. Dependent behaviors such as seeking nurlurance' attention'

cognitive heIp, social help and physical help were rated' Teachers and

observers r¡ho were blind as to classification rated the children on a

Q-sort and on behavioral observa!ional data. Observer agreement ranged

from,73 to.89 (Sroufe, Fox & Pancake, 1983). As expected' the findings

ranked the insecurely attached significantly higher in dependency than the

securely attached. In fact over 90% of the insecure group t{as rated the

highest on dependency. Holtever the secure chiLdren v¡ere also dependent on

their teacher because they sought significantly more positive attention'

Thus alL children sought attention but the anxiously aLtached did so in

negative riays that interfered tlith other developmenLal tasks such âs

environmental mastery. These findings are in accord rlith the

deveJ.opmen!aL/organizational perspeclive, which has a corollary that a

secure attachment relationship in infancy provides a foundation for later

autonomous functioning (Bow1by, 1969; ÀinsHorth, 1972),

The foLlowing conclusions can be drawn from examining lhe

infant-caregiver attachment relationship. The quality of the reLationship

as categorized by Ainsworth et aL. (1978)' is significantly related to

later cognitive, emotional and social development up until at leas! the

fifth year of life across alI SES classes. Although the behaviors changed

over tine, the organization of the behaviors remained stable. The

cross-age, cross-situational and cross-behavioral predictions demonstrated

that attachmenl is a stable developmental construct and that secure

attâchment correlates significantly with the ability to nake use of
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environmental resources in order to achieve a good developmental outcome'

Insecure attachmen! on the other hand is associated with increased

aggressíon, noncompliance, tlithdrawal, dependence, negativism, incompetence

and generally poorer adaptation. Às yet' there are no folìol,t-up studies of

children past lhe age of five years. Hence, the quality of attachment has

not been correlated with emotional, social and cognitive development

subsequent to this age.

Horl Attachment DeveloÞs and its SLaoes (reviewed by Shane, 1982)

Àccording to atlachment theory, the patterns of interac!ion which becone

established betlreen a child and his primary caregiver unfold during several

stages rlhich have been identified. À phase of undifferentiated

responsiveness precedes one of discriminating sociaJ. responsiveness and

then the sLage wherein attachment becomes more active follor+s (Schaffer &

Emerson, 1964; Yarrow, 1963, 1964, 1967; Àinsworth, 1972ì, ,

The initial preattachmen! phase finds the new born infant most

responsive to stimuli emanating from humans although s/he doesn'!

discrininaLe one person from another. S/He is equipped with a repertoire

of signaling behaviors which induce others to approach him. The behaviors

such as crying, vocalizing, grasping and later smiling promote proxinity

and contact and are classified as early attachment behaviors (Àinsliorth,

1912) ,

Àround 12 weeks of age, a second stage has been identífied where the

infant can discriminate one figure from another. S/He directs various

proxinity-promoting behaviors tor+ards different figures and his reperloire

of attachnent behaviors increases. This phase coincides rrith Piaget's
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(1952) second stage of sensorimotor development (Àinsnorth, 1972), where

the infant believes his desires bring about the bottle or mother. He Ís

not arrare rhat his crying is a signal that brings mother. This is ca1led

para tax i c or magical reasoning.

During the third sLage, the baby actively seeks proximity by locomotion

rather than signaling' Exploration and object manipulation occur during

the second half of lhe firsl year during this phase' This coincides with

Piage!'s fourth stage of sensorimotor development l.lherein the concept of

the object and person permanence develops (Bell, 1970). Hence, the grot,¡Èh

of attachment depends on perceptual and cognitive development, specifically

the ability to discriminate figures from the self and the concept of the

object (schaffer & Enerson, 1964; Boltlby' 1969; einsworth, 1972). The

first specific attachment occurs at approximately seven months and by '18

months aIl but 13% of the infants studied showed attachments to more lhan

one person (schaffer & Emerson, 1964).

In the final stage of attachment commencing betlleen three and four years

of age, a "goal-correcled partnership" should develop (Bowlby' 1969;

Àinsworth, 1973). At this time the capacity to take the perspective of

another develops. The child is able to devise complex plans that include

influencing mother to fit ín with his plans. S/he manifests less distress

in separation and proximity-seeking decreases. Yet the change of the

relationship does not imply a weaker attachment (Marvin , 1978; Maccoby &

FeIdman, 1972). Proximity becomes less a matter of physical distance and

more a matter of symbolic availabiliry.
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The above summarized stages of altachnent depict a course of normal

development with no major bond disruptions. Hotrever, as related

previously, many experience deviant patterns in the development of

attachment, such as discontinuity of parenting or even parental rejection.

This pattern can readily Lead to emotional delachment,

EmotionaL detachment rlas first recorded by Robertson and Bowlby (1952).

They noted lhree phases of response to separation in chil.dren aged one to

three years. These phases l,'ere lhought to be early prototypes of human

mourning Ì{ith the sequences beinq "protest, despair and lhen detachment."

During "protest" attachmenl behavior is intensely activated, crying and

searching ensue. If separation continues "despair" follows and s/he become

inactive, withdrawn and appears !o be in a stage of deep mourning.

Finally, if separation persisls; "detachment" sets in. ln both the child

and the adult, the mourning process includes the phases of "protest,

despair and detachmen!" wherein anger and hatred are present (Robertson &

Robertson, 19?1). Bowlby (1973) elucidated that "protest" relates to

separation anxiety, "despair" !o grief and mourning while "detachment" is a

defensive mechan i sm.

Enìotional detachment was observed by Àinsworth et al, (1978) in Group À

of the anxiously attached children as related previously. The chiLdren

exhibited an approach-avoidance conflict t,¡ith their mothers who were

observed to be rejecting and found body contact aversive. These mothers

were described by Àinsworth et al. as rigid and less sensitive to lheir

infants' needs, Their infants' demands on them activated anger and

rejecLion even though they attempted to suppress it. The infanLs in

question were referred to as "avoidant" infants,
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Main (1977) explained !ha! "avoidant" infants whose attachment behavior

is chronically frusLrated, will in turn exhibit anger and hosLility toward

their mothers. À striking feature of avoidant behavior in Èhe experimental

pos!-separation situation is that l¿hen the molher coaxes the child to come

to her, s/he ignores the mother and looks away' Gaze aversíon in infancy

supposedly modulates Level of arousal when a baby is in face-to-face

encoun!ers rlith mother (stern, 1974): Àvoidance protects the child from

re-experiencing rebuff that s/he comes to expect when s/he seeks comfort

and reassurance from her, which together !¡ith the gaze aversion Lowers the

level of anx iety (arousal).

When "avoidant" children reach the final stage of the developnent of

attachment, they are more capable of achieving proximity or contact r¡ith

their mothers. However, there are limits to lhe success of the "avoidant"

child's efforts in interacting with her, unless she becomes more sensitive

to the chitd's needs. If she cannot understand lhings from a child's

viewpoint, disregards his communications refusing !o negotia!e a plan

acceptable to both, he cannot enter into a "goal-correcled partnership"

with her. consequently, interactions with his mother, his first social

Learning experience, will not cultivate his undersLanding of her or of

others in terms of their roles, needs, feelings, etc. (Àinst¡orth et aI.,

1978). Thus, it is not surprising that "avoidant" children were found to

show a deficit in social cognitive functioning (I.laters, Wippman & Sroufe'

'1979; Matas, Àrend & Sroufe, 1978: ; Sroufe & Waters, 1977 ) .

Unfortunately, the loss of paternal care has received less emphasis in

the literature. BowJ.by (1979, 1980) admitled thal separation and loss of

love from lhe father is also consequential. The importance of the father
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as an attachment figure lras further advanced by Àínsworth et al. ('1978) uho

uncovered bha! altachments to mother and to father are sínilar in nature.

This theory \ias supported by Lamb (19?7) who longitudinal-ly studied babies

in the home. He found nost boys and some girJ.s preferred their fathers in

a stress-free situalion. ¡,amb (1978) claimed that both attachmen!

relalionships are independen!; one quarler of his sanple of one-year-olds

rras secure with one parent but insecure Hith the other.

A similar proportion of different parental classifications QZ%l

regarding security $as reported by Main & I,leston (1981) r¡ho also clained

the category placenents were independent of each other. These authors

noted !hat '18-month-o1d toddlers in their sample wiro were secure with

mother but not sith father were more sociable lhan toddlers riho $ere not

secure with nother and secure nith father. HolJever' those Ì¡ho s¡ere not

secure r,rith mother but secure with fabher showed a greater readiness to

establish a friendJ.y relationship than lhose who were insecure with both

parents. Main and Weston (1981) concluded that the effects of an insecure

parental reJ.ationship can be mibigated by a secure one. I'lore research l¡ith

faLhers would be helpful.


